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Abstract 

Plastics are currently considered a relevant marine pollutant, and many 

investigations are trying to cover different aspects of the impacts of such pollutant in the 

natural environment. To date, different types of polymers accumulate in the ocean in high 

amounts, however, there is no clarity with respect to the degree of degradability of either 

synthetic or natural origin plastics. In this context, the thesis aimed to determine the ability 

of Alcanivorax sp. 24 – a bacterium isolated from plastic marine debris and belonging to 

a genus usually related to the degradation of plastic – to degrade different synthetic and 

natural polymers (plastics). 

The genomic features of Alcanivorax sp. 24 are presented in Chapter 2, focusing 

the analysis on the capacity of Alcanivorax to degrade alkanes and polymeric materials. 

Its genome revealed the presence of genes involved in alkanes degradation, such as alkane 

monooxygenases AlkB; enzymes involved in the degradation of long-chain alkanes AlmA 

and an enzyme related to the degradation of poly[3-hydroxybutyrate] (PHB). 

In Chapter 3, different analyses (e.g. proteomics analyses) have been performed 

to unveil the potential of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to degrade several polyesters, such as PHB 

and polycaprolactone - polymer types considered as eco-friendly alternatives to replace 

conventional plastics. The analysis has demonstrated that a key esterase was highly up-

regulated and secreted when Alcanivoras sp. 24 was exposed to polyesters. Here, it has 

been determined that this enzyme was able to hydrolase all polymers assessed in this 

study. 

The work undertaken to study the biodegradation of conventional plastics is 

shown in Chapter 4. In this section, using polyethylene (PE) as the source of carbon, it 

was possible to determine that weathering (oxidation) of this type of material enhances 

the capacity of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to use PE as the main source of carbon. In this chapter, 

it is also shown the ability of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to degrade several long-chain alkanes 

and dicarboxylic acids, all expected degradation product from PE oxidation. 

The genome features observed provide an interesting insight into the versatile 

lifestyle of Alcanivorax spp. The findings of this thesis would support the idea of 

Alcanivorax species as a metabolically adaptable group of microorganisms potentially 

capable to thrive using other sources of carbon and not strictly limited to the degradation 

of hydrocarbon.  
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1.1. Plastic marine pollution 

Plastic has undoubtedly become one of the most important materials for our 

society. Since their industrialization, the production of synthetic polymers has steadily 

increased, and reached 348 million tonnes in 2017 (PlasticsEurope, 2018). Current 

levels of production mean that annually the manufacturing of plastic is more than 200 

times higher than at the beginning of its industrial implementation in 1950 

(PlasticsEurope, 2018, 2013). 

Different approaches have been taken to determine how much plastic marine 

debris (PMD) is polluting the marine systems. It has been estimated that during 2010 

a total of 192 coastal countries generated around 4.8-12.7 million tonnes of plastic 

waste that entered the oceans, potentially reaching every corner of the planet (Jambeck 

et al., 2015), and thus, turning a local problem into one of global concern. Eriksen and 

co-workers estimated that more than 200,000 tonnes of plastic are currently floating 

in the oceans, ranging from large plastic items to microplastics (>200 mm down to 0.3 

mm), which represents around 5.25 trillion plastic particles floating across the sea 

(Eriksen et al., 2014). On the other hand, in a global ocean survey during the 

Malaspina expedition, Cózar and co-workers estimated that the floating plastic marine 

debris ranged between 6,350 and 31,751 tonnes. This study showed an important 

mismatch in size distribution, especially for particles below 1 mm in size and the 

number of items recovered were more than five orders of magnitude less than 

previously predicted (Cózar et al., 2014). 

The fact that quantities of recovered plastic is far less than expected raises 

questions such as: “Where is all the plastic?” (Thompson et al., 2004), Is plastic being 

biodegraded? What kind of plastics (polymers) are more susceptible to 

biodegradation? (Tokiwa et al., 2009). In the next section, I will address aspects of 

plastic polymers properties that can affect the degradability of such materials. 

 

1.2. General overview of plastic 

In order to have a better understanding of the dynamic of plastic in marine 

environments, it is relevant to know different characteristics of plastic materials, 

including physical properties, different kind of applications, and types of plastics 

based on their chemical arrangements and composition. 
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1.2.1. Plastic materials, physical properties, and applications 

The term plastic has the Greek origin “plastikos” (word meaning “fit for 

molding”) (Hammer et al., 2012), a word that already refers to one of the properties of 

these materials, plasticity, which indicates the capacity to resist plastic deformation 

(Zhang and Zhang, 2012). At a molecular level, plastics are polymers (derived from 

the Greek word meaning “many parts”), chemical arrangements based on the 

repetition of many monomeric units that form long-chain structures chemically 

bonded (Crawford and Quinn, 2016; McKeen, 2019) (Fig. 1.1). Additional plastic 

properties include toughness, durability, tensile strength, amongst others (Table 1.1). 

The combination of plastic properties make these materials highly versatile under a 

variety of conditions (e.g. temperatures, solvent resistant) (Andrady and Neal, 2009), 

with applications such as films, packaging, bottles, tubes, pipes, insulation, and bags 

(Zheng et al., 2005). The broad diversity of plastics has made plastic products 

available to almost every economic sector, “different plastics for different products” 

(i.e. building and construction, electronics, health, energy) (PlasticsEurope, 2018). 

 

 

Fig. 1.1 Process of polymerization (taken from Crawford and Quinn, 2006). 
 

1.2.2. Types of plastics 

Plastic can be classified in different ways, for example by the polymer 

chemical or physical features. An important classification is based on the monomeric 

composition of the polymer resulting from the polymerization reaction. Hence, a 

polymer can be composed of only one type of monomer (homopolymers) or the 

combination of different monomeric units (co-polymers). Additionally, the structural 
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organization of the polymer also represent relevant feature regard to the polymer 

structure (McKeen, 2019) (Fig. 1.2). 

Table 1.1 Summary of plastic properties and definitions. 

Plastic properties Definition Reference 

Elasticity Capacity to resist plastic deformation. (Zhang and Zhang, 2012) 

Toughness 
Ability to absorb energy during 
deformation up to fracture. 

(Zhang and Zhang, 2012) 

Durability 

Ability of a material to remain 
serviceable in the surrounding 
environment during the useful life 
without damage or unexpected 
maintenance. 

(Coronado et al., 2015) 

Tensile strength 

Breaking strength of a specimen 
under exertion of a force capable of 
breaking many threads 
simultaneously, at a constant rate of 
extension/load. 

(Chakraborty, 2012) 

Stiffness 
Force needed to achieve a certain 
deformation of a structure. 

(Baumgart, 2000) 

Ductility 
Extent to which a material can be 
deformed plastically and measured in 
uniaxial tension. 

(Zhao and Lavernia, 
2011) 

Corrosion 
resistance 

Irreversible interfacial reaction of a 
material with its environment which 
results in consumption of the material 
or in dissolution into the material of a 
component of the environment 

(Cwalina, 2014) 

Bio-inertness 
Non-reactive material or low capacity 
to interact with membranes of an 
organism 

(Hammer et al., 2012) 

Non-toxicity  

Low or non-existent capacity to cause 
injury to a living organism by the 
administration of a substance, the way 
in which the substance is administered 
(inhalation, ingestion, topical 
application, injection) and distributed 
in time (single or repeated doses). 

(Sullivan et al., 2007) 

 

Furthermore, plastics can also be divided into two different groups depending 

on the process to manufacture polymers, thermoset plastics and thermoplastics. First, 

the chemical reaction to produce thermoplastics involves breaking the double-bond in 

the olefin (carbon-carbon polymeric unit, i.e. ethylene, H2C=CH2) by polymerization 

to generate a new carbon-carbon bond (–CH–CH–), for instance, the plastics 

polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP) are polyolefins synthesised by this type of 

reaction. Second, thermosets are produced through the excision of a water molecule 

by condensation between a carboxylic acid and an alcohol or amino acid to generate a 
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polyester (R’O=O–R) or polyamine (–NH–(C=O)–R), such as polyurethane (–NH–

(C=O)–O–). Thermoplastic structures are generally considered resistant to 

degradation or hydrolytic cleavage of chemical bonds, and more drastically, non-

biodegradable materials. On the other hand, due to the presence of heteroatoms (i.e. 

oxygen atoms) in the main polymeric chain of thermoset plastics, these materials may 

undergo degradation by the breakdown of ester or amide bonds (Zheng et al., 2005). 

 

 
Fig. 1.2 Plastic classification regarding monomer composition (taken and modified 
from Crawford and Quinn, 2006) and polymer structure (taken and modified from 
McKeen, 2013). 
 

1.3. Plastic material by origin 

Plastic materials can be manufactured by the polymerization of different 

components. Depending on the nature of these components, plastics can be considered 

to be of synthetic or natural origin. Plastics of natural origin are produced by biomass 

or renewable materials and synthetic polymers are mostly petroleum-based polymers 

(Tokiwa et al., 2009). However, this is a simplified categorization. It is also possible 

to produce semi-synthetic materials, which are blends of different plastics of natural 

and synthetic origin. This section will focus on the concept of conventional plastics 

(synthetic origin) and bio-plastics (synthetic and natural origin). 
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1.3.1. Concept of conventional plastics 

Conventional plastics are mostly petroleum-based polymers and these are 

amongst the most common polymers. Some examples within this group are PP, PE 

polyvinyl chloride (PVC), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polystyrene (PS) and 

polyurethane (PUR), which overall represent approximately 68% of the European 

plastic converter demand by polymer type (PlasticsEurope, 2018). Conventional 

plastics are mostly considered recalcitrant materials due to their resistance to 

biodegradation, however, not all materials are completely inert (Albertsson et al., 

1995). Further details regarding the biodegradation of synthetic materials will be 

discussed later on (section 1.9). 

1.3.2. Concept of bio-plastic; biodegradability of plastics of synthetic 
and natural origin 

A common way of describing plastics is based on their biodegradability. The 

concept of bioplastic can be unclear as it may be used to describe both the natural 

origin of the polymer source and their capacity to be biodegraded (Karana, 2012; 

Tokiwa et al., 2009). 

As previously mentioned, the plastic biodegradability mainly relies on their 

chemical structure rather than the origin of the material itself, either natural or 

synthetic. In this sense, the major distinction amongst bio-plastics is the nature of the 

raw material that forms the polymer. Fig. 1.3 shows a diagram with the different 

categories of bio-plastics, for example, synthetic plastics such as polycaprolactone 

(PCL), polybutylene succinate (PBSu) and polyethylene succinate (PESu) are 

petroleum-based thermoplastics but are widely degraded by microorganisms 

nonetheless. Bio-based plastics are produced by biomass or renewable sources and can 

be completely biodegraded (i.e. polylactic acid (PLA), poly[3-hydroxybutyrate] 

(PHB), starch). Other bio-based polymers, for instance, PE, nylon 11 (NY11) and 

acetyl cellulose (AcC) can be synthesized from biomass or renewable sources, but are 

consider non-degradable or recalcitrant materials (Tokiwa et al., 2009). 

Ultimately, the degradability of polymers will depend on the presence of 

enzymatic targets to allow microbial access to the carbon source to be consumed and 

the proper environment to carry out this process. Due to the complexity of 

classifications, plastics will be simply referred to here as biodegradable (i.e. material 
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more susceptible to undergoing biodegradation) and non-biodegradable (i.e. 

recalcitrant materials or resistant to biodegradation). 

 

 

Fig. 1.3 Diagram of categories amongst bio-plastics based on their biodegradability 
(based and modified from Tokiwa et al., 2009). 
 

1.4. Biodegradable plastics: degradable polyesters as an alternative to 
traditional plastic materials  

Biodegradable materials are usually defined as polymers able to be broken 

down by biological/enzymatic activity, e.g. esterases, into low molecular weight 

subunits that can then be internalised and metabolised (e.g. transformed into biomass, 

CO2 and H2O under oxic conditions, or biomass, CO2, CH4, H2O in anoxic 

environments) (Gilmore et al., 1992; Gu, 2003). Within renewable and petroleum-

based plastics, polyesters are amongst the most promising materials due to their 

biodegradability (Vilela et al., 2014), based on their potential susceptibility of 

polyester to the enzymatic break down by esterases, lipases, proteases or other 

enzymes with related substrates (Bhardwaj et al., 2013). 

1.4.1. Bio-based polyesters: polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) 

PHAs are aliphatic polyesters naturally produced by bacteria as a mechanism 

of carbon storage during unbalanced growing conditions (i.e. carbon excess and 

limited nutrients availability such as nitrogen) (Jendrossek and Handrick, 2002). PHB 
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is the most abundant PHA homopolymer produced by bacteria and accumulated as 

intracellular granules (Jendrossek and Handrick, 2002). PHB granules are generated 

through the polymerization of 3-hydroxybutyrate (HB) resulting in the formation of 

an aliphatic polyester (Fig. 1.4A) (Dedkova and Blatter, 2014). To gain access to this 

carbon it is necessary a reverse the polymerization, a process carried out by the action 

of depolymerases (a subfamily of esterases) (Nojiri and Saito, 1997). This enzyme-

mediated reaction will allow a reduction in the molecular weight and further carbon 

metabolism. 

A different variant of a PHA is the copolymer PHBV. This natural polymer is 

obtained by the copolymerization of HB and 3-hydroxyvalerate (HV) (Fig. 1.4B) 

(Miller and Williams, 1987). Compared to PHB, its copolymer PHBV has better 

toughness and flexibility properties depending on the content of HV (Biernacki et al., 

2017). However, HV also increases the cost associated with its production (Chen et 

al., 2011). The natural origin of PHAs and the wide distribution of this type of polymer 

has attracted the scientific interest for its use as a biodegradable polymer (Miller and 

Williams, 1987). Early endeavours have been able to produce, design and transform 

PHAs into commercial products. For example, PHBV (used as raw material) was first 

manufactured and commercialized under the trade name Biopol® (Gassner and Owen, 

1992). A more recent commercial alternative of PHA used as a biodegradable material 

is Minerv-PHA™, produced by Bio-On (Vilela et al., 2014). 

Despite the increasing necessity for more environmentally friendly 

biodegradable polymers able to contribute to solving the main problems associated 

with conventional plastic (i.e. low degradation rate), mechanical properties and 

elevated costs associated with the production of such alternatives are still the main 

limitations (Rivera-Briso and Serrano-Aroca, 2018). 
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Fig. 1.4 Simplified polymerization reaction of PHAs. (A) Chemical polymer structure 
of PHB. (B) Chemical structure of components HB, HV and the resulting copolymer 
PHBV. 
 

1.4.2. Petroleum-based polyesters: PESu, PBSu and PCL 

Even though petroleum-based polymers are often mistakenly associated with 

recalcitrant plastics due to their origin, there are some of these materials that are 

widely degradable. This is the case for aliphatic petroleum-based synthetic polyesters, 

such as PESu, PBSu and PCL, which can be degraded by various microorganisms 

(Ishii et al., 2008; Nishida and Tokiwa, 1993; Tansengco and Tokiwa, 1998).  

PESu and PBSu are synthesised from the polymerization of dicarboxylic acids,  

i.e. succinic and adipic acids, and glycols (ethylene glycol and 1,4-butanediol) (Fig. 

1.5A-B) (Tokiwa et al., 2009). These types of polyesters can match some of the desired 

manufacturing properties of conventional plastics, e.g. good flexibility and strength. 

For examples, PBSu was commercially distributed as a biodegradable plastic under 

the trade name Bionolle® (Vilela et al., 2014). 

PCL is synthesised by ring-opening polymerization of ε-caprolactone as the 

monomeric unit (Fig. 1.5C) (Tokiwa et al., 2009). PCL is considered as a viable 

alternative for the reduction of plastic due to its biodegradability under aerobic and 

anaerobic conditions (Ishigaki et al., 2004). Mechanical properties of PCL have 

attracted the development of several commercial options such as Aqua-Novon and 

CAPA® (Guarino et al., 2017; McKeen, 2012). 
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Fig. 1.5 Simplified polymerization reaction of petroleum-based biodegradable 
polyesters. (A) Chemical structure of the components ethylene glycol, succinate and 
the resulting PESu. (B) Chemical structure of the components 1,4 butanediol, 
succinate and the resulting PBSu. (C) Cyclic chemical structure of ε-caprolactone and 
the resulting ring-opening product PCL. 
 

1.5. Plastics biodegradation as a multifactorial process 

So far, we have discussed chemical structure features and aspects of 

biodegradation related to the plastic’s origin. Nonetheless, the degradation of plastic 

is a multifactorial process where first-order structures (e.g. molecular weight (Mw) 

and chemical structure), high-order structures (e.g. melting temperate and 

crystallinity) and abiotic factors will all modulate the biodegradation of plastic (biotic 

degradation) (Arutchelvi et al., 2008). 

1.5.1. Influence of plastic crystallinity, Mw and hydrophobicity on 
biodegradation 

Plastic Mw, crystallinity and hydrophobicity are amongst the main factors 

governing the biodegradation process. The Mw is a measure of the mass of a particular 

molecule (atomic weight) and it has been extensively established that the high Mw of 

polymers negatively influence the capacity of these materials to undergo degradation 

(Andrady, 2011; Restrepo-Flórez et al., 2014; Roy et al., 2008). Crystallinity, which 

depends on the ratio between amorphous and crystalline regions (Fig. 1.6), also has a 

strong influence on the material’s biodegradability. Amorphous regions are arranged 

in a more irregular manner when compared with crystalline regions, which are more 

regular and compact (Balani et al., 2015). It has been shown that amorphous regions 
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are more susceptible to microbial degradation as the polymer is more accessible to 

enzymic attack (Restrepo-Flórez et al., 2014). Biodegradation of amorphous regions 

will leave the residual crystalline sections, a process that allows reorganization of the 

remaining polymer, a phenomenon that increases crystallinity (Albertsson et al., 

1995). The remaining crystalline regions, which are more compact and organized, 

hamper enzyme docking and further cleavage of the polymer (Tokiwa et al., 2009). 

 

 

Fig. 1.6 Polymer representation of crystalline and amorphous regions. (A) Highly 
crystalline polymer. (B) Polymer with a reduced crystallinity (occurrence of 
amorphous regions in the polymeric arrangement). 
 

Polymers hydrophobicity can also affect microbial interaction with these types 

of materials. Usually, microbial cell surface attachment relies on the presence of 

hydrophilic functional groups compatible with the characteristic hydrophilic nature of 

cell surfaces (Wilkes and Aristilde, 2017). Most plastic materials are highly 

hydrophobic, and a typical example is PE, which in its newly manufactured form, is 

frequently considered a non-biodegradable material (Shah et al., 2008). However, it 

has been demonstrated that the biodegradation rate can be enhanced by increasing its 

hydrophilicity by surface modification or by subjecting the material to a weathering 

process (abiotic oxidation). The result of PE oxidation is the introduction of 

hydrophilic carbonyl groups (–C(=O)OH) into the polymer chain. As a consequence, 

the material increases its hydrophilicity and further microbial biodegradation, 

therefore improving the biodegradation rate (Albertsson et al., 1998). 
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1.5.2. Abiotic factors affecting biodegradation of plastics 

Abiotic plastic degradation includes the process of weathering where the 

action of environmental factors will produce the deterioration of these materials. 

Within abiotic degradation different stressors can be identified, such as light, 

temperature, mechanical forces, gases, and water (Fig. 1.7A). Despite plastic 

resistance, these synthetic materials are susceptible to oxidation and mechanical 

deterioration in the environment. Amongst the mechanisms of plastic deterioration, 

thermal and photo-degradation involve the action of solar energy in the form of heat 

for thermal degradation (temperature) and UV-radiation for photo-degradation (light). 

In the case of mechanical degradation, the degree of deterioration will depend on 

different forces applied upon the polymer which will result in the breakage of the 

structure in a continuous process of fragmentation (Fig. 1.7A-B) (Crawford and 

Quinn, 2016). 

 

 

Fig. 1.7 Mechanical degradation of plastic fiber (A) Scheme of potential stressors 
action on microplastic (B) Mechanical stress definition (taken and modified from 
Crawford and Quinn, 2016). 
 

1.6. Basic insight into plastic oxidation 

As it has been shown in previous works, both photo- and thermooxidation 

processes are relatively similar in terms of the chemical oxidation outcome and that 

they have the capacity to produce chemical modification on the polymeric structure 

and deterioration. As a consequence, the material will develop mechanical weakness, 

cracking, erosion, and discoloration, amongst other properties. However, the 

mechanisms behind photo- and thermooxidation are slightly different (Singh and 
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Sharma, 2008). For the purpose of this investigation, the thermo degradation 

mechanism of oxidation will be discussed in more detail. 

1.6.1. A General overview of plastics thermooxidation 

Thermooxidation starts randomly in the polymer, preferably at weak points 

(i.e. peroxide (R–O–O–R’), ether links (R–O–R’), or initiator fragments) and not 

necessarily at terminal ends of the polymer backbone. The mechanism of thermal 

degradation is a two-step reaction. First, the molecular weight of the polymer chain is 

reduced by a random scission, and second, volatile compounds are generated as a final 

step of pyrolysis (high temperature) (Singh and Sharma, 2008). However, through 

thermooxidation at moderate temperature (40-95°C), the second step of degradation 

is less significant. It is possible to detect the increase and accumulation of low 

molecular weight degradation products as a result of the breaking bonds, enhanced 

embrittlement (fragmentation), and also the chemical modification of the polymer 

surface, mainly by the addition of functional oxygen-containing groups (heteroatoms 

formed in aerobic conditions) (Albertsson and Karlsson, 1990; Bonhomme et al., 

2003; Hakkarainen and Albertsson, 2004).  

1.6.2. PE weathering through thermooxidation 

Two distinctive characteristics of the weathered polymers are the surface 

oxidation and the production of low molecular weight products as a consequence of 

the primary oxidation (Hakkarainen and Albertsson, 2004). For instance, as a result of 

thermooxidation of PE (Fig. 1.8), the most abundant degradation products detected 

are carboxylic and dicarboxylic acids, which tend to be amongst the most stable 

oxygen-containing molecules (Hakkarainen and Albertsson, 2004). Other degradation 

products found are alkanes, alkenes, ketones, aldehydes, alcohols, lactones, keto-acids 

and esters, however, these compounds are either less abundant or finally transformed 

into carboxylic acids (i.e. aldehydes, ketones, and alcohols) (Gardette et al., 2013; 

Hakkarainen and Albertsson, 2004). The disappearance of unsaturation (i.e. vinyl 

groups (R–CH=CH2)) is related to the formation of !-#	 unsaturated	 ketones	
(Gardette	 et	 al.,	 2013).	A	 different	 sign	 is	 the oxidation of the polymer surface, 

which can be monitored by the formation of carbonyl groups (–C(=O)OH) using 

spectroscopy techniques (i.e. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, FTIR) 

(Albertsson and Karlsson, 1990). The effect of oxidation can be seen even by the 
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naked eye in the case of heavily weathered material, which turns yellow to yellow-

orange (Andrady, 2017). In thermo degradation, oxygen availability becomes the 

liming factor determining the rate of oxidation (Arutchelvi et al., 2008; Hakkarainen 

and Albertsson, 2004). 

 

 

Fig. 1.8 Simplified scheme of mechanisms of PE thermooxidation (taken from 
Gardette et al., 2013). 
 

1.7. Plastic fragmentation: from macro to microplastics 

The process of fragmentation is the result of the combination of different factor 

related to the chemical nature of the polymers (chemical properties), together with the 

action of environmental factors (abiotic and biotic). It has been observed that 

macroplastics (i.e. large plastic debris >1 cm) will produce secondary microplastic 

through fragmentation, a process mainly driven by the action of UV radiation and 

temperature (Cole et al., 2011; Galloway et al., 2017) (Fig. 1.9A). In the environment, 

it is expected that UV radiation will trigger the degradation process, which will be 

followed by thermooxidation and further autocatalytic degradation reactions 

dependent on the availability of oxygen. These reactions occur when plastic debris is 

stranded on the beach or when plastics are more exposed to extreme environmental 

conditions (Andrady, 2011). Once plastic is in the water, mild temperatures and 

oxygen concentration are the main retardants of thermooxidation (Andrady, 2011). 
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Additionally, the availability of water enhances biofilms forming on plastic debris, 

serving as a protective layer that reduces the impact of weathering on the polymer by 

photooxidation (Gewert et al., 2015). The process of fragmentation will render 

different fragment sizes going from macro to nanoplastics (Fig. 1.9B). It has been 

suggested that the hydrophobic plastic surface will rapidly change in seawater by the 

interaction with organic material, nutrients, hazardous pollutants and bacteria 

(Galloway et al., 2017). Nevertheless, the contribution of early bacteria colonising 

plastic in the process of fragmentation has not yet been clarified (biotic degradation), 

and evidence is limited to determine whether the bacterial action only influence 

mechanical deterioration or if further biodegradation happens as an active process 

where plastic serves as a potential source of carbon. 

 

 

Fig. 1.9 (A)Plastic degradation in marine system, highlighting the photodegradation 
process (taken and modified from Galloway et al., 2017). (B) Categories of plastic 
fragmentation by size including macro, meso, micro and nanoplastics (reference 
criterion from Hartmann et al., 2019). 
 

1.8. General background on plastic toxicity: emphasis on production, 
pollution and toxicity of PE in marine environments 

The European plastic demand for PE represented almost 30% (i.e. 17.5% PE- 

low density and -linear low density (LDPE/LLDPE); 12.3% PE-medium density and 

-high density (MDPE/HDPE)) out of  the 51.2 million tons of plastic produced  in 

2017 (PlasticsEurope, 2018). 
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PE is the most abundant non-biodegradable polymers found in marine 

environments (Harshvardhan and Jha, 2013). Due to its persistence in the aquatic 

environment, PE and other common plastics have been treated as a hazard for marine 

life, even though plastics are relatively non-toxic materials (Andrady and Neal, 2009). 

However, its low degradability, durability, and resistance, amongst other high-

performance properties of plastic, contribute to the recalcitrance of these materials, 

enabling encounters with marine life that may result in a detrimental effect on the 

organism and even death (i.e. entanglement, lacerations, ingestion, and 

gastrointestinal obstruction) (Gall and Thompson, 2015). 

Virgin plastics are not necessarily toxic per se, however, during their 

production, several additives are frequently used, such as plasticizers, flame 

retardants, stabilizers, antioxidants and antimicrobials (Thompson et al., 2009). It has 

been shown that plasticizers such as phthalates, which provides more flexibility and 

softens the polymer (Crawford and Quinn, 2016) have been identified as potentially 

harmful compounds (Thompson et al., 2009). Another example is the addition of silver 

ions to protect the polymer against bacterial and fungal colonisation and further 

deterioration (Crawford and Quinn, 2016). The presence of toxic chemical added to 

plastic has contributed to concern about the potential risk to marine organisms. 

Bejgarn and co-workers assessed the toxicity of plastic leachates from weathered 

plastic using Nitocra spinipes as a biosensor. The results showed that 32% of the total 

samples tested exhibited a toxic effect on N. spinipes. They also found that the leached 

chemicals were modified after weathering and, in some cases, this enhanced the 

toxicity. However, not all plastics showed the same level of toxicity, for instance, PE 

did not produce a high level of toxic leachates after weathering (Bejgarn et al., 2015). 

The high hydrophobicity is another factor that can influence the level of plastic 

toxicity. It has been established that once plastic is in the water, these materials could 

serve as transporters of contaminants through the water column due to the interaction 

with persistent organic pollutants (POPs) of hydrophobic nature (Fig. 1.10). These 

POPs are usually highly toxic molecules, such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

(PAHs) and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) (Hirai et al., 2011). Teuten and co-

workers showed that PE sorption of phenanthrene (i.e. PAHs) was more than one order 

of magnitude higher than other polymers tested (PP, PVC) (Teuten et al., 2007). The 

sorption of POPs onto plastic is a phenomenon of particular concern since plastic can 

be ingested by a variety of marine organisms (Thompson et al., 2004). Additionally, 
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the occurrence of microplastics can enhance the impact of POPs sorption due to the 

increase in the surface area available for interactions (Teuten et al., 2007), and the 

potential transfer of pollutants through the basal microbial communities (trophic level) 

thorough bioaccumulation and biomagnification (Andrady, 2017; Duis and Coors, 

2016). 

 

 

Fig. 1.10 Scheme of phenanthrene sorption onto plastic particles and further transport 
through the water column (credit to Teuten et al., 2007). 
 

1.9. Methodologies to determine polymer degradation 

The methodological approach selected to determine biodegradation will be 

strongly dependent on the experimental setting, for example, those related to culture 

conditions (i.e. oxygen concentrations, temperature, nutrient availability such as trace 

metals or vitamins). Here, I will focus on the analytical method used to determine 

polymer modifications as a proxy for degradation and the biological response of 

microorganisms when these materials are used as the source of carbon. 

When testing for degradation of more easily-degradable polymers such as 

polyesters, methodologies that involve more evident modifications of the polymer can 

be applied. For instance, clear zone tests have served as a rapid method of screening 

the excretion of exo-enzymes able to degrade the polymer included in the agar matrix, 

forming halos around the inoculation point (i.e. agar or agarose plate using polymers 

as the source of carbon) (Fig. 1.11) (Augusta et al., 1993). 
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Fig. 1.11 Clear zone test using poly[3-hydroxybutyrirate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate] 
(PHBV) as the source of carbon (taken from Augusta et al., 1993). 
 

Testing degradation on more inert polymer requires a different experimental 

design. Techniques such as the clear zone test previously described cannot be applied 

for more recalcitrant polymers, where features like high molecular weight and high 

hydrophobicity (making inclusion in agar/aqueous matrix difficult) do not allow 

screening for degradation via polymer hydrolysis and solubilisation. Hence, 

alternative approaches need to be implemented in order to determine if more 

recalcitrant polymers are being degraded.  

Some of the techniques to determine degradation of recalcitrant polymers are 

based on the molecular weight change distribution, which can be monitored by gel 

permeation chromatography (GPC) or chemical modifications tracked by FTIR, both 

widely applied procedures (Andrady, 2011; Bonhomme et al., 2003). However, these 

analyses tend to be labour-intensive and polymer modifications tend to be ‘subtle’. 

Techniques that allow tracking of carbon assimilation (incorporating it into the cell 

membrane, DNA, and proteins, amongst others) or mineralization are the definitive 

approach to determining complete degradation/mineralization of plastics. One 

example that allows tracking C is radiolabelling the material (e.g. 14C), however, it is 

expensive and requires safety handling and disposal in accordance with radiolabelled 

materials (Raddadi and Fava, 2019). A relatively new approach using stable isotope 

analysis has been suggested to the determine the degradation of materials such as PE. 

Briefly, stable isotope analysis enables tracing the origin of the carbon in organic 

matter. Since carbon derived from petroleum (raw material used for plastic 

production) has a different 13C/12C ratio than those coming from a different source (i.e. 

plant origin), it is expressed in the case of petroleum a higher δ13C value compared to 
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plant origin carbon ratio. This isotope feature can be used to follow the biodegradation 

of plastics, since microorganisms are more prone to using lighter carbon (12C) and as 

a consequence they may become enriched the in heavier carbon (13C), (Berto et al., 

2017).  

The aforementioned techniques principles and further methods are 

summarized in Table 1.2. 

Table 1.2 Analytical method to determine degradation of natural and synthetic 
polymers. 

Degradation test Principle Example reference 

Gravimetric 
determination 

Weight loss of polymer (Mor and Sivan, 2008) 

Gel permeation 
chromatography (GPC) 

Molecular weight distribution of 
polymer 

(Bonhomme et al., 
2003) 

Gas chromatography-
mass spectrometry (GC-
MS) 

Chemical identification of 
compounds of pre- and post-
degradation 

(Albertsson et al., 1998) 

FTIR Chemical modification of polymer 
(Bonhomme et al., 

2003) 

Scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) 

Evaluation of physical changes in 
properties of polymer surface 

(Harshvardhan and Jha, 
2013) 

Protein content 
Measurement of protein content 
related to microbial activity 

(Harshvardhan and Jha, 
2013) 

Evaluation of viability 
Determination of cell membrane 
integrity 

(Balasubramanian et al., 
2010) 

Optical density (OD) 
Determination of cell growth by the 
change in turbidity 

(Sangeetha Devi et al., 
2019) 

Clear zone test 
Evaluation of excretion of exo-
enzymes 

(Augusta et al., 1993) 

Radiolabelling 
Trace organic matter origin through 
radiolabelled 14C evolution 

(Albertsson and 
Karlsson, 1990) 

Stable isotope 
Trace organic matter origin through 
estimation of stable isotope (δ13C) 
ratios 

(Berto et al., 2017) 

 

1.10. Biodegradation of PE by marine bacteria 

Plastics have been shown to be resistant against the action of microorganisms, 

however, even the most recalcitrant plastics are not completely inert (Albertsson et al., 

1995). An increasing number of reports suggest that plastics such as PE can be 

degraded. Research reviewed by Raddadi and Fava shows dissimilar results with 

respect to polyethylene degradation, ranging from minimal degradation of 3.6-6.0% 

(incubation period 28 days), to an astonishing degradation of 75-81% (incubation 
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period 120 days), in both cases by the action of terrestrial microbial consortia and 

reported as weight loss (Raddadi and Fava, 2019). The degree of variability of 

degradation in marine environments is also found (Albertsson et al., 1998; Sangeetha 

Devi et al., 2019). Additionally, it has even been suggested that marine systems 

represent a more challenging environment for the microbial degradation of such 

resistant materials, possibly due to extreme oligotrophic conditions. Thus, evidence 

regarding plastic degradation in marine environments is still not clear (Raddadi and 

Fava, 2019). Different investigations have been carried out in order to determine the 

degradation potential of different microorganisms isolated from marine systems. 

Sangeetha Devi and co-workers reported a 40.39% weight loss of HDPE after three 

months of incubation using Bacillus pumilus VRKPC1 (Sangeetha Devi et al., 2019). 

Albertsson and co-workers determined the capacity of Arthrobacter paraffineus to 

consume as the source of carbon degradation  products leached from LDPE and LDPE 

blends weathered at 23°C for 3.5 years and 6 additional days at 100°C (Albertsson et 

al., 1998). Harshvardhan and Jha showed LDPE degradation by three bacterial 

isolates, Bacillus subtilis H1584, B. pumilus M27, and Kocuria palustris M16, results 

monitored through the increase of the protein content, metabolic activity and other 

parameters related to microbial growth and plastic oxidative level (Harshvardhan and 

Jha, 2013).  

So far, the microbial mechanisms of plastic degradation are not clear. 

However, the capacity to degrade polymers like PE has been linked to the metabolism 

of alkanes, molecules of identical chemical nature (–CH2–CH2– n), but a much lower 

Mw (Gyung Yoon et al., 2012; Restrepo-Flórez et al., 2014). In this sense, one 

approach in understanding PE degradation could be potentially linked to the ability of 

certain bacteria to degrade alkanes or other molecules of similar chemical nature (e.g. 

carboxylic acids which are generated from the alkane oxidation and that can be 

degraded through #-oxidation under aerobic and anaerobic conditions; Fig. 1.12) 

(Rojo, 2009a). Interestingly, microorganisms specialized in the degradation of alkanes 

have developed a varied genetic repertoire to degrade alkanes of different lengths 

(Wentzel et al., 2007). 

Even though plastic degradation by marine microorganisms performed under 

laboratory conditions has shown varying degrees of success, under natural 

environmental condition this process is considered ‘possible’, but extremely slow 

(Webb et al., 2012). The persistence and expected accumulation of synthetic materials 
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in nature have motivated the chemical design and production of new biodegradable 

polymers, that are more compatible in relation to the possible applications and further 

degradation in the case of the materials being released into the environment. 

 

 

Fig. 1.12 Pathway for aerobic and anaerobic degradation of long-chain alkanes (taken 
from Wentzel et al., 2007). 
 

1.11. Biodegradation of polyesters by marine bacteria 

The abundance of new biodegradable plastics has progressively taken more 

importance. During 2014 the production of biodegradable plastics production reached 

2 million tonnes globally (Urbanek et al., 2017). Amongst these biodegradable 

materials, the most promising degradable polymers are polyesters (Rydz et al., 2015). 

However, information about polyester degradation in the marine environment is still 

scarce (Andrady, 2011). In this sense, few studies are available and results can be 

dissimilar. For instance, Bagheri and co-workers tested the degree of degradation of 

several polyesters using freshwater and seawater. The results showed that only 

poly(lactide-co-glycolic acid) had a 100% degradation after 270 days (measured as 

weight loss). The remaining polymers tested were not degraded after an incubation 

period of 365 days (i.e. PCL and PLA) or were only superficially degraded, like PHB 

which had a weight loss of approximately 8% (Bagheri et al., 2017). On the other 

hand, additional investigations did observe the degradation of polyesters in marine 

systems (Leathers et al., 2002; Mayer et al., 1996). More recently, Urbanek and co-
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workers obtained several bacterial isolates from Arctic marine samples, mainly 

belonging to the genus Pseudoalteromonas and Rhodococcus, which were able to 

degrade various polyester such as PCL, PBSu amongst others (Urbanek et al., 2017). 

1.12. Model biodegrading bacteria Alcanivorax: more than a 
hydrocarbon degrader 

Marine prokaryotes are a key component of biogeochemical cycles in the 

ocean. Heterotrophic bacteria have the function of cycling marine carbon through the 

mineralization and oxidation of dissolved organic matter (DOM), a substrate that 

serves to produce biomass and inorganic by-products (Christie-Oleza et al., 2017; 

Kirchman, 2008). Different members from the heterotrophic functional group play 

diverse roles in the recirculation of carbon from the biological pump (sequestration of 

carbon from carbon dioxide, CO2) (Baltar et al., 2018). 

The genus Alcanivorax is a highly specialised heterotroph and an important 

member of the hydrocarbonoclastic group. It belongs to the taxonomic family 

Alcanivoraceae, part of the Gammaproteobacteria lineage (Cappello and Yakimov, 

2010). Alcanivorax spp. are frequently described as obligate hydrocarbonoclastic 

bacteria (OHCB) due to their preference to use compounds from hydrocarbons (i.e. 

crude oil or derivate products) as a source of carbon, specifically linear and branched-

chain alkanes (Schneiker et al., 2006; Yakimov et al., 2019). Interestingly, most 

Alcanivorax species have been described as unable to used more commonly available 

carbon sources. For instance, A. borkumensis SK2 is not able to metabolise hexoses 

i.e. D-glucose, D-fructose, and D-mannose, or amino acids i.e. L-glutamate, L-alanine, 

and aspartate, nor basal metabolic carbon sources such as succinate (Liu and Shao, 

2005; Yakimov et al., 1998). However, Radwan and co-workers have questioned the 

concept of OHCB. In their research, it was possible to determine the broader capacity 

of several hydrocarbonoclastic bacteria to successfully utilise peptone, glutamic acid, 

pyruvic acid, amongst other carbon sources. This result shows that OHCB could not 

only be restricted to survive using hydrocarbons (Radwan et al., 2019). Nonetheless, 

Radwan and co-workers’ results (2019) can be controversial and not representative of 

the vast evidence about the carbon source restrictiveness of OHCBs. 
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1.12.1. Alcanivorax as a hydrocarbon degrader 

As has been previously described, the ability of Alcanivorax and other OHCB 

to degrade hydrocarbons in aerobic conditions is primarily explained by the 

occurrence of different monooxygenases i.e. AlkB (Marín et al., 2001; van Beilen et 

al., 2001), cytochrome P450 (van Beilen et al., 2003) and the more recently described 

flavin-containing monooxygenases almA implicated in the degradation of long-chain 

alkanes (>C20) (Liu et al., 2011; Wang and Shao, 2013). However, Alcanivorax spp. 

are not only present in polluted environments. The ubiquity of these species has been 

explained as a consequence of their capacity to adapt to fluctuating environmental 

conditions (Schneiker et al., 2006). It has been previously suggested that OHCB 

remain in low numbers in non-polluted areas, but on the other hand, Alcanivorax 

blooms and often dominates the microbial community composition after an oil spill or 

in oil-enriched areas (Kasai et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2017). 

1.12.2. Alcanivorax scavenging alternative carbon sources 

The possible reason as to why these bacteria, that are highly specialized in the 

degradation of alkanes, remain ubiquitous after an oil spill or even in non-polluted 

areas is certainly related to their genomic plasticity (Schneiker et al., 2006). However, 

there are still gaps in our knowledge about how these heterotrophs prosper in 

oligotrophic systems. Therefore, different approaches could contribute to explaining 

this question. The first approach could be related to a continuous input of alkanes in 

the ocean (low-concentration). As it has been previously proposed, phototrophic 

cyanobacteria i.e. Phroclorococcus and Synechococcus constantly produce 

hydrocarbons referred to as “short-term cycle” (Fig. 1.13A), which are a different 

source of hydrocarbons to those released from oil spills and deep-sea oil plumes 

referred as “long-term cycle” (Fig. 1.13B) (Valentine and Reddy, 2015). Additionally, 

in an interesting result, it has been shown that in co-cultures of Alcanivorax sp. and 

Gymnodinium catenatum, the last mentioned microalgae exhibit an increased growth 

rate, suggesting this interaction as a relevant factor the in algal population (Bolch et 

al., 2017).  

 The hydrocarbons from cyanobacteria could potentially be a source of carbon 

for Alcanivorax and other OHCB. It has been estimated that 2.12 million tonnes of 

cyanobacterial hydrocarbon are produced and released in marine environments (Lea-
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Smith et al., 2015). The second approach involves the scavenging abilities of 

Alcanivorax to thrive using sources of carbon that are different from alkanes. In this 

regard, it has been found that the isolate Alcanivorax KCL01, from deep-sea samples, 

was able to degrade polycaprolactone PCL (Sekiguchi et al., 2011). However, more 

extensive analysis is needed to unveil the degradation potential of the genus 

Alcanivorax. 

 

 

Fig. 1.13 Representation of hydrocarbon sources in marine systems. (A) Short-term 
cycle showing cyanobacteria as a source of hydrocarbons. (B) Long-term cycle 
showing petroleum-based sources of hydrocarbons (taken from Valentine and Reddy, 
2015). 
 

In aquatic systems, carbon sources can be found as dissolved organic carbon 

(DOC) and particulate organic carbon (POC). Of particular interest for this research 

is the concept of POC, colloids of complex nature that can include biopolymers and 

have hydrophobic nature (Giani et al., 2003; Santschi, 2018). The carbon pump flux 

describes the process of carbon cycling (Fig. 1.14), where part of the carbon is 

sequestered in the marine sediment while only a fraction is uptaken by microorganisms 

(bacteria) during the sinking process, applying a variety of strategies to utilise this 

carbon (Herndl and Reinthaler, 2013). 

As it has been reviewed, polyesters can be naturally produced by different 

organisms (Arun et al., 2009; Dhangdhariya et al., 2015; Reddy et al., 2003). 

Additionally, there is an anthropogenic input of either natural or synthetic polyesters 
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that can be potentially used as a source of carbon, which in consequence might 

contribute to the general carbon pool across the biological pump that can be used by 

Alcanivorax as an alternative source of carbon. 

 

 
Fig. 1.14 The biological pump. Emphasis on the presence of POC as a carbon source 
for bacteria (taken from Herndl and Reinthaler, 2013). 
 

1.12.3. Hints of Alcanivorax as a potential plastic degrader 

Since the term “plastisphere” was coined by Zettler and co-workers (Zettler et 

al., 2013) much more attention has been given to the microorganisms present on this 

relatively new substrate in nature. Within the microbial community, hydrocarbon 

degraders have been found as part of the biofilms structures on plastics 

(Oberbeckmann et al., 2016; Zettler et al., 2013). In this regard, early colonisers seem 

to discriminate plastic from other surfaces (i.e. preference of specific taxa to colonise 

plastic materials) during the initial period of incubation (Pinto et al., 2019). Amongst 

early microbial settlers, taxa related to hydrocarbons degradation have been found to 

be enriched (Pinto et al., 2019). Accordingly, Alcanivorax has been suggested as an 

important coloniser in naturally weathered PE and PS (Syranidou et al., 2019). 

Similarly, Alcanivorax was reported to be enriched on PET when compared with glass 

(Oberbeckmann et al., 2016), and also to be significantly represented on biofilms 

formed on PS (Syranidou et al., 2017). Alcanivorax and other hydrocarbon degraders 

are usually suggested as potential degraders of conventional plastics such as PE, due 

to their capacity to degrade hydrocarbons, specifically alkanes (Gyung Yoon et al., 

2012; Restrepo-Flórez et al., 2014). Additionally, Alcanivorax KCL01isolated from 

deep-sea samples was reported to degrade PCL (Sekiguchi et al., 2011). 
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1.13. Hypotheses and project objectives  

In this investigation, several topics related to plastic pollution, polymer 

properties and different aspect influencing the biodegradability of plastics (e.g. 

weathering of conventional plastics) have been reviewed with an emphasis on the 

marine environment. Furthermore, biodegradable plastics (such as polyesters) and 

their biodegradation in marine systems has been suggested but, to date, not 

demonstrated. Also, the suggestion that hydrocarbon degrading bacteria are actual 

candidates for plastic degradation, including polymers of natural and synthetic origin 

polymers, is a hypothesis that needs testing and requires a mechanistic demonstration. 

This thesis will test these hypotheses by using Alcanivorax sp. 24, an OHCB marine 

bacterium isolated from marine plastic debris and that shows interesting 

biodegradation properties.  

 

Objectives: 

i) To describe and mine the genome of Alcanivorax sp. 24, with particular 

emphasis on its catabolic pathways for alkane degradation and other 

hydrolytic enzymes. 

ii) To determine the potential of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to degrade natural and 

synthetic polyesters, and define the enzyme(s) responsible for such a 

process. 

iii) To determine the potential of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to degrade weathered 

and non-weathered PE, and characterise the molecular mechanisms 

involved. 
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Chapter 2 

Genome of Alcanivorax sp. 24: A hydrocarbon 
degrading bacterium isolated from marine 
plastic debris 
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2.1. Introduction  

Alcanivorax, a genus from the Alcanivoracaceae family within the class 

Gammaproteobacteria, is an important member of the hydrocarbonoclastic group 

(Yakimov et al., 2019). Microorganisms associated with this functional group have a 

strong preference for using hydrocarbon substrates such as alkanes and a variety of 

alkyl-benzene derivative compounds as a source of carbon and energy. Since the 

description of the genus Alcanivorax, all strains isolated to date have been reported to 

degrade aliphatic compounds i.e. both linear and branched alkanes (Rojo, 2009a; 

Schneiker et al., 2006), however, some Alcanivorax spp. can also metabolise mono-

aromatic compounds e.g. benzene and toluene (Hassan et al., 2012; Rahul et al., 2014). 

Although more labile compounds can be uptaken and metabolised by some members 

of this genus (Lai et al., 2011; Radwan et al., 2019), common carbohydrates such as 

glucose, fructose or mannose, and amino acids are generally not used by most 

Alcanivorax strains isolated to date (Liu and Shao, 2005; Yakimov et al., 1998). The 

ability for alkane degradation relies on key enzymes such as a cytochrome P450, 

different alkane monooxygenase AlkB homologues (Wang and Shao, 2013) and, as 

described more recently, a monooxygenase related to the flavin-binding family AlmA 

which is involved in the degradation of a broad range of long-chain alkanes (Throne-

Holst et al., 2007). 

Here I provide the genomic characterisation of Alcanivorax sp. 24, isolated 

from marine plastic debris which is able to catabolise alkanes of different chain lengths 

(i.e. C16-C25) as well as the polyester poly[3-hydroxybutyrate] (PHB). 

 

2.2. Data description  

2.2.1. Isolation, genome sequencing and phylogenetic affiliation 

Alcanivorax sp. 24 was isolated from plastic marine debris collected from the 

high intertidal zone at La Rinconada beach, Antofagasta, Chile using Bushnell-Haas 

mineral medium (Bushnell and Haas, 1941) supplemented with 3% NaCl (w/v) and 

PHB (Sigma-Aldrichâ) as a source of carbon (Table 2.1 and Appendix Table 1). The 

isolate was then routinely grown with sodium succinate (0.5% w/v) as a carbon source. 

Genomic DNA was extracted using the Qiagen DNeasy Plant Mini Kit 

implementing a bead-beating step for cell lysis. The genomic library preparation was 
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performed using the Nextera XT kit prior to HiSeq 250-300 bp paired-end sequencing 

(IlluminaÒ). Raw sequences were quality checked and trimmed (FASTQ Toolkit), 

assembled (SPAdes) and annotated (PROKKA) using Illumina’s environment 

BaseSpace. The complete genome shotgun sequence of Alcanivorax sp. 24 was 

deposited in GenBank database under the accession number SNUA00000000. 

Additionally, a list of 4,239 codifying sequences, including nucleotide and protein 

sequences was also generated (genome database). 

The BLASTN analysis of its 16S rRNA gene sequence (NCBI platform) 

identified the strain related to several strains from the Alcanivorax genus, with 98.8% 

sequence identity to both Alcanivorax xenomutans P40 (Fu et al., 2018) and 

Alcanivorax dieselolei B5 (Lai et al., 2012). The phylogenetic affiliation shows that 

Alcanivorax sp. 24 clusters together with other Alcanivorax species and is also related 

to other hydrocarbon degrading organisms such as Microbulbifer thermotolerans (Lee 

et al., 2014) and Oleiphilus messinensis (Golyshin et al., 2002) (Fig. 2.1A). 

2.2.2. Genome characteristics 

The genome of Alcanivorax sp. 24 comprises 4,765,873 base pairs (bp) with 

61.4% GC content. From the 4,239 codifying sequences identified, 4,188 code for 

proteins out of which 948 (22.6%) were annotated as proteins of unknown function 

(Table 2.2 and Supplementary data 1). 

Further genome characterization done in BlastKOALA (Kanehisa et al., 2016) 

showed that Alcanivorax sp. 24 has no auxotrophies for amino acids, vitamins or 

cofactor, as it encodes the complete biosynthetic pathways for all these elements 

(Appendix Table 2). This was confirmed by its ability to grow on minimal media with 

no supplements. Despite encoding for all genes involved in 

glycolysis/gluconeogenesis, it lacks the phosphotransferase system required for the 

uptake and metabolism of extracellular sugars. Complete citric acid and glyoxylate 

cycles were found. The strain also contains transporters for ammonium and nitrate 

uptake as well as all genes required for nitrate dissimilatory reduction and 

denitrification, and assimilatory sulphate reduction (genome mining). Apart from 

Alcanivorax borkumensis, most Alcanivorax strains are motile and, as expected, 

Alcanivorax sp. 24 contains a complete flagellar machinery located within a single  
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Fig. 2.1 Phylogenetic trees of Alcanivorax sp. 24 and its closest related species. (A) 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis using Neighbour-Joining algorithm (i.e. Tamura-Nei Genetic Distance Model). The outgroup was V. cholerae 

CECT 514. (B) AlkB tree showing the three homologues present in Alcanivorax sp. 24 in bold. Branches containing each one of the two copies of AlkB1 (ALC24_1445; ALC24_2105) and AlkB2 (ALC24_1590) are indicated. A 

xylene monooxygenase from P. putida was used as the outgroup of the rooted tree (Smits et al., 2002). (C) AlmA tree showing the two AlmA-like homologues present in Alcanivorax sp. 24. Both FAD-containing monooxygenase 

EthA (ALC24_0335) and MymA (ALC24_1954) are highlighted in bold. Trees built using the Neighbour-Joining with closely related amino acid sequences retrieved from a Blast-p search of Alcanivorax sp. 24 alkane degrading 

proteins. The bootstrap value represents 1000 replicates–random seeding. Scale bar shows nucleotide/amino acids substitution per 100 residues. Geneious v11.1.5.

A B

C
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genetic locus (i.e. ALC24_1757 – ALC24_1812). A large number of structural 

elements of fimbria (e.g. ALC24_0382 – ALC24_1629 – ALC24_2257) and other 

proteins involved in adhesion are also present suggesting a lifestyle versatility. Several 

genetic elements were found in the genome i.e. 15 different transposases and six viral-

like integrases (Appendix Table 3). 

 

Table 2.1 Sampling, isolation and MIGS information. 
Items Description 
General features  
Classification Domain Bacteria 
 Phylum Proteobacteria 
 Class Gammaproteobacteria 
 Order Oceanospirillales 
 Genus Alcanivorax 
Gram stain Negative 
Cell shape Rod 
Motility Motile 
Pigmentation Non-pigmented 
Submitted to INSDC GenBank SNUA00000000 
Investigation type Bacteria 
Project name Alcanivorax sp. 24 
Sampling reference  
Geographical location (LAT/LONG) 23.463658S, 70.504668W 
Geographical location (country) Pacific Coastline, Chile 

Sampling location (Area/region) Shoreline, La Rinconada beach, 
Antofagasta 

Collection date 29-October-2014 
Isolation date 15-December-2014 
Environment (biome) Shoreline [ENVO:00000486] 

Environment (feature) Marine sub-littoral zone 
[ENVO:01000126] 

Environment (material) Plastic [ENVO:01000404] 
Environmental package Plastic pollution [ENVO:02500040] 
Depth 0-1 cm (superficial) 
Isolation conditions  
Culture medium Bushnell-Haas (mineral medium) 
Source of carbon PHB 
Salt concentration 3% (w/v) NaCl 
Temperature of incubation 30°C 
pH 7.0 
Sequencing  
Sequencing method Illumina HiSeq 250-300 bp 
Assembly GS De Novo Assembly (SPAdes) 

 

A total of 32 genomic islands were detected in the genome of Alcanivorax sp. 

24 using IslandViewer 4 (Bertelli et al., 2017) (Fig. 2.2 and Appendix Table 3). The 
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size range was between 4 and 104 kbp and the maximum number of genes found in a 

single genomic island was 32. From the 265 genes encoded in these locations, half 

(i.e. 132 genes) encode for proteins of unknown function. Other elements encoded 

within the genomic islands were type II secretion systems, flagellar-like proteins and 

proteins with viral origin from prophage remnants. Additionally, the occurrence of 

transposases flanking some of the genomic islands suggests the potential genomic 

plasticity of Alcanivorax sp. 24. None of the genes involved in alkane degradation 

were found within these genomic islands (Appendix Table 3). 

 

Table 2.2 Genome features of Alcanivorax sp. 24. 
Genome features 

Size bp 4,765,873 
% GC content 61.4 
Total coding sequences  4,239 
Protein coding sequences 4,188 
% Protein coding sequences 98.8 
Hypothetical proteins  943 
Function assigned 3,235 
% Function assigned 77.7 
    
Codon elements   
Start codon   
% ATG 87.5 
% GTG 8.8 
% TTG 2.5 
% Non-canonical codons 1.2 
  
Stop codon   
% TGA 59.9 
% TAA 23.7 
% TAG 15.2 
% Non-canonical codon 1.2 
    
RNA elements   
rRNA 4 (5S, 23S, 2×16S) 
tRNA 46 

 

2.2.3. Genomic profile of alkane degradation 

As expected, the genome of Alcanivorax sp. 24 encoded all genes involved in 

alkane degradation expected for this genus (Table 2.3). Amongst them, I identified 
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two cytochrome P450 genes involved in the metabolism of short/medium-chain 

alkanes i.e. C5–C11 (van Beilen et al., 2006) and three homologues of the alkane 

monooxygenase alkB (i.e. two copies of alkB1 and one of alkB2) which catalyse the 

first step of medium/long alkane hydroxylation (C10–C20). Additionally, two 

homologues of almA which have been associated to longer alkane degradation (>C20), 

and four outer-membrane transporters which showed similarities to the alkane 

transporter fadL were found (Gregson et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2011). 

 

 
Fig. 2.2 Predicted genomic islands in Alcanivorax sp. 24. Genomic islands were 
identified by applying three different prediction methods in IslandViewer 4 (Bertelli 
et al., 2017). A. dieselolei B5 was used as a reference genome (curated genome). 
 

2.2.4. Phylogenetic context of the alkane degradation genes in 
Alcanivorax sp. 24  

Alkane degraders can harbour different alkB homologues with a large range of 

divergence between copies (i.e. 27.7 to 99.7% similarity at the amino acid level; Nie 

et al., 2014). Alcanivorax sp. 24, like A. xenomutans and A. dieselolei, encodes for 

three different alkB genes in its genome (Fu et al., 2018; Lai et al., 2012). These three 

different alkB genes are considerably divergent (between 35% and 44% similarities at 

the amino acid level) and grouped in three distinct phylogenetic branches in the 

phylogenetic tree (Fig. 2.1B), suggesting a potential functional distinctness between 

copies as previously described (Liu et al., 2011; Marín et al., 2003). 

The two FAD-dependent monooxygenases present in Alcanivorax sp. 24 were 

closely related to the flavoprotein alkane hydroxylase AlmA, which was shown to be 
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involved in long-chain alkane degradation in Acinetobacter sp. (Minerdi et al., 2012; 

Throne-Holst et al., 2007) and Alcanivorax dieselolei (Liu et al., 2011). Both enzymes 

related to AlmA diverge from each other (i.e. 52% similarity) and group in two distinct 

phylogenetic clusters together with the two almA-like genes present in strains A. 

xenomutans and A. dieselolei (Fig. 2.1C). Low similarities were also observed 

between the two cytochromes P450 genes identified in Alcanivorax sp. 24 (13%) 

suggesting different functions and/or substrate specificity. 

 

Table 2.3 Genes involved in alkanes degradation. 

ID number Annotation Genes Function 

ALC24_2795 P450 107B1 Alkane 
monooxygenase 

(cytochrome P450) 

Oxidation of 
short/medium-chain 

alkanes (C5–C11) 
(van Beilen et al., 2006) ALC24_1244 cytochrome P450 120 

ALC24_1590 1-monooxygenase 2 Alkane 
monooxygenase 

(alkB) 

Oxidation of 
medium/long-chain 
alkanes (C10–C20) 

(Rojo, 2009a) 

ALC24_2105 
1-monooxygenase 1 

ALC24_1445 

ALC24_1954 
FAD-containing 
monooxygenase 

MymA 
Alkane 

monooxygenase 
(almA) 

Oxidation of long-chain 
alkanes (>C18) 

(Wang and Shao, 2012) ALC24_0335 FAD-containing 
monooxygenase EthA 

ALC24_3306 

Outer membrane 
protein transport 

Alkane transporter 
(fadL) 

Involved in long-chain 
alkane transport 

(Gregson et al., 2018) 

ALC24_3320 
ALC24_3619 
ALC24_4227 

 

2.2.5. Additional catalytic functions involved in biodegradation  

The genome mining of Alcanivorax sp. 24 revealed a large number of other 

enzymes that could play an important role in other biodegradation processes, i.e. 13 

esterases, 17 peroxidases, and a predicted laccase-like protein (Table 2.4). To the best 

of my knowledge, no laccase or esterase activity has been previously characterised in 

the genus Alcanivorax. The esterase ALC24_4107 (PHA depolymerase) (Table 2.4) 

may be responsible for PHB hydrolysis, the natural polyester on which this strain was 

enriched, although further research is required to determine the role these enzymes 

really play e.g. in polymer degradation. 
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Table 2.4 Other biodegradation enzymes encoded by Alcanivorax sp. 24. 
 Gene name Alcanivorax sp. 24 ID number 

Es
te

ra
se

s 
Esterase EstB 

ALC24_0855 
ALC24_2809 

Ferri-bacillibactin esterase BesA 
ALC24_1955 
ALC24_4209 

Putative esterase 
ALC24_1299 
ALC24_3740 

Putative esterase/MT1895 ALC24_1049 

Esterase YqiA ALC24_2059 

Putative glycerophosphoryl diester phosphodiesterase 1 ALC24_2126 

Tannase and feruloyl esterase ALC24_2217 

Pimeloyl-[acyl-carrier protein] methyl ester esterase ALC24_0400 

Esterase TesA precursor ALC24_1227 

Esterase PHB depolymerase ALC24_4107 

Pe
ro

xi
da

se
s 

Alkyl hydroperoxide reductase subunit C ALC24_0258 

Alkyl hydroperoxide reductase subunit F ALC24_0259 

Glutathione amide-dependent peroxidase ALC24_1375 

Hydrogen peroxide-inducible genes activator ALC24_1649 

Superoxide dismutase [Fe] ALC24_1744 

Putative non-heme bromoperoxidase BpoC ALC24_2069 
Organic hydroperoxide resistance transcriptional 
regulator ALC24_2273 

Alkyl hydroperoxide reductase AhpD ALC24_2640 

Putative deferrochelatase/peroxidase YfeX ALC24_3020 

Organic hydroperoxide resistance protein OhrB ALC24_3074 
Organic hydroperoxide resistance transcriptional 
regulator ALC24_3075 

Cytochrome c551 peroxidase precursor ALC24_3548 

Putative peroxiredoxin bcp ALC24_3836 

Alkyl hydroperoxide reductase subunit C ALC24_3883 

Hydrogen peroxide-inducible genes activator ALC24_3885 

Superoxide dismutase [Mn] 1 ALC24_3900 
Putative peroxiredoxin ALC24_4099 

La
cc

as
e 

Laccase domain protein YfiH ALC24_3338 
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2.3. Discussion 

Here I have presented a novel strain belonging to the Alcanivorax genus, 

isolated from plastic marine debris. The genome of Alcanivorax sp. 24 has been 

sequenced and deposited in GenBank (SNUA00000000). The Alcanivorax strain 

investigated has shown to be phylogenetically closely related to A. xenomutans P40 

(Fu et al., 2018) and A. dieselolie B5 (Lai et al., 2012) – part of the 

gammaproteobacteria lineage and member of the obligate hydrocarbonoclastic 

bacteria (OHCB) as a functional group (Yakimov et al., 2019). Alcanivorax sp. 24 

genome analysis has shown that this strain harbours several genes involved in alkanes 

degradation (i.e. cytochrome P450, alkanes monooxygenases and FAD-containing 

monooxygenase). The evidence reported here is in accordance with the capacity of 

Alcanivorax genus in the degradation of alkanes – the main component of 

hydrocarbons– metabolic repertoire that allows these microbes to thrive in petroleum-

polluted areas (Zhang et al., 2017). 

The genome inspection has also revealed that Alcanivorax sp. 24 has no 

auxotrophies for amino acids, vitamins or cofactor. Additionally, the Alcanivorax 

strain here studied contains several esterases, peroxidases and a lacasse-like protein. 

Alcanivorax genus has shown to be highly adaptable to varying conditions in polluted 

and unpolluted marine environments (Schneiker et al., 2006). The ubiquity and 

adaptability of Alcanivorax species have been related to the capacity of these 

microorganisms to persist in the environment scavenging from a range of 

hydrocarbons, for example, natural seeps, but also from hydrocarbons being released 

by primary producers such as cyanobacteria (Valentine and Reddy, 2015). It has been 

shown that Alcanivorax members bloom and dominate microbial populations after oil 

spills (Zhang et al., 2017). This capacity has been linked to the genomic adaptations 

that allow Alcanivorax spp. for the use of a wide range of alkanes of different lengths 

and rapidly metabolise these compounds, a capacity that has attracted much attention 

for the development of bioremediation strategies for petroleum-contaminated marine 

environments (Kasai et al., 2002; Schneiker et al., 2006).  
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Chapter 3 

Beyond oil degradation: Enzymatic potential of 
Alcanivorax sp. 24 to degrade other natural and 
synthetic polyesters 
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3.1. Introduction  

Since the industrialisation of polymer manufacturing (1930-1950), plastic has 

become the primary synthetic material produced on a global scale (Geyer et al., 2017; 

PlasticsEurope, 2013). Plastic production reached 348 million tonnes in 2017 

(PlasticsEurope, 2018) and it has been estimated that between 4.8-12.7 million tonnes 

enter the ocean every year (Jambeck et al., 2015). As a result, plastic pollution has 

become an increasing environmental concern due to its ecological impact and slow 

degradation, especially in marine environments (de Sá et al., 2018; Gall and 

Thompson, 2015). 

Bioplastics or biodegradable plastics have been presented as an eco-friendly 

alternative to traditional non-biodegradable materials (Tokiwa et al., 2009). Different 

kinds of biodegradable plastics have been developed, particularly aliphatic polyesters 

with either a synthetic (e.g. polycaprolactone (PCL), polyethylene succinate (PESu), 

polylactide acid (PLA)) or natural (e.g. poly[3-hydroxybutyrate] (PHB) and poly[3-

hydroxybutyrirate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate] (PHBV)) origin (Flieger et al., 2003; Tseng 

et al., 2007). A common factor that determines the biodegradability of these materials 

is the occurrence of regions that are susceptible to enzymatic attack within the polymer 

chains (Müller et al., 2001; Zheng et al., 2005). Polyesters, for example, have ester 

bonds as the main monomeric-linking group and these can be hydrolysed by esterases, 

lipases or other enzymes (Nakajima-Kambe et al., 1999; Shah et al., 2014). Not all 

polyesters, however, are readily biodegradable as chemical and physical properties 

hinder degradation. Hence, the chemical structure, molecular weight, hydrophobicity 

and crystallinity are factors that influence the degradability of these materials (Tokiwa 

et al., 2009). 

Plastic degradation in marine environments is challenging due to lower 

temperatures and oligotrophic conditions that hamper microbial activity (Andrady, 

2011; Gewert et al., 2015). However, some marine bacterial isolates are able to 

degrade polyesters. For instance, Shewanella, Moritella, Psychrobacter and 

Pseudomonas species are effective in degrading PCL (Sekiguchi et al., 2010). 

Moreover, the marine bacteria Nocardia aegyptia and Streptomyces sp. SHG9 have 

been reported to successfully hydrolase PHB and its copolymer PHBV (Ghanem et 

al., 2005; Mabrouk and Sabry 2001). Conversely, some studies have failed to observe 

degradation of several theoretically biodegradable polymers in marine environments 
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i.e. PHB, PESu and poly[butylene succinate] (PBSu) (Bagheri et al., 2017; Sekiguchi 

et al., 2010). The fact that biodegradable polymers are not always degraded in marine 

environments emphasises the importance of environmental conditions for efficient 

biodegradation and leaves uncertainties about the bacteria and, more importantly, the 

underlying mechanisms behind this process. 

Alcanivorax is a ubiquitous marine bacterial genus, members of which are 

classed as obligate hydrocarbonoclastic bacteria (OHCB) due to their preference for 

hydrocarbons and crude oil derivatives (Yakimov et al., 2019). These microbes can 

also grow using succinate and other more labile substrates (Radwan et al. 2019), as 

well as the biodegradable polyesters PCL, and possibly PHB, and PBSu as suggested 

for the Alcanivorax strain KCL01 (Sekiguchi et al., 2011) and PHB by Alcanivorax 

sp. 24 (Zadjelovic et al., 2019). Furthermore, Alcanivorax borkumensis SK2 has been 

reported to degrade a wide variety of polymers, e.g. PLA, PCL, PESu (Hajighasemi 

et al., 2016). Nevertheless, the molecular mechanisms behind the ability of 

Alcanivorax spp. to degrade these polymers remain unclear. 

In this chapter, a novel and promiscuous esterase, secreted by Alcanivorax sp. 

24 that hydrolyses a number of natural and synthetic polyesters, i.e. PHB, PHBV, 

PESu and PCL, was characterised. Additionally, it is suggested that bis[2-

Hydroxyethyl] terephthalate (BHET), an intermediate of the recalcitrant polyester 

polyethylene terephthalate (PET), is also degraded by a currently unidentified 

mechanism. Homologues esterases are present in other Alcanivorax strain which have 

not been fully characterised. Altogether, the evidence suggests that the environmental 

relevance of the genus Alcanivorax goes beyond the degradation of solely oil-derived 

compounds (Schneiker et al., 2006). 

 

3.2. Materials and methods 

3.2.1. Bacterial strains and culture conditions 

Alcanivorax sp. 24 (accession number SNUA00000000) was routinely 

cultured in marine broth (BD DifcoTM), to maintain cells and perform other general 

laboratory procedures. E. coli BL21 was cultivated to be used as the host cell in 

overexpression experiments and cultured using Luria–Bertani (LB) (Sigma-Aldrichâ). 

Polymer degradation experiments using Alcanivorax sp. 24 were performed 

using Bushnell-Hass basal mineral medium (MM) (Bushnell and Haas, 1941), 
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adjusted to pH 7.0 and supplemented with NaCl 30 g L-1 and 1 mL L-1 of an ASW 

trace metal solution (Wyman et al., 1985). MM amended with 0.5% w/v sodium 

succinate served to grow inoculums and also to be applied as the control condition. 

The sources of carbon assessed are listed in Table 3.1. 

3.2.2. Polymer degradation tests using solid media (Clear zone tests) 

Clear zone degradation tests were conducted as described previously (Augusta 

et al., 1993). Due to their hydrophobic nature, specific polymers were pre-treated 

before incorporation into the culture medium. PHBV pellets (co-polymer of 3-

hydroxybutyrate (HB) and 3-hydroxyvalerate (HV)) were dissolved in 

dichloromethane and mechanically homogenised while adding into the MM. 

Dichloromethane was evaporated for 20 min at 80°C (Nishida et al., 1998). For PHB 

and PESu prior solubilization was not needed, however, PESu flakes were pulverised 

using liquid nitrogen to improve the availability in the media. In every case, 

mechanically homogenisation was applied to improve emulsification. The polymers 

PHB, PHBV and PESu were added to MM at a concentration of 3 g L-1. 8 g L-1 agarose 

was added as a solidifying agent. The medium was autoclaved for 15 min at 121°C to 

sterilise and finally poured into Petri dishes (Tansengco and Tokiwa, 1998). 

Wells (diameter approximately 1 mm) made on plates were inoculated using 

resuspended cells in MM (no carbon added). Inoculated plates were left to dry and 

then incubated at 30°C for seven days. 

3.2.3. Growth monitoring 

The liquid cultures were prepared in 50 mL glass Erlenmeyer flasks filled with 

30 mL of MM containing different sources of carbon and then inoculated with 

bacterial cells (washed and resuspended in MM without carbon). Cultures were 

incubated for 7 days at 30°C with shaking at 200 rpm. During the incubation, samples 

were taken to determine microbial growth on days 2, 4 and 6 by quantifying the protein 

content using the QuantiProÔ BCA Assay kit (Sigma-Aldrichâ), following the 

manufacturer’s recommendations. Viability staining (LIVE/DEAD Cell Viability 

Assay, InvitrogenÔ) was also used to visualise polymer’s colonisation, when 

appropriate. At day 7 samples were collected and processed for proteomic analysis.  

T-test analysis was performed using Prism 7 in order to determine the 

significance of the results from protein content analyses (P-Value set at p≤0.05.). 
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3.2.4. Exoproteome and cellular proteome samples 

20 mL samples from cultures using different sources of carbon were 

centrifuged in 50 mL centrifuge tubes at 3,220 ×g, for 15 min at 4°C. Supernatants 

were recovered and filtered through 0.22 µm pore size hydrophilic filters (Minisart® 

Syringe Filters). Filtered supernatants and cellular pellets were stored at -20°C until 

analysis. Supernatant samples were then extracted in order to obtain the extracellular 

proteins, following the previously described protein precipitation protocol using 

trichloroacetic acid (TCA) and sodium deoxycholate (DOC) (Christie-Oleza and 

Armengaud, 2010) (Appendix Protocol 1). Once the proteins were extracted from 

supernatants, both exoproteome and cellular proteome fractions (proteome samples) 

were dissolved in 70 µL and 300 µL of lithium dodecyl sulphate (1×LDS–1% β-

mercaptoethanol, Invitrogen™), respectively. Samples were incubated at 95°C and 

vortexed repeatedly to assure a homogenous suspension of the proteome samples prior 

to being loaded into precast gels for protein digestion. 

3.2.5. Protein digestion in precast gel and nano-LC-MS/MS analysis 

Precast gels NuPAGEÔ (10% Bis-Tris Protein Gels, 1.0 mm, 10-well, 

InvitrogenÔ) were used to run proteome samples. The volume of samples loaded was 

30 µL for both exo- and cellular proteomes. Gels were left to run for 5 min and then 

stained using SimplyBlueÔ SafeStain (InvitrogenÔ). The stained protein gels were 

washed three times with deionised water and then left to destain overnight. The band 

sections were cut and placed into 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes and stored at -20°C 

until use (Christie-Oleza and Armengaud, 2010). Prior to proteomic analysis, the 

samples were defrosted, destained and protein digestion was carried out, and then the 

proteins still contained in gels were reduced and alkylated using dithiothreitol (DTT) 

and iodoacetamide (IAA) respectively (Appendix Protocol 2). In-gel protein digestion 

was carried out by adding 40 µL of trypsin solution (2.5 ng/µL), and then the peptides 

were recovered from the gels using an extraction buffer (formic acid/acetonitrile) as 

done previously for nano-LC-MS/MS analysis (Shevchenko et al., 2007). Nano-LC-

MS/MS was performed using the LTQ-Orbitrap XL hybrid mass spectrometer to 

generate peptides spectrum profiles for further analysis (Murugaiyan et al., 2017; 

Shevchenko et al., 2007). 
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3.2.6. Shotgun proteomics analysis: MS/MS comparative analysis and 
profiles of proteins differentially expressed 

Peptides spectrum profiles were processed using MaxQuant (Version 1.5.5.1) 

(Cox and Mann, 2008) within the framework of the Label-free quantification (LFQ) 

method (Murugaiyan et al., 2017). In the analysis, samples were “matched-between-

runs” and matched to the protein database constructed previously from whole-genome 

sequencing (Zadjelovic et al., 2019). Additional parameters on MaxQuant were set by 

default. Compiled profiles generated in MaxQuant (raw data compiled in 

proteingroup.txt file) were further analysed using Perseus version 1.5.6.0, a free 

software package for shotgun proteomic data analysis (Tyanova et al., 2016). The 

intensities of peptides were compared against the control conditions and quantification 

analysis performed in order to determine the differential expression level of proteins 

between conditions. 

Two-sample T-test was used to determine if proteins were significantly 

up/down regulated between the conditions tested. In every case, the control conditions 

used were cultures with sodium succinate as the source of carbon (n=3). Statistical 

analyses used a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05 and S0 (minimal fold change) set to 

2. A peptide was considered valid when present in every replicate. The list of peptides, 

LFQ intensities, the relative abundance of predicted proteins and further information 

are provided as Supplementary information (Supplementary data 2-3). 

3.2.7. Cultures with BHET and extraction of degradation products 

Cultures of Alcanivorax sp. 24 in MM amended with 0.3% BHET were 

conducted (n=3). These samples were incubated for 7 days at 30°C with shaking at 

200 rpm and samples were collected for further organic extraction to determine 

degradation.  

Samples were processed as previously reported (Yoshida et al., 2016), 

including some modifications. The organic fraction was extracted from 5 mL of 

culture samples using 10 mL of ethyl acetate as a solvent. The organic phase (solvent) 

was recovered and evaporated in a vacuum concentrator (speedVac, Genevac™ EZ-

2). The residual product was resuspended in a mixture of 150 µL of Dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO), 100 µL of 16 mM phosphate buffer, adjusted to pH 2.5, and 50 

µL of acetonitrile (total resuspension volume 300 µL). The resuspended product was 

acidified using HCl (pH 2.0). Finally, the samples were filtered (0.22 µm Spin Cups-
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Cellulose Acetate Filters) and transferred into glass vials for High-performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC). 

3.2.8. BHET degradation analysis by HPLC-MS analysis 

Reversed-phase liquid chromatography was used to follow BHET degradation 

by detection of residual BHET and degradation products. This procedure was 

performed on a Dionex UltiMate 3000 HPLC (ThermoScientific) equipped with a 

Zorbax Eclipse Plus C18 column with dimensions 4.6 mm ×150 mm, 5 μm particle 

size (Agilent Technologies). A gradient elution of mobile phases A (water, 0.1% 

formic acid) and B (acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid) was used at a flow rate of 1 mL 

min-1 as follows: the ratio of solvent A:solvent B was gradually increased from 95:5 

to 30:70 over 5 min, followed by a second increase from 30:70 to 20:80 over 10 min 

and finally from 20:80 to 5:95 over 12 min. The injection volume was 10 μL at a 

temperature of 25°C. Detection of metabolites was done by coupling the liquid 

chromatography to an amaZon SL Ion Trap MS (Bruker), operated in positive mode 

with a scanning range for molecular ions of 100-1,000 m/z. Data generated was 

processed with the Bruker Compass DataAnalysis software version 4.2 (Bruker). 

Calibration curves were constructed using different concentrations of BHET 

and TPA in DMSO as the standard stock solution (5 g L-1) (Appendix Fig. 1). 

3.2.9. Esterase in silico analysis 

The esterase (ALC24_4107) from Alcanivorax sp. 24, a candidate for the 

degradation of polyesters, was subjected to different analyses at the amino acid level. 

A phylogenetic tree was built on Geneious Prime applying Jukes-Cantor as a generic 

distance model and Neighbour-Joining as the tree building method. Related amino 

acid sequences were retrieved from Blast-p alignments 

(https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi).  

Enzymatic features were obtained from the Conserved Domain Analysis 

(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/). Additionally, the secretion system of the 

esterase was predicted using different servers, SignalP4.1.; prediction of N-terminal 

signal peptide (Petersen et al., 2011), SecretomeP 2.0a; non-classical secretion system 

(Bendtsen et al., 2005), LipoP 1.0.; lipoproteins detection (Juncker et al., 2003) and 

finally, PSORTb v3.0.2.; and determination of subcellular location of proteins (Yu et 

al., 2010) (Supplementary data 4). 
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3.2.10. Overexpression of esterase in E. coli BL21 

The esterase gene was synthesised and ligated into pET-24a(+) (Kanamycin 

resistance cassette; KmR) using NdeI/XhoI as cloning sites. E. coli BL21 was used as 

a host strain to overexpress the esterase contained in the expression vector. In order to 

ensure a correct overexpression by the host, three different variants of the same 

esterase were synthesized. The esterase including the wild type signal-peptide 

(WTSp), esterase without signal-peptide (WTSpD) and esterase including signal-

peptide from phoA of (phoASp) of E.coli. All three sequences were codon optimised 

(GenScript.com). 

In order to define which plasmid variant and overexpression conditions were 

optimal, cells containing the different plasmid constructs were cultivated using LB 

supplemented with 1´ Km (50 mg mL-1). The inocula were prepared by culturing cells 

overnight at 37°C. Fresh cultures were then inoculated in order to test several 

temperatures and various IPTG concentrations (Isopropyl β-D-1-

thiogalactopyranoside; inducing agent). IPTG induction was carried out when cultures 

reached an OD600nm of 0.6. 

After the period of induction (IPTG addition), a screening using 0.3% (w/v) 

MM-PHB was performed (Clear zone test). To do this, induced cells were harvested 

after 24 hours of growth by centrifugation (6,200 ×g, 5 min). The supernatants were 

recovered and the cellular pellets were then disrupted using 1´ diluted BugBusterÒ 

(Protein Extraction Reagent, Merck Millipore) in combination with three sonicating 

bath steps of 5 min each. The resulting two fractions – the supernatants (containing 

the secreted proteins) and lysed cells – were screened to determine enzymatic activity, 

using the formation of clear zone halos as an indicative of polymer degradation. 

After determining the optimal overexpression conditions (overnight cultures, 

shaking 200 rpm, 37°C, 5 mM IPTG), fresh cultures were set up and esterase 

overexpression was induced. This time, only the secreted fraction (supernatant) was 

evaluated in order to determine the degradation potential of the esterase to hydrolase 

PHB, PHBV and PESu, polymers included in MM (clear zone tests). 
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3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Polyester degradation by Alcanivorax sp. 24 

Alcanivorax sp. 24 produced clear degradation halos in plates containing the 

polyesters PHB, PHBV, PESu and PCL (Fig. 3.1A and Table 3.1). The degradation of 

the natural polymers PHB and PHBV was expected as this strain was initially enriched 

from marine plastic debris using PHB (Zadjelovic et al., 2019). Interestingly, 

Alcanivorax sp. 24 also produced large degradation halos with the synthetic polyesters 

PESu and PCL within just 3-6 days (Appendix Fig. 2). The ability of Alcanivorax sp. 

24 to degrade the PET intermediate, BHET, was inconclusive from the clear zone test. 

 

Table 3.1 Polymer characteristics and chemical structure. 
Polymer Form Formula Chemical 

structure 
Esterase degradation 

products Origin 

Poly[3-
hydroxybutyrate] 
(PHB) 

Powder [C4H6O2]n 
 

HB 
Natural 

 
Poly[3-
hydroxybutyric acid-
co-3-hydroxyvaleric 
acid] 
(PHBV) 

Pellets [C4H6O2]m[C5H8O2]n 
 

HB PHV 

Natural 

  

Polyethylene 
succinate (PESu) Chunks [C6H8O4]n 

 

Ethylene glycol 
Synthetic 

 

Polycaprolactone 
(PCL) Chunks [C6H10O2]n 

 

Caproic acid 
Synthetic 

 
Bis[2-Hydroxyethyl] 
terephthalate 
(BHET) 

Flakes C12H14O6 
 

Ethylene 
glycol TPA 

Synthetic 
  

 

Growth assays of Alcanivorax sp. 24 were conducted with each one of the 

polyesters to assess if the bacterium could assimilate and grow on the polymers as 

well as degrade them. Protein quantification was used as a proxy for growth because 

standard monitoring techniques (e.g. turbidity or colony forming units) could not be 

conducted due to insolubility of the polymer. Considerable growth was observed with 

all polymers except for BHET (Fig. 3.1B) as this compound interfered with the protein 

quantification method producing a large background signal (Data not shown). 

Unexpectedly, all polymers induced a significantly faster initial growth than the more 

labile control substrate, succinate, particularly PHB (i.e. ~150 µg of protein/mL at day 

four; Fig. 3.1B). 
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Fig. 3.1 Determination of polyesters hydrolysis by Alcanivorax sp. 24 as the sole 
source of carbon. (A) Clear zone test, halos of degradation produced for Alcanivorax 
sp. 24. Pseudoalteromonas sp. was used as the negative control. (B) Protein content 
was monitored over six days of growth using 0.3% w/v PESu, PHB or PHBV as the 
source of carbon sodium succinate 0.5% w/v was used as positive control and MM 
was used as the negative control (no carbon added). T-test performed using data from 
day 6 of culture and a P-value of p≤0.05. 
 

Alcanivorax sp. 24 produced apparent clumpy growth in liquid cultures in the 

presence of BHET, and it decreased the turbidity of this insoluble compound during 

the period of incubation (Fig. 3.2A). Therefore, a metabolic analysis was carried out 

to determine if this strain was able to degrade the BHET. The hydrolysis of BHET 

would generate ethylene glycol (Table 3.1), which could be assimilated by 

Alcanivorax, and terephthalic acid (TPA, Table 3.1), a sub-product that would 

accumulate in the media as the bacterium does not encode for the necessary catabolic 

pathway (Zadjelovic et al., 2019). Hence, BHET and TPA were measured by LC-MS 

confirming that Alcanivorax sp. 24 was active in hydrolysing the BHET. This was 

determined by quantifying the depletion of the BHET intensity in relation to the peak 

assigned to its retention time as well as the increase in the intensity related to TPA 

(Fig. 3.2B). While the clumping of Alcanivorax sp. 24 in presence of BHET could be 

attributed to a possible toxic effect, it was confirmed using a live/dead stain that cells 

maintained their membrane integrity and BHET was not lethal to the bacterium (Fig. 

3.2C). 
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Fig. 3.2 BHET degradation experiment. (A) Cultures using BHET as the source of 
carbon. (B) Extracted ion chromatogram from HPLC-MS analysis; 1 and 2 show 
BHET and TPA intensity detected from the control condition. 3 and 4 show BHET 
and TPA intensity detected from the control condition. 3 and 4 show BHET and TPA 
intensity detected from treatment with Alcanivoarax sp. 24. (C) Live/dead staining of 
Alcanivorax sp. 24 culture grown with BHET as the source of carbon (sample day 7). 
Viable cells are shown in green and cells in red indicate compromised membrane 
integrity (permeability). 
 

3.3.2. Proteomic identification of the secreted esterase responsible for 
polymer hydrolysis  

The exoproteomic analysis of Alcanivorax sp. 24 grown in the presence of 

succinate, PHB, PHBV, PESu and BHET allowed the identification of 1,250 proteins. 

The different substrates influenced the secreted proteomes, as shown by the PCA 

analysis, with only PHB and PHBV grouping together (Fig. 3.3A). More specifically, 

from the four hydrolase/esterase proteins detected in the exoproteomes (i.e. 

ALC24_4107, ALC24_3279, ALC24_3988 and ALC24_4209; Table 3.2), the PHB 

depolymerase ALC24_4107 clearly stands out, representing 10-13% of Alcanivorax’s 

exoproteome when grown in the presence of PHB, PHBV and PESu (Fig. 3.3B). The 

low abundance of ALC24_4107 in other conditions (<0.05% in succinate and BHET) 

suggests it is strongly induced by the presence of polymers and, thus, this esterase was 

selected for further investigation of its role in aliphatic polyesters depolymerisation 

(see section 3.3.3). 

1

TPA TPA

BHET
3

2 4

BHET
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The exoproteomic analysis also highlighted the substrate-binding component 

of three membrane transporters that may be involved in importing the specific 

subproducts of polymer hydrolysis (Table 3.2). While transporters ALC24_2998 and 

ALC24_2082 could be involved in transporting 3-hydroxybutyrate and 3-

hydroxyvalerate from PHB and PHBV depolymerisation (Table 3.1), ALC24_2735 

may import derivatives generated from PESu hydrolysis. The strong increase of 

alcohol dehydrogenases in the periplasm of the bacterium in the presence of PESu 

(ALC24_3132 and ALC24_1432 representing 13.7 and 1.4% protein abundance, 

respectively; Table 3.2) suggests that the degradation product ethylene glycol is 

transformed into glyoxylate prior to being imported and catabolised within the cell 

(Salvador de Lara et al., 2019). Interestingly, the alcohol dehydrogenase ALC24_3132 

was also significantly upregulated when Alcanivorax sp. 24 was grown in the presence 

of BHET, suggesting a possible generation of ethylene glycol from the hydrolysis of 

BHET as hinted by the metabolomics analysis. Table 3.2 also highlights an increased 

secretion of proteins involved in adhesion when Alcanivorax sp. 24 is grown in the 

presence of the different aliphatic polyesters. 

 

 
Fig. 3.3 Exoproteome analysis of peptides detected from Alcanivorax sp. 24 cultures 
using the different the sources of carbon. (A) Representation of the PCA analysis of 
the exoproteomic data. (B) Percentage of relative abundance of esterase 
(ALC24_4107) detected in the exoproteome fraction. 
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Table 3.2 Protein differentially expressed in Alcanivorax sp. 24. Intensity values are represented as log2 fold change (FC). Percentage of relative 

abundance of detected proteins (n=3). Significant values of differentially enriched protein are indicated (+). Different predictions of secretion 

systems are shown (SP; signal peptide, NCS; non-classical secretion system). Cut-off parameters (FDR	=0.05,	S0	=	2). 

 

 

 

 
 

    Succinate PHB PHBV PESu BHET 

ID 
(ALC24_) 

Annotated function Prediction for secretion 
Abundance  
(%; n = 3) 

Abundance  
(%; n = 3) 

FC 
(log2) 

 Abundance  
(%; n = 3) 

FC 
(log2) 

 Abundance  
(%; n = 3) 

FC 
(log2) 

 Abundance  
(%; n = 3) 

FC 
(log2) 

 

4107 Esterase PHB depolymerase SP NCS Extracellular 0.05 9.83 6.8 + 12.94 7.4 + 10.40 7.1 + 0.03 -2.0 + 

3279 putative hydrolase YxeP SP NCS Unknown 0.01 0.07 0.2  0.07 0.4  0.41 2.8 + 0.15 0.8  

3988 Alpha/beta hydrolase  NCS Unknown 0.00 0.02 2.7 + 0.04 3.3 + 0.19 5.6 + 0.13 4.0 + 

4209 
Ferri-bacillibactin esterase 

BesA 
SP  Unknown 0.00 0.04 3.9 + 0.04 4.5 + 0.01 3.2 + 0.00 -0.7  

2998 Periplasmic binding protein SP  Unknown 0.32 7.33 4.4 + 8.74 4.7 + 1.42 2.2 + 0.78 0.3  

2082 
Alpha-keto acid periplasmic 

SBP 
  Unknown 0.12 1.60 7.6 + 1.60 7.7 + 0.06 0.7  0.00 -3.0 + 

2735 
C4-dicarboxylate periplasmic 

SBP 
SP  Periplasmic 0.12 0.06 -0.7  0.07 -0.4  3.55 4.7 + 0.10 -1.2  

3132 Alcohol dehydrogenase  NCS Periplasmic 0.00 0.15 2.7  0.25 3.5 + 13.72 9.3 + 0.94 4.3 + 

1432 Alcohol dehydrogenase SP NCS Periplasmic 0.05 0.10 0.0  0.16 0.9  1.38 3.8 + 0.32 0.8  

1781 Flagellin 2  NCS Extracellular 1.70 10.38 1.7  12.25 2.1 + 10.69 2.0 + 20.46 1.6  

2995 NHL repeat protein SP NCS Outer Memb 0.28 15.79 5.4 + 18.09 5.7 + 2.19 2.3 + 0.41 -0.7  

1102 Type VI secretion system  NCS Extracellular 0.12 4.84 4.1 + 1.53 3.0 + 0.09 -0.1  1.64 2.7 + 

3348 Neisseria PilC protein SP NCS Unknown 0.03 0.55 2.8 + 1.39 4.2 + 0.55 3.1 + 0.10 -0.1  

2260 Fimbria adhesin protein SP NCS Extracellular 0.08 1.04 2.8 + 0.60 2.2 + 0.16 0.6  0.30 0.3  

0797 Unknown, adherence SP NCS Extracellular 0.00 0.16 4.9 + 0.19 5.2 + 0.21 5.4 + 0.16 4.3 + 

2342 hypothetical protein   Unknown 0.00 0.71 11.3 + 3.26 13.6 + 0.39 10.4 + 0.00 1.0  
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3.3.3. ALC24_4107 has promiscuous hydrolytic activity on aliphatic 
polyesters 

The esterase ALC24_4107 was overexpressed in E. coli BL21 in order to 

confirm its hydrolytic activity on a broad range of substrates. The enzyme was 

successfully produced and secreted by E. coli when cloned with its original signal 

peptide for secretion and when this peptide was replaced by the E. coli phoA signalling 

peptide, although, the latter strategy gave much better results as inferred from the size 

of the clear zone halos produced on PHB agar plates (Fig. 3.4A) and protein 

visualisation by SDS-PAGE (Appendix Fig. 3).  

The overexpressed esterase showed efficient degradation of polyesters PHB, 

PHBV, PESu and PCL (Fig. 3.4B), confirming the promiscuity of this enzyme in the 

degradation of aliphatic polyesters. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.4 Clear zone tests. (A) PHB degradation as screening to determine optimal 
overexpression conditions (OE) of the Alcanivorax sp. 24 esterase (ALC24_4107) in E. coli 
BL21. (B) PESu, PHBV, PHB and PCL degradation test using Alcanivorax sp. 24 as the 
control (live cultures) compared to supernatants recovered from esterase overexpression 
produced in E. coli BL21. 
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3.3.4. ALC24_4107 homologues in other bacteria 

A BLASTp search of the esterase ALC24_4107 as a query showed the 

presence of homologous copies of this enzyme in other Alcanivorax strains (between 

92.5% to 98.9% identity), as well as in other genera e.g. Pseudoalteromonas, 

Alteromonas, Microbulbifer and Aestuariibacter (43%, 61%, 65.9%, and 67.3% 

identity respectively; Fig. 3.5). However, the closest related protein found in the NCBI 

databases was a PHB depolymerase encoded by Alcaligenes faecalis (Fig. 3.5). The 

majority of proteins included in the phylogenetic tree are annotated as PHB 

depolymerases or esterases. 

 
Fig. 3.5 Phylogenetic tree of esterase (ALC24_4107), complete amino-acid sequence 
from Alcanivorax sp. 24. Sequences were retrieved from the Blast-p alignment. The 
Neighbour-Joining method and Jukes-Cantor as generic distance were used to build 
the tree. The bootstrap was set at 1000 replicates represented at the nodes base. 
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3.3.5. Protein structure and genomic context of the esterase 
ALC24_4107 

Apart from clear prediction for secretion to the extracellular milieu (25 amino 

acids long signal peptide involved in conventional secretion systems), ALC24_4107 

contained an alpha/beta hydrolase domain between the amino acids leucine and 

threonine (position 44 to 246) (Fig. 3.6A). Even though alpha/beta hydrolase domains 

are a diverse superfamily which includes esterases, proteases, lipases, dehalogenases 

and epoxide-hydrolases, the sequence contained the characteristic catalytic triad of 

amino acids found in the active site of hydrolases involved in the degradation of 

polyesters (i.e. the catalytic triad serine, aspartic acid and histidine (Jendrossek, 1998); 

Fig. 3.6B). The enzyme’s structural analysis also revealed the presence of a substrate-

binding domain in position 581 to 635 (Fig. 3.6A-B). The genomic context of the 

esterase (ALC24_4107) does not indicate the presence of other proteins implicated in 

the metabolism of polymers such as the ones assessed here (Fig. 3.6A). 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.6 Relevant context of esterase (ALC24_4107). (A) Genomic context and amino 
acid characteristics for the protein (i.e. signal peptide and predicted catalytic region). 
(B) Multiple alignments of esterases from sequences retrieved from Blast-P. The main 
catalytic regions are marked in black panels. Catalytic regions were determined by 
comparing against a PHB-depolymerase from Streptomyces hygrogroscopicus 
(García-Hidalgo et al., 2013). 
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3.4. Discussion 

In this study, the ability of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to use the polyesters PHB, 

PHBV and PESu as sole sources of carbon was confirmed. Clear zone tests enabled 

monitoring of the potential secretion of enzymes, visualised as the formation of 

clearing halos around the inocula (Augusta et al., 1993; Nishida and Tokiwa, 1993). 

In accordance with this evidence, the proteomic analysis showed the presence of an 

esterase PHB-depolymerase (ALC24_4107) which was highly upregulated when 

Alcanivorax sp. 24 was exposed to the polyesters. The ability of the esterase to 

hydrolyse these three different polymers was confirmed through cloning this single 

enzyme into E. coli BL21, which was then able to produce clear zone halos after the 

induction by IPTG application (Fig. 3.4A-B). Using the same approach, PCL was also 

found to be potentially hydrolysed by this esterase. However, only clear zone tests 

using the bacterium and the products of overexpression were applied, therefore further 

proteomic analysis may be required to confirm this result. 

Although the capacity of Alcanivorax spp. to degrade PHB and PHBV had 

been suggested previously, no clear indication of degradation was experimentally 

validated (Sekiguchi et al., 2011). On the other hand, some Alcanivorax strains have 

been reported to be able to accumulate PHB as carbon storage (Fernández-Martínez 

et al., 2003) and to contain essential genes in the biosynthesis of this polymer such as 

phaC (Sabirova et al., 2006). Altogether, this information would suggest that 

Alcanivorax species are effectively able to degrade polyesters like PHB, an 

observation which correlates with our findings, where Alcanivorax sp. 24 showed the 

capacity to degrade PHB and other two polyesters. Interestingly, it was not possible 

to find phaC (a key gene in the biosynthesis of PHB). This evidence would indicate 

that Alcanivorax sp. 24 is able to scavenge from PHB or other related polyesters as 

carbon sources but is not able to store it as PHB.  

The esterase investigated here (ALC24_4107_PHB depolymerase) is related 

to the group of polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA) depolymerases, esterases which are able 

to degrade PHAs such as PHB (Jendrossek and Handrick, 2002). This esterase 

contains the characteristic active site found in PHB depolymerases, Gly-X1-Ser-X2-

Gly, and other two catalytic residues, Asp216 and His275, which are structural elements 

involved in the formation of the triad responsible for the polymer cleavage 

(Jendrossek, 1998). Additionally, this enzyme possesses a substrate-binding domain 
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which has been suggested as an essential element for the hydrolysis of solid (non-

soluble) substrates (Shinomiya et al., 1997). However, in order to determine the 

promiscuity of this enzyme, more polyesters could be further assessed e.g. PLA and 

PBSu. 

The results presented in this chapter support the theory that Alcanivorax spp. 

are not only hydrocarbon degraders but as a much more adaptable bacterial genus with 

the ability to uptake and consume a broader range of carbon sources, including 

polyester and ester-related compounds (BHET). Although polyesters are considered 

biodegradable materials (Shimao, 2001), it has been shown that this is highly 

dependent on the environmental conditions and the capacity of microorganisms to 

degrade these materials (Bagheri et al., 2017; Tokiwa et al., 2009). Here, Alcanivorax 

sp. 24 has been shown to adapt its response to the different sources of carbon, and this 

observation was especially noticeable with the secretion of an esterase that exhibited 

broad-range activity against all polyesters assessed in this study. Considering the 

ocean as the final destination for a variety of anthropogenic pollutants, and the 

increasing abundance of polyesters (“biodegradable plastics”) as an alternative 

material to conventional plastics, more information with respect to the microbial 

mechanisms potentially involved in the degradation of these materials in marine 

environments will be required. 
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Chapter 4 

Old is better than new: Weathering stimulates 
growth on polyethylene by Alcanivorax sp. 24 
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4.1. Introduction 

Societal dependence on plastic has led to the production of 348 million tonnes 

of these materials as of 2017 (PlasticsEurope, 2018). The total European plastic 

converter demand (51.2 million tonnes in 2017) shows that from the most common 

resin types, polyethylene (PE), both high and low density, is the main plastic polymer 

produced, i.e. 29% (PlasticsEurope, 2018, 2013). Plastic properties such as high 

strength-to-weight ratio, stiffness, toughness, ductility, corrosion resistance and 

durability, amongst others, have made plastics widely used in a variety of applications 

(Andrady and Neal, 2009) and have also contributed to the generation of an unwanted 

increase of these materials in the anthropogenic waste composition (Barnes et al., 

2009). Considering different potential plastic waste sources in coastal areas, it has 

been estimated that between 4.8 and 12.7 million tonnes of plastics reached the ocean 

in 2010 (Jambeck et al., 2015). Another estimation has calculated an annual input of 

plastic waste from rivers into the ocean between 1.15 and 2.41 million tonnes 

(Lebreton et al., 2017) and that accumulates in the ocean as plastic marine debris 

(PMD). Sampling has shown that PE is highly abundant in the environment, especially 

on shorelines and in surface water (Bond et al., 2018), which is in accordance with 

high PE production (Geyer et al., 2017). 

As PE is one of the main plastic pollutants found in the environment, different 

investigations have been carried out in order to understand the degradation process of 

this and other related synthetic polymers, considering both biotic and abiotic factors 

(Arutchelvi et al., 2008; Gilan et al., 2004; Sivan, 2011). In the marine environment, 

research indicates that microorganisms are potentially able to degrade PE. For 

instance, Bacillus subtilis H1584 was shown to degrade PE, causing a 1.75% weight 

loss of the plastic films after 30 days of incubation (Harshvardhan and Jha, 2013). 

Additionally, the marine fungus Zalerion maritimum has also been suggested as a PE 

degrader (Paço et al., 2017). However, these results have also demonstrated that PE 

biodegradation is a relatively slow process and is potentially reliant on abiotic factors, 

e.g. UV radiation and temperature, which will serve as weathering mechanisms of the 

polymer structure (Albertsson and Karlsson, 1990; Andrady, 2011; Restrepo-Flórez et 

al., 2014). 

It has been demonstrated that the process of weathering affects the plastic 

structure through different mechanisms (Singh and Sharma, 2008). Photooxidation 
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(mainly driven by UV radiation) and thermooxidation are the main mechanisms 

causing polymers degradation in the environment (Gewert et al., 2015; Gigault et al., 

2016). Although both processes have been revealed to follow similar oxidative 

degradation pathways (Singh and Sharma, 2008) and generate similar degradation 

products, there are also some differences with respect to the chemical nature of these 

compounds. For instance, applying UV radiation to PE produced several dicarboxylic 

acids with a length between 8 and 20 carbons (Gewert et al., 2018). Other experiments 

using UV radiation, together with thermooxidation, have revealed the production of 

mono and dicarboxylic acids together with ketoacids and hydrocarbons (Hakkarainen 

et al., 1997). On the other hand, it has been shown that thermooxidation mainly 

produces fatty acids, aldehydes and dicarboxylic acids (Albertsson et al., 1995; Hoff 

et al., 1982). As expected, the low molecular weight compounds resulting from 

weathering can be assimilated by bacteria (Albertsson et al., 1995; Romera-Castillo et 

al., 2018). 

As previously indicated in this thesis, the genomic repertoire of Alcanivorax 

sp. 24 (Chapter 2) confers with the capacity for the degradation of hydrocarbons, 

which has been related to the potential for microbes to degrade plastic materials. In 

this context, members of the Alcanivorax genus (part of the obligate 

hydrocarbonoclastic bacteria (OHCB), (Yakimov et al., 2019)), have been frequently 

suggested as candidates for the degradation of plastic in marine environments (Dussud 

et al., 2018; Oberbeckmann et al., 2016; Zettler et al., 2013). This has been suggested 

due to the ability of Alcanivorax spp. for the degradation of hydrocarbons, mainly 

alkanes through the monooxygenation, alcohol/aldehyde dehydrogenation, acyl-CoA 

formation and ß-oxidation (Schneiker et al., 2006), metabolic pathway potentially 

shared by most of the sub-products expected from the weathering of PE.  In this sense, 

plastic biodegradation has been explained as the ability of microorganisms to 

enzymatically gain access to low molecular weight compounds as a source of carbon 

(Restrepo-Flórez et al., 2014; Tokiwa et al., 2009). It is more likely, however, that 

biodegradation constitutes a secondary process by which microorganisms assimilate 

low molecular weight compounds resulting from the abiotic degradation, described as 

weathering process (Gewert et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2005), rather than directly 

metabolising pristine plastics. 

In this chapter, I have investigated the ability of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to utilise 

pristine and weathered PE (PE-W) as sources of carbon, as well as other sub products 
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of PE weathering, i.e. alkanes and dicarboxylic acids, to compare and characterise the 

potential mechanisms of uptake and catabolisation of PE compared amongst the 

different sources of carbon included in this study. 

 

4.2. Materials and methods 

4.2.1. Media and polymeric substrates  

In this chapter, PE of different densities was used: low-density polyethylene 

pellets (LDPE pellets, ~4 mm, Sigma-Aldrichâ), ultra-high molecular weight 

polyethylene (UHPE, powder, and the particle size of 40-48 µm, Sigma-Aldrichâ), 

and low-density polyethylene films (LDPE-films, International Atomic Energy 

Agency, IAEA). The latter material (IAEA-CH-7) has an isotopic homogeneity and 

known δ13C value which allows carbon stable isotope ratio analysis. Additional 

substrates used for the growth of Alcanivorax sp. 24 were the three alkanes: 

hexadecane (C16), pentacosane (C25), and pentacontane (C50); as well as the 16-

carbon length dicarboxylic acid i.e. thapsic acid (all obtained from Sigma-Aldrichâ). 

The chemical structures and further details are provided in Table 4.1. 

 

Table 4.1 Polymer characteristics and chemical structure. 
Polymer Form Formula Chemical structure 

Hexadecanedioic acid 
(thapsic acid) Powder C16H30O4 

 

Hexadecane (C16) Liquid C16H34 
 

Pentacosane (C25) Solid (wax) C25H52 
 

Pentacontane (C50) Solid (wax) C50H102 
 

Light-density polyethylene 
(LDPE) 

Solid (pellet and 
film) CnHn 

 
Ultra-high molecular weight 
polyethylene (UHPE) Powder CnHn 

 
 

Degradation assays were carried out using basal Bushnell-Haas mineral 

medium (Bushnell and Haas, 1941) supplemented with 30 g L-1 NaCl and 1 mL L-1 

trace metal solution used in artificial seawater (Wyman et al., 1985). The mineral 

medium (MM) was finally adjusted to pH 7.0. Routine media sterilisation was 
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performed by autoclaving at 121°C for 15 min, a procedure which was also applied to 

media supplemented with UHPE and thapsic acid. LDPE-films and pellets were 

instead autoclaved at 100°C for 1 hour to avoid melting of the plastic, as done 

previously (Harshvardhan and Jha, 2013). Sterile filtration was applied when using 

C16 (Millex®-FG 0.2 µm hydrophobic filters, Merck). Other carbon sources (i.e. C25, 

C50) were ascetically transferred to the cultures before inoculating. 

The addition of 5 g L-1 sodium succinate to MM was used as the control 

substrate and to produce the inoculum for the experiments. The inocula were generated 

from cultures incubated for 48 hours (30°C with shaking at 200 rpm and using sodium 

succinate as the source of carbon), after which cells were harvested and washed with 

MM (no carbon added). 

4.2.2. PE weathering 

Thermo-oxidative weathering was performed as previously described by 

Bonhomme and co-workers (Bonhomme et al., 2003). Briefly, LDPE-pellets, LDPE-

films and UHPE were exposed to 80°C for 6 months in order to induce the oxidation 

of the polymeric structure and generate low molecular weight sub-products and/or 

polymer fragments. 

4.2.3. Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy  

The weathering process was monitored by the generation of carbonyl groups 

assessed by Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Arutchelvi et al., 2008). 

Spectra were taken using a FTIR spectrometer (PerkinElmer® SpectrumTM GX) in 

transmission mode, recording the frequency range from 600 to 4000 wave-numbers 

cm-1. The number of scans was 32, with a resolution 4.0 cm-1 and an interval of 1.0 

cm-1. The relative absorbance intensity characteristic of PE weathering was evaluated 

using the formation of the carbonyl peak at 1712 cm-1 and normalized to the intensity 

of the control region 2030 cm-1, which is not affected by oxidation (Balasubramanian 

et al., 2010). 

4.2.4. Gel permeation chromatography/size exclusion 
chromatography (GPC/SEC) 

The analytical method GPC/SEC was applied in order to evidence 

modifications of pristine and weathered LDPE-films based on the separation of 
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analytes which was dependent on variations in the molecular weight (Mw) distribution 

of the polymer. Samples were prepared in nominal concentrations of 5 mg mL-1 in 

1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB). These were placed in a SP260VS high-temperature 

dissolution device at 140°C for 18 hours. Using the same instrument, samples were 

filtered through 10 µm stainless steel frits before injection. Samples were run on an 

Agilent PL220 instrument equipped with differential refractive index (DRI), 

viscometry (VS) and dual-angle light scatter (LS 90 + 15) detectors. The system was 

equipped with 2× PLgel Olexis columns (300×7.5 mm) and a 10 µm guard column. 

The mobile phase was TBC with 250 ppm butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) additive. 

Samples were run at 1 mL min-1 at 160°C. Polystyrene standards (Agilent EasiVials) 

were used to create a third-order calibration between 3,187,000 and 580 g mol-1. 

Respectively, experimental molar mass (Mn,SEC) and dispersity (Đ) values of 

synthesized polymers (PE weathered and non-weathered conditions) were determined 

by conventional calibration using Agilent GPC/SEC software. 

4.2.5. Total organic carbon (TOC) analysis 

Organic carbon released by PE weathering was measured using a TOC-L 

nutrient analyser equipped with an ASI-L autosampler (Shimadzu). Samples measured 

were obtained from supernatants of weathered- and non-weathered LDPE-pellet (150 

g L-1 of MM media). MM media and MilliQ water (blank) were used as controls. 

4.2.6. Determination of bacterial growth using weathered and non-
weathered PE  

Alcanivorax sp. 24 were incubated in MM containing weathered and non-

weathered LDPE-pellets (10 g L-1) as well as the MM supernatants generated from 

washing weathered and non-weathered LDPE-pellets as indicated above (section 

4.2.5) (150 g L-1). MM supernatants from washed PE (PE-TOC) were further filtered 

through a 0.2 µm filter to obtain the dissolved organic carbon fraction (PE-DOC). 

Cultures grown on PE pellets were incubated 50 mL glass Erlenmeyer flasks 

containing 30 mL of MM and incubated at 30°C with shaking (200 rpm) for 7 days. 

Growth was monitored by optical density measurements at 600 nm (OD600) using a 

cuvette spectrophotometer (Jenway 7305). Cultures grown in PE-TOC and PE-DOC 

were incubated and monitored in a plate reader (Synergy HTX, BioTek) in 96-well 

plates, with each well containing 200 µL of MM media. Plates were kept at 30°C with 
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constant shaking (medium speed) for 750 min measuring and were monitored at OD600 

at intervals of 30 min. 

T-test analysis was performed using Prism 7 in order to determine the 

significance of the results (P-Value set at p≤0.05.). 

4.2.7. Sample preparation for proteomics 

Cultures were performed in 50 mL glass Erlenmeyer flasks containing 30 mL 

of MM supplemented with: PE (weathered or non-weathered film 10 g L-1 or UHPE 3 

g L-1), alkanes (C16, 10 g L-1; C25 or C50, 3 g L-1), thapsic acid (3 g L-1) or sodium 

succinate (5 g L-1). Cultures were incubated for 7 days at 30°C with shaking at 200 

rpm, after which cell pellets and supernatants were obtained from 20 mL of culture by 

centrifugation (3,220 ×g ,15 min at 4°C). Supernatants were further filtered through 

0.22 µm pore size hydrophilic filters (Minisart® Syringe Filters). Filtered supernatants 

and cellular pellets were stored at -20°C until further analysis. Additional samples 

were taken from PE films, where films were rinsed and the biofilm was recovered by 

sonicating bath (3 times of 10 min) using MM as the resuspension media. Samples 

were onwards treated as cellular pellets. 

4.2.8. Protein precipitation  

A trichloroacetic acid (TCA) precipitation protocol was used to purify and 

concentrate the proteins within the culture supernatants as described previously 

(Appendix Protocol 1) (Christie-Oleza and Armengaud, 2010). Briefly, 2 mL of 0.15% 

of sodium deoxycholate (DOC) was added to 20 mL of filtered supernatants. Samples 

were incubated for 10 min at room temperature after which 1.2 mL of 50% TCA was 

added. Samples were vortexed and kept on ice for 30 min. Samples were centrifuged 

at 3,220 ×g for 15 min at 4°C. Pellets were resuspended in 1 mL MilliQ water and 

transferred to 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes. The precipitation procedure was repeated 

as previously described, this time using 1 ml total sample volume and adding 150 µL 

of DOC and 90 µL TCA. Samples were centrifuged at 6,200 ×g for 10 min at 4°C. 

Pellets were washed using 1 mL of 1:1 ethanol/ethyl ether (v/v) and further centrifuged 

at 13,000 xg for 15 min at 4°C. Finally, protein pellets obtained from the protein 

precipitation were dried overnight and dissolved in 70 µL of 1× lithium dodecyl 

sulphate loading buffer –1% β-mercaptoethanol (LDS, Invitrogen™). 
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Protein precipitation procedure for cell pellets was not required. Then, cellular 

pellets were directly resuspended in 300 µL of LDS. 

4.2.9. Protein digestion in precast gels and nano-LC-MS/MS 

Cell pellets and precipitated proteins resuspended in LDS loading buffer (see 

section 4.2.8) were run on a Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate Poly-Acrylamide Gel 

Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) precast gel (NuPAGEÔ; 10% Bis-Tris, 1.0 mm, 10-

well, InvitrogenÔ). The equivalent of 10 ml of culture was loaded on the gels and left 

to run for 5 min, after which they were stained using SimplyBlueÔ SafeStain 

(InvitrogenÔ). Gel bands containing the entire proteome were cut (approximately 0.5 

× 0.5 cm) and placed into 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes to be stored at -20°C until use 

(Christie-Oleza and Armengaud, 2010). To continue, the samples were defrosted and 

distained, then the proteins (still contained in gels) were reduced and alkylated using 

dithiothreitol (DTT) and iodoacetamide (IAA) respectively. Finally, the in-gel protein 

digestion was carried out in tubes containing gel pieces by adding 40 µL of Trypsin 

solution 2.5 ng µL-1, after this digestion step, peptides recovered using an extraction 

buffer (formic acid/acetonitrile) as done previously for nano-LC-MS/MS analysis 

(Shevchenko et al., 2007). Nano-LC-MS/MS was performed using a LTQ-Orbitrap 

XL hybrid mass spectrometer to generate peptides spectrum profiles for further 

analysis (Murugaiyan et al., 2017; Shevchenko et al., 2007) (Appendix Protocol 2). 

4.2.10. Shotgun proteomic analysis: MS/MS comparative analysis and 
profiles of proteins differentially expressed 

Spectra profiles were processed using MaxQuant (Version 1.5.5.1) (Cox and 

Mann, 2008) within the framework of the Label Free Quantification (LFQ) method 

(Christie-Oleza and Armengaud, 2010). In the analysis, samples were “matched-

between-run” and the protein database was uploaded (database previously 

constructed) (Zadjelovic et al., 2019), other parameters on MaxQuant were set by 

default. Protein groups raw data file containing LFQ intensities generated in 

MaxQuant were further analysed using the bioinformatic package for Differential 

Enrichment analysis of Proteomic Data (DEP) version 3.8 (Zhang et al., 2018), 

executed in R version 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2018). Peptides were considered valid 

when detected in at least all three replicates of one condition. Further cut-off 

parameters considered a significant protein variation between conditions when the p-
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value≤0.05 (expressed as p-adjust) log2 Fold change was higher than 2 (Zhang et al., 

2018). 

4.2.11. Stable isotope ratio analysis 13C/12C 

The bulk carbon content in samples was determined as previously performed 

by Elye and co-workers (Eley et al., 2018). Here, the mean δ13C values were 

determined using a Delta XP ThermoFisher isotope-ratio mass spectrometer interfaced 

with a Costech elemental analyser. The samples analysed were the residual pellet and 

PE films from the previous experiment (see section 4.2.7). As mention previously, the 

LDPE films (Table 4.1) corresponded to standard material with a known mean δ13C 

values (31.8 ± 0.2‰, IAEA-CH-7, International Atomic Energy Agency, Austria). 

 

4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Weathering process of PE 

A strong increase in carbonyl groups was observed as a result of the LDPE 

film and pellet thermooxidative weathering i.e. the absorption peak in the region 1712 

cm-1 measured by FTIR (Fig. 4.1A). The modification at this position of the LDPE 

spectrum is attributed to the formation of carbonylated regions in the polymer chain, 

produced by the accumulative oxidative effect of temperature, which triggers the 

addition of oxygen groups (heteroatoms) (Bonhomme et al., 2003; Hakkarainen and 

Albertsson, 2004). Additional visual evidence of oxidation was that the white-opaque 

materials turned yellow/orange in colour after six months of thermooxidation 

(Appendix Fig. 4). As expected, control plastic treatments kept at room temperature 

remained unaltered in both cases. 

The Mw distribution of weathered and non-weathered PE also showed 

differences (Fig. 4.1B). Curiously, LDPE films that were thermooxidized showed an 

increase in the Mw of the PE chains when compared with the non-weathered controls, 

possibly as a consequence of chain oxidation causing chain scissions as well as 

conjugations between chains, as also observed during lignin degradation (Wang et al., 

2005) and in previous analysis using PE (Albertsson et al., 1998). Despite the overall 

increase in the Mw of the PE chains of weathered plastic, we also observed a strong 

increase in the carbon leaching from this thermooxidized material (Fig. 4.1C). The 
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results showed more than 100 times more TOC coming from weathered LDPE pellets 

than from the pristine ones. 

 

 
Fig. 4.1 PE weathering. (A) FTIR spectrum from weathered (thermooxidized at 80°C 
for 6 months) and non-weathered LDPE film and pellet. The carbonyl relative 
absorbance at 1712 cm-1 was calculated by normalizing to the standard peak at 2030 
cm-1. (B) Mw distribution of weathered and non-weathered LDPE films measured by 
GPC/SEC. (C) TOC analysis showing the Non-Purgeable Organic Carbon (NPOC) 
present in MM supernatants used to wash weather and non-weather LDPE pellets. 
Measurements from the MM and MilliQ water (blank) are also shown. 
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4.3.2. Determination of bacterial growth using weathered and non-
weathered PE 

Different approaches were used to determine if Alcanivorax sp. 24 could grow 

using PE as a carbon source: Bacterial cultures using mineral medium (MM) with the 

addition of weathered and non-weathered LDPE pellets were performed showing that 

Alcanivorax sp. 24 was able to achieve considerable cell yields in the presence of 

weathered LDPE pellets (OD of 0.2; Fig. 4.2, Appendix Fig. 5), and no obvious growth 

was observed in a such a short time frame on non-weathered (8 days). Growth curves 

performed using only the leachate of PE were carried out in order to determine if this 

strong growth (Fig. 4.2) was dependent on the presence of the plastic pellets and/or on 

more soluble sub-products that are released by the plastic into the media. 

 

 
Fig. 4.2 Growth of Alcanivorax sp. 24 on weathered and non-weathered LDPE pellets 
as the sole source of carbon. Growth with no carbon (MM) and succinate were 
included as negative and positive controls, respectively. Error bars represent the 
standard error of three biological replicates. P-Value, p≤0.05. 
 

Again, both the PE-TOC (containing all carbon released PE pellets) and PE-

DOC (only the DOC fraction of the filtered PE leachate) obtained from weathered PE 

pellets gave considerable growth, while the controls showed no growth (Fig. 4.3A-B). 

Interestingly, in all experiments, weathered PE induced faster growth than the labile 

substrate succinate. Fig. 4.3A shows that Alcanivorax sp. 24 was able to grow using 

filtered leachate from weathered PE-films (PE-DOC). This level of growth was 

comparable to succinate (OD of approximately 0.12). However, the apparent growth 

obtained for the weathered LDPE pellets was higher (OD of 0.3-0.4, Fig. 4.3B). 
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Interestingly, in this analysis, no difference was detected between PE-TOC and PE-

DOC.  

The growth curves shown (Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3A-B) were performed including 

negative controls (in triplicates). In every case, they showed no growth, and are not 

included in the figures (Appendix Fig. 6 and 7). 

 

 
Fig. 4.3 Growth of Alcanivorax sp. 24 on leachates of weathered and non-weathered 
PE as the sole source of carbon. (A) Culture using PE-DOC as carbon source. (B) 
Culture using PE-TOC as carbon source. Growth with no carbon (MM) and succinate 
were included as negative and positive controls. Error bars represent the standard error 
of the biological replicates. P-Value, p≤0.05. 
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Cellular and extracellular proteomic analyses were performed in order to 

determine the metabolic response of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to the presence of PE 
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collected on day 7 of incubation). The number of proteins detected in the cellular 

fraction was 2,671, of which 15% were hypothetical proteins of unknown function 

(Supplementary data 5-6). As expected, the exoproteomic analysis retained a smaller 

number of proteins (i.e. 1,245, of which 13% were annotated as hypothetical proteins), 

and no major differences were detected (Appendix Fig. 8). For the analysis, the focus 

was mainly kept on the cellular proteome in order to determine proteins that were up-

regulated in the PE-W condition when compared with the control condition (sod. 

succinate). Ratio values ≤0 were excluded and a subset was created. In the cellular 

fraction, 856 proteins were found, from which 60 proteins were significantly up-

regulated (p-adjust ≤0.05). 

The principal component analysis (PCA) of the proteomic data showed an 

almost perfect progression from labile to recalcitrant substrates: i) succinate, alkanes 

C16 and C25, as the most labile substrates; ii) thapsic acid grouping closely to both 

the planktonic- and biofilm-cells grown on weathered PE; and iii) the conditions where 

more recalcitrant substrates were applied; alkane C50, the weathered and non-

weathered UHPE powder. The planktonic- and biofilm-cells grown on non-weathered 

PE films did not constitute an evident group within the PCA analysis for Alcanivorax 

sp. 24 (Fig. 4.4A). Hence, PE thermooxidation seems to play a strong role in 

accessibility to the carbon in plastics.  

The protein profiles of those treatments where there was a higher detection 

level of peptides, as well as a higher relative concentration of protein load visualised 

in SDS-PAGE (Appendix Fig. 9) grouped closer together. The total protein intensities 

displayed in a heatmap and the hierarchal tree also reflect this result. The conditions 

where more peptides were enriched are grouped in the same branches, which 

represents similar protein profiles amongst these conditions. Within this group, 

weathered PE profile and thapsic acid are clustered together, leaving the alkanes C16 

and C25 in a separate branch together with succinate. On the other hand, non-

weathered PE and UHPE (weathered and non-weathered) formed a divergent group 

with the longest alkanes applied (i.e. C50) possibly due to the low intensity of proteins 

detected (Fig. 4.4B). 
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Fig. 4.4 Cellular proteomic response of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to the different treatments. 
(A) PCA plot using different sources of carbon. (B) Heatmap of total differentially 
enriched proteins. Columns show the different sources of carbon applied. The rows 
represent the 2671 different proteins detected in the cellular proteome. 
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The main aim of this study was to determine the cellular response of 

Alcanivorax sp. 24 to the presence of substrates leached from PE weathering. 

Therefore, a comparative analysis of the protein expression between cultures grown 

on weathered PE film and succinate was performed and visualised by a symmetric 

volcano plot in Fig. 4.5. Amongst the differentially expressed proteins, an increase in 

transporters linked to the uptake of alkanes and other organic acids (i.e. carboxylic 

and dicarboxylic acids) was observed in the weathered PE condition. Specifically, two 

homologs of the main component of the TRAP transporter for DctM-like C4-

dicarboxylate transport system ALC24_2562 and ALC24_2562 were up-regulated 

8.31 and 8.23-fold (ratio intensity PE-W vs sod. succinate, Table 4.2), respectively. 

The Outer Membrane Protein Transport Protein ALC24_3619 (OMPP1/FadL/TodX, 

hereafter referred to as FadL) was found 7.53-fold higher (Table 4.2). Additionally, it 

was found a strong up-regulation of ALC24_0424 (i.e. 7.47-fold), a protein with 

unknown function (Table 4.2). 

 

 
Fig. 4.5 Proteomic volcano plot comparing weathered PE (LDPE-W films) with 
succinate (control). P-values (−log10) are plotted against the fold changes (log2) using 
95% confidence interval (CI). Black dots represent the differentially enriched proteins 
within this group, red dots highlight: hypothetical protein ALC24_0424, DctM-like 
proteins ALC24_2561 and ALC24_2562, and FadL ALC24_3619. 
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Table 4.2 Cellular proteins differentially expressed in Alcanivorax sp. 24. Values represent centred log2 fold change. Sig. indicates differentially 
enriched protein, (T) True, significant values and (F) False, no significant values. Cut-off parameters (! =0.05, lfc =log2(2))	– (!	and	lfc	are	the	
p-adjust	value	and	the	log2	fold	change	cut-offs,	respectively).	Contrast against cultures using sod. succinate as the control carbon source.	

Protein ID_ALC24_ C16 Sig C25 Sig C50 Sig PE.
W Sig PE Sig PE.Bio 

film.W Sig PE.Bio 
film Sig Thapsic 

acid Sig UHPE.
W Sig UHPE Sig 

0424_hypothetical protein -1.64 F -1.64 F -1.64 F 7.47 T -1.64 F -1.64 F 7.29 T -1.64 F -1.64 F -1.64 F 

0801_putative TonB-dependent receptor precursor 3.78 T 5.77 T -3.57 F 1.28 F -3.57 F 4.57 F -3.57 F 6.00 T -3.57 F -3.57 F 

0895_3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase -0.19 T 1.54 T -0.22 F 0.64 T 0.90 T 0.39 T 1.49 T -2.08 F -0.04 T -0.45 F 

1445_Alkane 1-monooxygenase 1 1.69 F 1.18 F -1.09 F 1.53 F -4.21 F 1.75 F 2.29 F 0.64 F 1.67 F -4.36 F 

1474_Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase -0.11 T 4.30 T 1.09 T 2.82 T 2.73 T 1.84 T 3.49 T -9.69 F 1.59 T 0.40 T 

1590_Alkane 1-monooxygenase 2 5.04 F 6.02 T 0.09 F -2.73 F -2.73 F -2.73 F 3.46 F -2.73 F -2.73 F 0.31 F 

1954_Putative FAD-containing monooxygenase 
MymA 0.11 T 2.57 T 0.58 F 2.46 F 4.01 T 2.71 F 5.10 F -7.57 F -2.17 T -3.38 F 

2105_Alkane 1-monooxygenase 1 1.99 T -1.74 F 0.05 F 2.16 F 4.80 T 2.70 F 5.92 F -5.15 F -2.90 F -2.68 F 

2548_Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase -4.81 F -4.81 F -4.81 F 5.03 T 7.42 T 5.43 T 7.51 T 3.47 T -4.81 F -4.81 F 

2561_DctM-like transporters -1.46 F 4.79 T -3.19 F 5.12 T -3.19 F 4.91 F 5.78 F -3.19 F -3.19 F -3.19 F 

2562_DctM-like transporters 0.32 T 1.65 T -0.05 T 2.06 T 2.13 T 1.43 T 2.92 T -4.82 F 0.55 F -0.02 T 

2744_Tripartite tricarboxylate transporter family 
receptor 5.44 T 5.33 T -1.66 F -1.66 F -1.66 F -1.66 F -1.66 F 0.08 F -1.66 F -1.66 F 

3077_Beta-ketoadipyl-CoA thiolase -1.33 F -1.24 F -0.77 F 0.56 F 0.23 T 0.41 F -1.28 F 1.49 T 1.46 F 1.14 F 

3144_Aliphatic nitrilase -2.63 F -2.63 F -2.63 F 1.87 F -2.63 F -0.69 F 0.35 F 10.20 T 4.05 F -2.63 F 

3306_Outer membrane protein (OMPP1/FadL/TodX) -3.99 F 1.60 F 5.30 F -3.99 F -3.99 F 2.72 F -1.65 F -3.99 F 5.67 F 2.00 F 

3619_Outer membrane protein (OMPP1/FadL/TodX) -0.02 T 2.96 T -0.39 F 3.02 T 0.21 T 2.77 T 2.88 F -1.38 F -1.71 F -3.83 F 

3787_Outer membrane porin F precursor -0.6 T -1.86 T 1.17 T -0.18 T 0.87 T 1.04 T 0.92 T -0.54 T 1.01 T 0.85 T 

4227_Outer membrane protein (OMPP1/FadL/TodX) -0.45 F 2.47 F 0.51 F 1.58 F 1.49 F 1.45 F 3.54 F -2.27 F -2.34 F -4.57 F 
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When looking at the enrichment levels of the four previously discussed 

proteins across the different conditions (Fig. 4.5, Table 4.2), they were significantly 

up-regulated when PE was used as the source of carbon, especially with weathered 

PE. However, cells from the non-weathered PE and the biofilm (from weathered and 

non-weathered PE) also showed a similar result. DctM-like and FadL transporters (i.e. 

ALC24_ 2561, ALC24_2562 and ALC24_3619) followed a pattern of up-regulation 

comparable to the culture conditions using C25 as the source of carbon suggesting that 

they may be involved in the transport of long-chain aliphatic compounds. 

Interestingly, the transporter DctM-like (ALC24_2562) was relatively enriched across 

all conditions when compared with thapsic acid and succinate, conditions where the 

protein seems to be highly repressed (Fig. 4.6). The up-regulated hypothetical protein 

ALC24_0424 seems to be specific to the presence of PE (PE-W and Biofilm on 

weathered PE) (Fig. 4.6 and Table 4.2). 

 

 
Fig. 4.6 Cellular proteomic analysis. Bar plots show different levels of protein 
enrichment with respect to the source of carbon (hypothetical protein; ALC24_0424, 
DctM-like; ALC24_2562; ALC24_2562, FadL; ALC24_3619). The fold changes are 
presented as centred log2 intensities and show 95% confidence intervals (error bars). 
Asterisks (*) show significant values p-adjust<0.05. 
 

* * * *
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As previously mentioned, the main aim of this study was to determine the 

cellular response of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to the presence of PE. To determine this 

response, sodium succinate (i.e. dicarboxylic acid, 4-carbons long) was used as the 

principal control condition in order to establish the capacity of weathered and non-

weathered PE to stimulate the expression of specific proteins. However, alongside 

sodium succinate, several other carbon sources served to estimate the protein 

expression levels and their biological implications, for instance, long-chain alkanes 

(i.e. C16, C25, C50) and a long-chain dicarboxylic acid (i.e. thapsic acid, 16-carbons 

long) were applied as carbon sources. Not surprisingly, the different AlkB homologs 

(alkane 1-monooxygenase 1; ALC24_1445, alkane 1-monooxygenase 2; 

ALC24_1590, and alkane 1-monooxygenase 1; ALC24_2105) were enriched when 

alkanes were used as the source of carbon (Fig. 4.6). Interestingly, the AlkB 

(ALC24_2105) and AlmA-like (ALC24_1954) proteins were also significantly up-

regulated when non-weathered PE was used as the carbon source (Fig. 4.7 and Table 

4.2). 

 

 
Fig. 4.7 Cellular proteomic analysis. Bar plots showing different levels of protein 
enrichment with respect to the source of carbon (alkane 1-monooxygenase 1; 
ALC24_1445, alkane 1-monooxygenase 2; ALC24_1590, Putative FAD-containing 
monooxygenase MymA/AlmA-like; ALC24_1954, and ALC24_2105; alkane 1-
monooxygenase 1). The fold changes are presented as centred log2 intensities and 
show 95% confidence intervals (error bars). Asterisks (*) show significant values p-
adjust<0.05. 

*

* ** *
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The analysis also identified a putative outer membrane receptor, TonB-

dependent receptor (ALC24_0801) implicated in alkane transport (Gregson et al., 

2018), however, this protein was only significantly enriched when alkanes or thapsic 

acid were the carbon source. A tripartite tricarboxylate transporter (TTT, 

ALC24_2744), periplasmic binding-protein part of the TRAP system, was also 

detected in the cellular proteome, being only significant when cells were exposed to 

C16 and C25. Additional FadL transporters were found (ALC24_3306 and 

ALC24_4227), however, expression levels were not significant (Fig. 4.8 and Table 

4.2). Here, an outer membrane porin (ALC24_3787) was also detected that was up-

regulated across all the conditions tested (Table 4.2). Although the protein expression 

profiles of weathered PE and biofilms were similar to those found when using thapsic 

acid as a source of carbon, aliphatic nitrilase was one of the most significantly up-

regulated proteins (i.e. 10.2-fold) and no further transporter was detected to be relevant 

under this condition (Table 4.2). 

 

 
Fig. 4.8 Cellular proteomic analysis. Bar plots showing different levels of protein 
enrichment with respect to the source of carbon (Putative TonB-dependent receptor; 
ALC24_0801, TTT; ALC24_2744, and FadL ALC24_3306 and ALC24_4227). The 
fold changes are presented as centred log2 intensities and show 95% confidence 
intervals (error bars). Asterisks (*) show significant values p-adjust<0.05. 
 

* * *
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A comparative analysis of the level of protein expression between weathered 

and non-weathered PE was also carried out, however, the asymmetry between 

conditions did not allow further contrast. Regardless of this level of asymmetry, it is 

interesting to note that a nitronate monooxygenase (ALC24_0949) and an acyl-CoA 

dehydrogenase (ALC24_2548) were enriched in cells when exposed to non-weathered 

PE (Fig. 4.9). From the proteomic data, the presence of acyl-CoA dehydrogenases 

(ALC24_2548 and ALC24_1474) and a beta-ketoadipyl CoA thiolase would confirm 

that the metabolism across the conditions assessed relies on the !-oxidation pathway 

for fatty acid degradation (Table 4.2). 

 

 
Fig. 4.9 Proteomic volcano plot comparing weathered and non-weathered PE (LDPE-
W films). P-values (−log10) are plotted against the fold changes (log2) using 95% 
confidence interval (CI). Black dots represent the differentially enriched proteins and 
within this group, red dots highlight: Nitronate monooxygenase; ALC24_0949, Acyl-
CoA dehydrogenase; ALC24_2548. 
 

4.3.4. Isotope analysis 
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pellets retrieved from weathered PE (PE-W pellet = –33 ‰), and a similar result was 

observed for cultures using non-weathered PE (PE pellet = –32 ‰), however, the 

difference between these two conditions was significant. A comparable δ13C value of 

–32.2 ‰ was obtained across controls (i.e. control PE and control PE-W; plastics 

recovered from negative controls, and PE 25 and PE 80; plastics kept at 25°C and 

80°C respectively), and the plastic pieces recovered from cultures using weathered 

and non-weathered PE (i.e. PE and PE-W) (Fig. 4.10). On the other hand, the least 

negative δ13C value was measured from cells grown on succinate (Suc = –16 ‰), in 

this sense, less negative δ13C values indicate enrichment of 13C respect to 12C (i.e. the 

less negative, the value the more 13C isotope enriched the sample is). Interestingly, the 

starved cells retrieved from cultures without carbon addition seem to become 13C 

depleted compared with cultures using succinate as the carbon source (Fig. 4.10). 

 

 
Fig. 4.10 Isotope analysis of δ13C values obtained from weathered and non-weathered 
PE. Sodium succinate (Suc) was used as a non-petroleum-based carbon source. Cell 
pellets from cultures using Succinate, Minimal Medium, PE and PE-W (Succ, 
Minimal Medium, PE pellet and PE-W pellet) were analysed. Plastic pieces from 
control PE and control PE-W (plastic from negative control cultures), PE and PE-W 
(plastic from cultures) and PE 25 and PE 80 (plastics kept at 25°C and 80°C 
respectively, not incubated with cultures) were also part of the analysis. 
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4.4. Discussion 

Polyethylene has been considered as a remarkably resistant polymer to 

biodegradation (Restrepo-Flórez et al., 2014; Tokiwa et al., 2009). Nonetheless, PE 

degradation is a plausible process that is highly dependent on the coaction of abiotic 

and biotic factors (Andrady, 2011). In this sense, the oxidation or weathering process 

generated by the action of abiotic factors (i.e. thermal-oxidation and photooxidation–

UV radiation) has been revealed to be the primary mechanism from which microbial 

degradation of PE is triggered, by introducing structural modifications on the polymer 

chain, for instance, C=O and/or –OH groups which are more susceptible to 

biodegradation (Gardette et al., 2013). Then, enzymes may attack this weak point on 

the polymer, however, its effectiveness will be restricted by environmental conditions, 

such as temperature, moisture, oxygen concentration, and the availability of adequate 

microorganisms to carry out the process of biodegradation (Hakkarainen and 

Albertsson, 2004). 

Evidence of PE oxidation throughout our experiments correlates with previous 

reports. The accumulation of carbonyl groups was observed, as expected, for the 

functional group carbonyl (–C(=O)OH) at 1712 cm-1 absorbance spectrum 

(Bonhomme et al., 2003; Roy et al., 2008; Satoto et al., 1997). Changes in colour 

(Appendix Fig. 4) (Andrady, 2017) and the increase in the molecular weight (Fig. 4.1) 

were also indicators that PE was effectively oxidized when using some of the materials 

tested (i.e. LDPE pellet and film). This increase in molecular weight has been 

explained to be the consequence of losing the low-molecular weight fraction and 

leaving behind the more crystalline one that presents a higher molecular weight 

(Albertsson et al., 1995; Hakkarainen and Albertsson, 2004) or by the biofilm forming 

on the surface of the plastic (Albertsson et al., 1998; Hakkarainen and Albertsson, 

2004). 

It has been established previously that photooxidation and thermal-oxidation 

produce a relatively similar pattern of degradation products (Singh and Sharma, 2008). 

In this study, thermal-oxidation was applied as the weathering process. The resulting 

media was expected to contain a non-specific mixture of carbon (heterogeneous 

mixture, non-characterised). In this context, Hakkarainen and Albertsson (2004) were 

able to identify more than 200 different degradation products from photo- and thermo-

oxidation. The identified degradation products included alkanes, alkenes, ketones, 
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aldehydes, alcohols, carboxylic and dicarboxylic acids, lactones, keto-acids and esters 

(Bond et al., 2018; Gewert et al., 2018; Hakkarainen and Albertsson, 2004), 

nevertheless, the specific composition of the degradation product mixture will vary 

depending on the medium where the oxidation takes place (air or water), the period of 

exposure (time) and the intensity of the oxidation (temperature). However, it has been 

shown that carboxylic and dicarboxylic acids were generally the most dominant 

degradation products (Albertsson et al., 1995; Hakkarainen et al., 1997). Amongst the 

oxygen-containing group, carboxylic acids are the most stable and as a consequence, 

they tend to accumulate during extended periods of weathering when other products 

such as aldehydes, ketones and alcohols are further oxidized to carboxylic acids 

(Hakkarainen and Albertsson, 2004). 

In a different approach, we were able to support the idea of degradation 

products being leached from the thermooxidized LDPE to the medium, which were 

further used as the source of carbon. Here, it was possible to show that Alcanivorax 

sp. 24 was able to grow when using PE-DOC and PE-TOC contained in the culture 

medium. Similarly, a typical soil bacterium, Arthrobacter paraffineus was shown to 

assimilate most of the degradation products from LDPE that was weathered for a 

period of 3.5 years (Albertsson et al., 1998). More recently, the role of plastic as a 

source of DOC was also investigated by Romera-Castillo et al. (2018). Here, it was 

estimated that up to 236,000 million tonnes of DOC derived from marine plastics 

waste are expected by 2025, which may trigger the response of bacterial communities 

that can potentially use this source of carbon (Romera-Castillo et al., 2018). 

Alongside PE, several alkanes and dicarboxylic acids were used as a way to 

compare the behaviour of Alcanivorax sp. 24. Through cellular proteomic analysis, it 

was possible to show differential expression of proteins that were potentially regulated 

by these different carbon sources. In this study, it was found that the DctM proteins 

(ALC24_2561 and ALC24_2562) of the TRAP transporter system were up-regulated, 

especially when Alcanivorax sp. 24 was exposed to weathered PE. The TRAP system 

uses electrochemical gradients to move the substrate in a symporter mechanism, 

frequently considered as a secondary transporter system, that also has an associated 

Solute Binding Protein (SBP) (Fischer et al., 2015; Rosa et al., 2018). The enrichment 

of this protein suggests that potential SBP would be involved in mediating carbon 

uptake, however, no clear signs of upregulation were revealed. Difficulties in 

identifying specific enzymatic responses might be related to the fact that the main 
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source of contrast was also a dicarboxylic acid (i.e. sodium succinate, short-chain 

dicarboxylate), which potentially stimulates related or the same proteins involved 

across the metabolic process. 

Despite the similarities amongst the carbon sources applied, it was possible to 

identify different patterns of protein regulation, for example, proteins belonging to the 

family Outer Membrane Protein Transport Protein (OMPP1/FadL/TodX). 

Specifically, one of the homologues identified in the database (ALC24_3619) was 

enriched when Alcanivorax sp. 24 was exposed to weathered PE. This family of 

proteins includes TodX and FadL, a family that has been linked to the transport of 

long-chain fatty acids (Gregson et al., 2018). FadL has been reported to be involved 

in the translocation of fatty acids and hydrophobic molecules (van den Berg, 2005). 

The presence of differentially enriched outer membrane and inner membrane 

transporters suggests that Alcanivorax sp. 24 modulates the expression of proteins in 

order to assimilate the carbon present in the media. Interestingly, the main transporters 

enriched when PE was used as the source of carbon (i.e. DctM-like and FadL) have 

been related to the transport of carboxylic acids (mono- and dicarboxylates) and 

alkanes (Call et al., 2016; Fischer et al., 2015). However, our results showed that the 

aforementioned proteins were not significantly up-regulated when succinic acid 

(provided as sod. succinate) or thapsic acid were used as carbon sources. This finding 

would indicate a different mechanism of uptake for long-chain dicarboxylic acids 

(thapsic acid) and sod. succinate or that a certain carbon molecule, which is part of the 

degradation product mixture, triggers the enrichment of these transporters. Overall, 

the complexity in the analysis relies on the heterogeneity of the carbon mixture 

leached from PE. 

In order to have a better understanding of the possible mechanisms to uptake 

the carbon produced from the weathering process of PE, a scheme including the 

transporters identified here was assembled (Fig. 4.11). In this scheme, it has been 

additionally included proteins involved in the degradation of alkanes that were 

detected in the cellular proteome, because these hydrocarbons are also an expected 

source of carbon from thermooxidized PE. Here we propose that the heterogeneous 

carbon mix produced from the weathering process of PE is primarily inducing the 

expression of outer membrane transporters in order to enhance the uptake of carbon 

leached from plastic. In this sense, we have detected up-regulated FadL and outer 

membrane proteins (Porin F precursor ALC24_3787), however, this last protein does 
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not seem to be specific for a certain carbon source as it was significantly enriched 

across all conditions assessed. Although, the results indicate that the internal 

transporter DctM-like system is the predominant mechanism of carbon uptake, and is 

potentially involved in the uptake of dicarboxylic acids, it is not possible to discard 

the hypothesis that PE leachates could potentially contain alkanes of different lengths, 

stimulating the expression of proteins related to their metabolisms (e.g. AlkB, AlmA, 

and FadL). 

 

 

Fig. 4.11 Schematic overview of proposed transporters to be involved in the uptake of 
carbon leached from weathered PE (scheme assembled using ChemDraw®, 
PerkinElmer®). 
 

In an attempt to determine if Alcanivorax sp. 24 was effectively using PE as a 

carbon source, an analysis of the isotope composition of cells was performed. In this 

analysis, the main source of contrast was produced by comparing cultures using PE 

(weathered and non-weathered) and sodium succinate as the source of carbon. In order 

to understand the isotope composition, it is necessary to know the primary source of 

the sample analysed. Succinate is produced either synthetically or through 

fermentation (Cornils et al., 2016). The strong 12C depletion of succinic acid might 

indicate that the raw material to produce this compound is derived from C4 

photosynthetic pathways (δ13C value ranging from –13‰ to –11‰) (Berto et al., 

2017). Conversely, petroleum-based products are 12C enriched (Berto et al., 2017), a 

feature that it was possible to confirm through the analysis. The PE used for this test 
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was a certified product with a known δ13C (31.8 ± 0.2‰), and here all plastic 

conditions assessed showed values in the range stated for this standard product. 

The analysis showed that when succinate was used as the carbon source, the 

mean δ13C value was as expected for 12C depleted (Suc = –16‰). It has been suggested 

that the isotopic composition of small organisms reflects the δ13C of their nutrition 

source (Haubert et al., 2005). On the other hand, cells retrieved from cultures using 

PE as the source of carbon were shown to be 12C depleted, suggesting a similar 

phenomenon as above stated; carbon leached from plastic is expected to be 13C 

depleted, and as a consequence, cells tend to accumulate and metabolise 12C, 

becoming enriched in the lighter carbon form. When comparing the weathered and 

non-weathered PE, it was possible to observe a slight but significant 13C depletion in 

cells recovered from these cultures, a result that might be caused by the higher 

abundance of carbon available to be metabolised in the case of weathered PE. 

Interestingly, starved cells from control with no carbon added were found to be 12C 

enriched when compared with succinate. It has been shown that starvation affects the 

metabolism of organisms (Haubert et al., 2005), and in this sense, it was suggested 

that the starvation period produces a depletion of 13C due to the carbon storage in some 

organisms that are naturally 12C enriched, hence, organisms will consume this 12C 

enriched carbon, producing a 13C depletion (McCue and Hick, 2008). Even though 

more information can be obtained through this type of analysis, the evidence provided 

supports the idea that Alcanivorax sp. 24 is able to utilise PE as a carbon source. 

This chapter provides new insights into the metabolism of Alcanivorax sp. 24 

when exposed to PE. Here, we were able to determine that Alcanivorax sp. 24 uses a 

degradation product obtained from the weathering process of PE as a carbon source 

and also identify potential transporters related to the uptake of such carbon molecules. 

However, the extent of the PE degradation mechanisms of this and other marine 

bacteria are still not fully understood. In other words, more information is needed to 

determine if bacteria are actively degrading plastic or if their role is restricted to the 

uptake of carbon leachates produced by abiotic factors. Future analysis will be 

required to define the chemical nature of the degradation products and thus, having a 

better understanding of the potential metabolic pathways involved. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and future work 
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5.1. Conclusions 

The aim of this thesis was to determine the ability of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to 

degrade different natural and synthetic polymers. This strain, which showed an 

enormous potential for biodegrading recalcitrant polymers from the very beginning of 

its isolation from marine plastic debris, was subjected to i) genome sequencing and 

mining (Chapter 2), ii) identification and characterization of its ability to degrade 

aliphatic polyesters (Chapter 3), and iii) determination of its cellular response to 

growing in the presence of PE-related compounds (Chapter 4). For this, a diversity of 

approaches were used, including cutting-edge omics techniques and molecular 

characterization of enzymes, as well as culture-dependent physiological tests. 

5.1.1. Genome description and genetic mining of Alcanivorax sp. 24 

In chapter 2, the first approach was to examine the genomic features and 

perform mining of the Alcanivorax sp. 24 genome. This analysis had an emphasis on 

genetic elements related to the degradation of hydrocarbons (i.e. alkanes) and a wide 

range of catabolic enzymes such as esterases and peroxidases. The analysis revealed 

that Alcanivorax sp. 24 has different alkane monooxygenases homologs (i.e. alkB1 

and alkB2), which is in accordance with previous studies on alkB genomic context 

descriptions (Rojo, 2009b; Wentzel et al., 2007). It has been shown that different 

monooxygenases have different ranges of action, depending on the chemical nature of 

the carbon source. In other words, the carbon length and the presence of lateral 

branches in the chemical structure seem to influence the expression of different alkB 

gene copies, however, their expression and range of action overlap and they are not 

exclusive for specific alkanes. For instance, Liu and co-workers (2011) found that 

alkB monooxygenases have different peaks in expression levels, although they have 

some overlap when exposed to alkanes of different lengths (Fig. 5.1) (Liu et al., 2011). 

The presence of three phylogenetically distinct alkB homologs in the Alcanivorax sp. 

24 genome suggests a wide range of alkane uptake and further metabolism of these 

type of molecules as a carbon source.  

Regarding alkane metabolism, particular interest has been invested in 

determining the enzymes and underlying mechanisms involved in long-chain alkane 

degradation. Through the genomic mining of Alcanivorax sp. 24, it was possible to 

detect two different almA-like genes, a type of monooxygenases involved in the 
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degradation of long-chain alkanes (Wang and Shao, 2012). The metabolism of long-

chain alkanes (>C20) (Throne-Holst et al., 2007) was especially interesting for this 

investigation due to the aim of determining the potential of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to 

degrade long-chain carbon polymers. To date, different passive and active 

mechanisms of long-chain uptake have been suggested, such as simple diffusion or 

FadL uptake (Grant et al., 2014). Even though AlmA has been found to be involved 

in the degradation of long-chain alkanes, this protein was not found in the 

hydrocarbon-degrading bacterium Thalassolituus oleivorans MIL-1 when grown on 

C24 alkanes as the carbon source. However, FadL (a long-chain fatty acid transporter) 

was enriched under this culture condition (Gregson 2018). The Alcanivorax sp. 24 

genome carries different porins, three fadL transporters, two almA-like 

monooxygenases, and intermembrane carbon ligands (protein-binding carriers), all of 

which have been suggested to be involved in the transport of alkanes through the outer 

and inner membranes, (Gregson et al., 2018; Wentzel et al., 2007). The genomic 

features of Alcanivorax sp. 24 indicate the potential for this bacterium to use long-

chain alkanes as a carbon source. 

 

 
Fig. 5.1 Expression level of genes for alkane monooxygenases alkB1 (A) and alkB2 
(B), cytochrome p450 (C), and flavin-binding monooxygenase almA (D) in 
Alcanivorax dieselolei B-5 (extracted from Liu et al, 2011). 
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5.1.2. Alcanivorax sp. 24 potential to degrade aliphatic polyesters 

Due to the durability and persistence of conventional plastics, biodegradable 

plastics have been suggested as alternatives to replace them. Little is known, however, 

about the degradation of biodegradable plastics in aquatic systems (Bagheri et al., 

2017). Specifically, information with respect to polyester degradation in marine 

environments is scarce when compared with other systems (i.e. compost, soil) 

(Ghanem et al., 2005). Biodegradable plastics have been presented as widely 

degradable materials independently of the environmental conditions (Bagheri et al., 

2017) but the general misconception about the degradability of biodegradable plastic 

increases the necessity for more research. For instance, the microorganisms and the 

mechanisms involved in either conventional plastic or biodegradable plastic 

degradation, especially with respect to marine systems where the environmental 

conditions decrease the degradation of biodegradable plastics, are currently unknown 

(Andrady, 2011). 

In Chapter 3 of this thesis, the surprising potential of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to 

degrade a considerable number of biodegradable polymers was established. The 

polymers tested were all polyesters usually considered as alternatives to conventional 

plastics, including PHAs (i.e. PHB, PHBV) and polymers of petroleum-based origin 

(i.e. PESu, PCL). To our knowledge, there are few studies performing degradation 

screenings of different polyesters using Alcanivorax spp. (Hajighasemi et al., 2016). 

Interestingly, the ability of Alcanivorax spp. to store PHB has been reported 

(Fernández-Martínez et al., 2003), a feature related to the presence of an important 

gene, phaC2, involved in the biosynthetic pathway of PHB (Barbato et al., 2016; Chen 

et al., 2012), however, such gene was not detected in Alcanivorax sp. 24. 

 The degradation of PHB is mediated by PHB-depolymerases (Jendrossek, 

1998). These enzymes can be intracellular or extracellular, and even though they have 

a relatively similar amino acid composition, their structure can vary. For instance, 

extracellular enzymes contain a signal peptide, and usually a linker domain (e.g. 

fibronectin type III linking domain) and a substrate-binding domain. A common 

structural element is a catalytic domain that has a lipase box (Abe et al., 2005). The 

esterase (i.e. PHB-depolymerase ALC24_4107) from Alcanivorax sp. 24 was found 

to be an extracellular PHB-depolymerase. The search for secreted PHB depolymerases 

in the public repository NCBI revealed that, as well as Alcanivorax sp. 24 other 
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Alcanivorax spp. also encode for secreted PHB-depolymerases. This evidence 

suggests that the ability to degrade PHB and potentially other polyesters is widely 

spread across this genus, placing them as opportunistic carbon degraders. 

The work in Chapter 3 showed that the secreted PHB-depolymerase was not 

only responsible for the degradation of PHAs, but also other petroleum-based 

polyesters. The proteomic analysis showed that this particular PHB-depolymerase was 

highly enriched when exposed to different polyesters. Furthermore, through 

overexpression of this esterase, it was possible to confirm the promiscuous activity of 

the enzyme on different aliphatic polyesters. This result indicates that an active 

process of degradation is taking place, which implies that this enzyme can reduce the 

molecular weight of the polymers and allow further carbon uptake and assimilation by 

Alcanivorax sp. 24 (Fig. 5.2) (Barbato et al., 2016; Fernandez-Martinez et al., 2003). 

The capacity to degrade the polyester PCL has been shown before using a different 

strain, Alcanivorax KCL01, however, no enzymes or further mechanisms were 

presented (Sekiguchi et al., 2011). The ability of the PHB-depolymerase to degrade a 

broad range of polyesters suggests the promiscuous nature of this enzyme, similar to 

the broad degradation activity described for the hydrolase (ABO2449) from 

Alcanivorax borkumensis SK2, an esterase that was able to degrade PLA, PHBV, PCL, 

PESu, and PBSu, but, interestingly, was not capable of degrading PHB (Hajighasemi 

et al., 2016). Overall, here it is proposed that Alcanivorax spp. as versatile 

microorganisms, capable of access different sources of carbon either natural (e.g. 

alkanes from primary producer and PHB accumulated in heterotrophs) and human-

made pollutants (e.g. leached carbon from PE and biodegradable plastics) (Fig. 5.2). 

 

 
Fig. 5.2 Example of carbon inputs uptaken by Alcanivorax sp. 24 from recalcitrant 
and biodegradable polymer, including natural sources of alkanes and PHB. 
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5.1.3. The potential of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to degrade weathered and 
non-weathered PE 

PE degradation has been suggested before as a slow process that is usually 

dependent on pre-oxidation (weathering) (Albertsson and Karlsson, 1990; Sudhakar 

et al., 2007). Some studies, however, have shown PE degradation without weathering 

(Sangeetha Devi et al., 2019). Part of the literature that shows PE biodegradation using 

weathered materials has been explained by the microbial consumption of several 

degradation products, molecules with a low molecular weight that are more prone to 

being degraded by a variety of microorganisms (Albertsson et al., 1998; Gewert et al., 

2018). These degradation products have been identified as alkanes, ketones, 

carboxylic acids and lactones (Hakkarainen and Albertsson, 2004). The expected sub-

products of plastic weathering are readily degradable by different specialised 

microorganisms, such as hydrocarbon degraders (Gyung Yoon et al., 2012; Restrepo-

Flórez et al., 2014). The results obtained in Chapter 4 of this thesis showed that 

Alcanivorax sp. 24 was able to utilise weathered PE as the source of carbon. Moreover, 

the analyses showed the capacity of Alcanivorax sp. 24 to use medium/long-chain 

alkanes (C16-C25) and also a medium-chain dicarboxylic acid (thapsic acid, 16 

carbons long) as sources of carbon, all of which are expected degradation products of 

PE weathering. 

As mentioned above, long-chain alkane uptake is not well understood. 

Interestingly, the literature related to medium/long-chain dicarboxylic acid 

metabolisms in Alcanivorax spp. or other microorganisms are also not well described. 

On the other hand, the transport and degradation of low molecular weight dicarboxylic 

acids, such as succinic acid (4 carbons long), is much better characterised. The 

transport of succinic acid involves the tripartite ATP-independent periplasmic 

transporter (TRAP), a system responsible for uptake through the periplasm and the 

inner membrane (Rosa et al., 2018). Our results suggest that DctM-like transporters 

(i.e. part of the TRAP system) were enriched when using PE as a source of carbon, 

but not when using thapsic acid. This finding would suggest a different mechanism of 

transport for medium and long-chain dicarboxylic acids, implying the presence of 

low/medium-chain dicarboxylic acids in the degradation product, where the transport 

of these compounds is being mediated by the TRAP system. However, the likely 

heterogeneity of the degradation products leached during plastic weathering hampered 

a proper characterisation and linking of the upregulation of certain proteins to the 
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presence of a specific substrate. Although the results strongly suggest that weathered, 

and even non-weathered, PE can be utilised by Alcanivorax sp. 24 as sources of 

carbon, it is not clear how this bacterium is actively contributing to the initial 

degradation/oxidation of plastic or if this bacterium is merely consuming what is being 

passively leached from the plastic (Fig. 5.2). 

As has been shown previously, the genus Alcanivorax is an important member 

of the obligate hydrocarbonoclastic group, so-called due to their preference for using 

hydrocarbons as sources of carbon (Yakimov et al., 2019). In the marine environment, 

this capacity has been extensively characterised by looking at the microbial 

community composition in hydrocarbon-enriched areas, where Alcanivorax usually 

dominates (Golyshin et al., 2003; Kostka et al., 2011). However, it has also been 

suggested that Alcanivorax is not only limited to the degradation of hydrocarbons, but 

are more adaptable microbes, capable on utilising other common carbon sources, such 

as peptone and pyruvic acid (Radwan et al., 2019). The genomic adaptability of 

Alcanivorax, previously shown by (Schneiker et al., 2006), is in accordance with the 

findings of this thesis. Here it was possible to determine the broad degradation 

potential of Alcanivorax sp. 24 in degrading different alkanes (i.e. C16, C25), 

dicarboxylic acids (i.e. succinic acid and thapsic acid), polyesters (i.e. PHB, PHBV, 

PESu, and PCL) and also degradation products from PE. These results support the idea 

that Alcanivorax are widely adaptable microorganisms and are potentially relevant 

microbes implicated in the marine carbon cycle. 

 

5.2. Future work 

The importance of having different alternatives for more environmentally 

friendly plastics has prompted the development of new bioplastics. In this context, it 

is necessary to have more information and further analysis of what the behaviour of 

these new materials is in the natural environment, which is especially relevant for less 

explored systems such as the ocean. It is crucial to have a balance between the 

development of new materials and the capacity to evaluate their degradation under 

different environmental conditions. Due to the broad potential of Alcanivorax sp. 24 

to degrade polyesters, it is relevant to better-characterise the enzymatic activity and to 

determine the degree of promiscuity of the PHB-depolymerase tested in this 

investigation. From the point of view of biotechnological applications, the wide range 
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of applications for enzymes can be of interest due to the diversity of applications, for 

instance in the improvement of biodigester systems (Bonilla et al., 2018). 

Alcanivorax, together with other hydrocarbon-degrading microorganisms, 

have been previously linked to plastic degradation in marine environments (Dussud et 

al., 2018; Zettler et al., 2013). More specifically, this group of microorganisms seems 

to be particularly relevant during the early stages of polymer colonisation. Still, it is 

necessary to have more experimental data using environmental conditions and 

intensifying isolation efforts in order to compare and provide a better biological 

context to current generic microbial community descriptions. Additionally, 

approaches that involve tracking carbon utilisation (stable isotope analysis) are 

effective in establishing carbon uptake and biotransformation (carbon inclusion as 

biomass) (Berto et al., 2019; Dombrowski et al., 2016), and these methods can be 

proposed as a more informative technique than routine weight-loss measurements. It 

is important to highlight that conventional plastics and biodegradable plastics are 

playing a role as a hot spot of microbial diversity, and it is not completely known how 

microorganisms colonising plastics can potentially impact the biogeochemical process 

in the ocean (Pinnell et al., 2019). It has been shown that sulphate-reducing 

microorganisms (SRM) preferentially colonise biodegradable plastics (i.e. PHAs) 

compared with conventional plastics (i.e. PET), which can directly impact the increase 

of organic carbon mineralisation from marine sediments, and indirectly, the 

suppression of methanogenic archaea (Pinnell et al., 2019).  

Overall, within the scientific context of this thesis, the main question remains 

open; what is the fate of biodegradable and non-biodegradable plastics in marine 

systems? This question may be addressed with more information related to microbial-

degradation potential of a wider range of microorganisms, such as the one provided in 

this investigation for Alcanivorax sp. 24. The understanding of this question will allow 

a better insight into what material to promote and the generation of scientifically-based 

policies restricting others. 
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Appendix Tables 

 

Appendix Table 1. Mineral medium Bushnell-Hass composition. 
Mineral Bushnell-Hass medium (MM) g•l-1 mol•l-1 
Magnesium Sulphate 0.2 0.002 
Calcium Chloride 0.02 0.0002 
Monopotassium Phosphate 1.0 0.007 
Dipotassium Phosphate 1.0 0.006 
Ammonium Nitrate 1.0 0.01 
Ferric Chloride 0.05 0.0003 

 

Appendix Table 2. Blast Koala analysis of Alcanivorax sp. 24 genome. 

 

  Pathway module

    Energy metabolism
      Carbon fixation Alca

nivorax sp.  24

        M00165 Reductive pentose phosphate cycle (Calvin cycle) [PATH:map01200 map00710] (13)  

        M00166 Reductive pentose phosphate cycle, ribulose-5P => glyceraldehyde-3P [PATH:map01200 map00710] (3)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00167 Reductive pentose phosphate cycle, glyceraldehyde-3P => ribulose-5P [PATH:map01200 map00710] (5)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00168 CAM (Crassulacean acid metabolism), dark [PATH:map01200 map00710] (2)  

        M00169 CAM (Crassulacean acid metabolism), light [PATH:map01200 map00710] (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00172 C4-dicarboxylic acid cycle, NADP - malic enzyme type [PATH:map01200 map00710] (3)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00170 C4-dicarboxylic acid cycle, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase type [PATH:map01200 map00710] (2)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00579 Phosphate acetyltransferase-acetate kinase pathway, acetyl-CoA => acetate [PATH:map01200 map00720] (2)  

      Nitrogen metabolism
        M00531 Assimilatory nitrate reduction, nitrate => ammonia [PATH:map00910] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00530 Dissimilatory nitrate reduction, nitrate => ammonia [PATH:map00910] (7)  

        M00529 Denitrification, nitrate => nitrogen [PATH:map00910] (7)  (1 block missing)

        M00804 Complete nitrification, comammox, ammonia => nitrite => nitrate [PATH:map00910] (2)  (2 blocks missing)

      Methane metabolism
        M00345 Formaldehyde assimilation, ribulose monophosphate pathway [PATH:map01200 map00680] (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00344 Formaldehyde assimilation, xylulose monophosphate pathway [PATH:map01200 map00680] (2) 

      Sulfur metabolism
        M00176 Assimilatory sulfate reduction, sulfate => H2S [PATH:map00920] (7)  

        M00596 Dissimilatory sulfate reduction, sulfate => H2S [PATH:map00920] (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00595 Thiosulfate oxidation by SOX complex, thiosulfate => sulfate [PATH:map00920] (2)  (1 block missing)

    Carbohydrate and lipid metabolism
      Central carbohydrate metabolism
        M00001 Glycolysis (Embden-Meyerhof pathway), glucose => pyruvate [PATH:map01200 map00010] (9)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00002 Glycolysis, core module involving three-carbon compounds [PATH:map01200 map01230 map00010] (6)  (1 block missing)

        M00003 Gluconeogenesis, oxaloacetate => fructose-6P [PATH:map00010 map00020] (8)  (1 block missing)

        M00307 Pyruvate oxidation, pyruvate => acetyl-CoA [PATH:map01200 map00010 map00020 map00620] (6)  

        M00009 Citrate cycle (TCA cycle, Krebs cycle) [PATH:map01200 map00020] (19)  

        M00010 Citrate cycle, first carbon oxidation, oxaloacetate => 2-oxoglutarate [PATH:map01200 map01210 map01230 map00020] (6)  

        M00011 Citrate cycle, second carbon oxidation, 2-oxoglutarate => oxaloacetate [PATH:map01200 map00020] (13)  

        M00004 Pentose phosphate pathway (Pentose phosphate cycle) [PATH:map01200 map00030] (5)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00006 Pentose phosphate pathway, oxidative phase, glucose 6P => ribulose 5P [PATH:map01200 map00030] (3)  

        M00007 Pentose phosphate pathway, non-oxidative phase, fructose 6P => ribose 5P [PATH:map01200 map01230 map00030] (4)  

        M00580 Pentose phosphate pathway, archaea, fructose 6P => ribose 5P [PATH:map01200 map01230 map00030] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00005 PRPP biosynthesis, ribose 5P => PRPP [PATH:map01200 map01230 map00030 map00230] (1)  

        M00008 Entner-Doudoroff pathway, glucose-6P => glyceraldehyde-3P + pyruvate [PATH:map01200 map00030] (4)  

        M00308 Semi-phosphorylative Entner-Doudoroff pathway, gluconate => glycerate-3P [PATH:map01200 map00030] (6) 

      Other carbohydrate metabolism
        M00012 Glyoxylate cycle [PATH:map01200 map00630] (7)  

        M00632 Galactose degradation, Leloir pathway, galactose => alpha-D-glucose-1P [PATH:map00052] (2) 

        M00631 D-Galacturonate degradation (bacteria) [PATH:map00040 map00030] (5)  

        M00061 D-Glucuronate degradation [PATH:map00040 map00030] (3)  

        M00565 Trehalose biosynthesis, D-glucose 1P => trehalose [PATH:map00500] (4)  

        M00013 Malonate semialdehyde pathway, propanoyl-CoA => acetyl-CoA [PATH:map01200 map00640] (7)   (2 blocks missing)

        M00549 Nucleotide sugar biosynthesis, glucose => UDP-glucose [PATH:map00520] (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00793 dTDP-L-rhamnose biosynthesis [PATH:map00521 map00523] (4)  

      Fatty acid metabolism
        M00082 Fatty acid biosynthesis, initiation [PATH:map01212 map00061] (6)  

        M00083 Fatty acid biosynthesis, elongation [PATH:map01212 map00061] (13)  

        M00086 beta-Oxidation, acyl-CoA synthesis [PATH:map01212 map00071] (5)  

        M00087 beta-Oxidation [PATH:map01212 map00071] (15)  

        M00088 Ketone body biosynthesis, acetyl-CoA => acetoacetate/3-hydroxybutyrate/acetone [PATH:map00072] (12)   (2 blocks missing)

      Lipid metabolism
        M00089 Triacylglycerol biosynthesis [PATH:map00561] (5)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00098 Acylglycerol degradation [PATH:map00561] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00093 Phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) biosynthesis, PA => PS => PE [PATH:map00564] (3)  

      Lipopolysaccharide metabolism
        M00060 Lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis, KDO2-lipid A [PATH:map00540] (10)  (1 block missing)

        M00063 CMP-KDO biosynthesis [PATH:map00540] (4)  

        M00064 ADP-L-glycero-D-manno-heptose biosynthesis [PATH:map00540] (3)  (1 block missing)

      Terpenoid backbone biosynthesis
        M00096 C5 isoprenoid biosynthesis, non-mevalonate pathway [PATH:map00900] (7)  (1 block missing)

        M00364 C10-C20 isoprenoid biosynthesis, bacteria [PATH:map00900] (1)  (1 block missing)

    Nucleotide and amino acid metabolism
      Purine metabolism
        M00048 Inosine monophosphate biosynthesis, PRPP + glutamine => IMP [PATH:map00230] (11)  

        M00049 Adenine ribonucleotide biosynthesis, IMP => ADP,ATP [PATH:map00230] (4)  

        M00050 Guanine ribonucleotide biosynthesis IMP => GDP,GTP [PATH:map00230] (7)  

      Pyrimidine metabolism
        M00051 Uridine monophosphate biosynthesis, glutamine (+ PRPP) => UMP [PATH:map00240] (10)  (1 block missing)

        M00052 Pyrimidine ribonucleotide biosynthesis, UMP => UDP/UTP,CDP/CTP [PATH:map00240] (3)  

        M00053 Pyrimidine deoxyribonuleotide biosynthesis, CDP/CTP => dCDP/dCTP,dTDP/dTTP [PATH:map00240] (9)  

      Serine and threonine metabolism
        M00020 Serine biosynthesis, glycerate-3P => serine [PATH:map01200 map01230 map00260] (3)  

        M00018 Threonine biosynthesis, aspartate => homoserine => threonine [PATH:map01230 map00260] (7)  

        M00555 Betaine biosynthesis, choline => betaine [PATH:map00260] (1) 

      Cysteine and methionine metabolism
        M00021 Cysteine biosynthesis, serine => cysteine [PATH:map01200 map01230 map00270] (3)  

        M00017 Methionine biosynthesis, apartate => homoserine => methionine [PATH:map01230 map00270] (14)  

        M00034 Methionine salvage pathway [PATH:map00270] (7)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00035 Methionine degradation [PATH:map00270] (4)  (1 block missing)

        M00368 Ethylene biosynthesis, methionine => ethylene [PATH:map00270] (1)  (2 blocks missing)

      Branched-chain amino acid metabolism
        M00019 Valine/isoleucine biosynthesis, pyruvate => valine / 2-oxobutanoate => isoleucine [PATH:map01210 map01230 map00290] (6)  

        M00535 Isoleucine biosynthesis, pyruvate => 2-oxobutanoate [PATH:map01210 map01230 map00290] (3)  (1 block missing)

        M00570 Isoleucine biosynthesis, threonine => 2-oxobutanoate => isoleucine [PATH:map01230 map00290] (7)  

        M00432 Leucine biosynthesis, 2-oxoisovalerate => 2-oxoisocaproate [PATH:map01210 map01230 map00290] (6)  

        M00036 Leucine degradation, leucine => acetoacetate + acetyl-CoA [PATH:map00280] (13)  (1 block missing)

      Lysine metabolism
        M00016 Lysine biosynthesis, succinyl-DAP pathway, aspartate => lysine [PATH:map01230 map00300] (11)  

        M00526 Lysine biosynthesis, DAP dehydrogenase pathway, aspartate => lysine [PATH:map01230 map00300] (7)   (1 block missing)

        M00527 Lysine biosynthesis, DAP aminotransferase pathway, aspartate => lysine [PATH:map01230 map00300] (8)  (1 block missing)

      Arginine and proline metabolism
        M00015 Proline biosynthesis, glutamate => proline [PATH:map01230 map00330] (3)  

        M00028 Ornithine biosynthesis, glutamate => ornithine [PATH:map01210 map01230 map00220] (7)  

        M00029 Urea cycle [PATH:map01230 map00220] (3)  (2 blocks missing)

      Histidine metabolism
        M00026 Histidine biosynthesis, PRPP => histidine [PATH:map01230 map00340] (13)   (1 block missing)

        M00045 Histidine degradation, histidine => N-formiminoglutamate => glutamate [PATH:map00340] (5)  

      Aromatic amino acid metabolism
        M00022 Shikimate pathway, phosphoenolpyruvate + erythrose-4P => chorismate [PATH:map01230 map00400] (8)  

        M00023 Tryptophan biosynthesis, chorismate => tryptophan [PATH:map01230 map00400] (10)  

        M00024 Phenylalanine biosynthesis, chorismate => phenylalanine [PATH:map01230 map00400] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00025 Tyrosine biosynthesis, chorismate => tyrosine [PATH:map01230 map00400] (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00044 Tyrosine degradation, tyrosine => homogentisate [PATH:map00350] (3)  

        M00533 Homoprotocatechuate degradation, homoprotocatechuate => 2-oxohept-3-enedioate [PATH:map01220 map00350] (5)  
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  Pathway module

    Energy metabolism
      Carbon fixation Alca

nivorax sp
.  2

4

        M00165 Reductive pentose phosphate cycle (Calvin cycle) [PATH:map01200 map00710] (13)  

        M00166 Reductive pentose phosphate cycle, ribulose-5P => glyceraldehyde-3P [PATH:map01200 map00710] (3)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00167 Reductive pentose phosphate cycle, glyceraldehyde-3P => ribulose-5P [PATH:map01200 map00710] (5)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00168 CAM (Crassulacean acid metabolism), dark [PATH:map01200 map00710] (2)  

        M00169 CAM (Crassulacean acid metabolism), light [PATH:map01200 map00710] (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00172 C4-dicarboxylic acid cycle, NADP - malic enzyme type [PATH:map01200 map00710] (3)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00170 C4-dicarboxylic acid cycle, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase type [PATH:map01200 map00710] (2)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00579 Phosphate acetyltransferase-acetate kinase pathway, acetyl-CoA => acetate [PATH:map01200 map00720] (2)  

      Nitrogen metabolism
        M00531 Assimilatory nitrate reduction, nitrate => ammonia [PATH:map00910] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00530 Dissimilatory nitrate reduction, nitrate => ammonia [PATH:map00910] (7)  

        M00529 Denitrification, nitrate => nitrogen [PATH:map00910] (7)  (1 block missing)

        M00804 Complete nitrification, comammox, ammonia => nitrite => nitrate [PATH:map00910] (2)  (2 blocks missing)

      Methane metabolism
        M00345 Formaldehyde assimilation, ribulose monophosphate pathway [PATH:map01200 map00680] (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00344 Formaldehyde assimilation, xylulose monophosphate pathway [PATH:map01200 map00680] (2) 

      Sulfur metabolism
        M00176 Assimilatory sulfate reduction, sulfate => H2S [PATH:map00920] (7)  

        M00596 Dissimilatory sulfate reduction, sulfate => H2S [PATH:map00920] (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00595 Thiosulfate oxidation by SOX complex, thiosulfate => sulfate [PATH:map00920] (2)  (1 block missing)

    Carbohydrate and lipid metabolism
      Central carbohydrate metabolism
        M00001 Glycolysis (Embden-Meyerhof pathway), glucose => pyruvate [PATH:map01200 map00010] (9)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00002 Glycolysis, core module involving three-carbon compounds [PATH:map01200 map01230 map00010] (6)  (1 block missing)

        M00003 Gluconeogenesis, oxaloacetate => fructose-6P [PATH:map00010 map00020] (8)  (1 block missing)

        M00307 Pyruvate oxidation, pyruvate => acetyl-CoA [PATH:map01200 map00010 map00020 map00620] (6)  

        M00009 Citrate cycle (TCA cycle, Krebs cycle) [PATH:map01200 map00020] (19)  

        M00010 Citrate cycle, first carbon oxidation, oxaloacetate => 2-oxoglutarate [PATH:map01200 map01210 map01230 map00020] (6)  

        M00011 Citrate cycle, second carbon oxidation, 2-oxoglutarate => oxaloacetate [PATH:map01200 map00020] (13)  

        M00004 Pentose phosphate pathway (Pentose phosphate cycle) [PATH:map01200 map00030] (5)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00006 Pentose phosphate pathway, oxidative phase, glucose 6P => ribulose 5P [PATH:map01200 map00030] (3)  

        M00007 Pentose phosphate pathway, non-oxidative phase, fructose 6P => ribose 5P [PATH:map01200 map01230 map00030] (4)  

        M00580 Pentose phosphate pathway, archaea, fructose 6P => ribose 5P [PATH:map01200 map01230 map00030] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00005 PRPP biosynthesis, ribose 5P => PRPP [PATH:map01200 map01230 map00030 map00230] (1)  

        M00008 Entner-Doudoroff pathway, glucose-6P => glyceraldehyde-3P + pyruvate [PATH:map01200 map00030] (4)  

        M00308 Semi-phosphorylative Entner-Doudoroff pathway, gluconate => glycerate-3P [PATH:map01200 map00030] (6) 

      Other carbohydrate metabolism
        M00012 Glyoxylate cycle [PATH:map01200 map00630] (7)  

        M00632 Galactose degradation, Leloir pathway, galactose => alpha-D-glucose-1P [PATH:map00052] (2) 

        M00631 D-Galacturonate degradation (bacteria) [PATH:map00040 map00030] (5)  

        M00061 D-Glucuronate degradation [PATH:map00040 map00030] (3)  

        M00565 Trehalose biosynthesis, D-glucose 1P => trehalose [PATH:map00500] (4)  

        M00013 Malonate semialdehyde pathway, propanoyl-CoA => acetyl-CoA [PATH:map01200 map00640] (7)   (2 blocks missing)

        M00549 Nucleotide sugar biosynthesis, glucose => UDP-glucose [PATH:map00520] (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00793 dTDP-L-rhamnose biosynthesis [PATH:map00521 map00523] (4)  

      Fatty acid metabolism
        M00082 Fatty acid biosynthesis, initiation [PATH:map01212 map00061] (6)  

        M00083 Fatty acid biosynthesis, elongation [PATH:map01212 map00061] (13)  

        M00086 beta-Oxidation, acyl-CoA synthesis [PATH:map01212 map00071] (5)  

        M00087 beta-Oxidation [PATH:map01212 map00071] (15)  

        M00088 Ketone body biosynthesis, acetyl-CoA => acetoacetate/3-hydroxybutyrate/acetone [PATH:map00072] (12)   (2 blocks missing)

      Lipid metabolism
        M00089 Triacylglycerol biosynthesis [PATH:map00561] (5)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00098 Acylglycerol degradation [PATH:map00561] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00093 Phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) biosynthesis, PA => PS => PE [PATH:map00564] (3)  

      Lipopolysaccharide metabolism
        M00060 Lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis, KDO2-lipid A [PATH:map00540] (10)  (1 block missing)

        M00063 CMP-KDO biosynthesis [PATH:map00540] (4)  

        M00064 ADP-L-glycero-D-manno-heptose biosynthesis [PATH:map00540] (3)  (1 block missing)

      Terpenoid backbone biosynthesis
        M00096 C5 isoprenoid biosynthesis, non-mevalonate pathway [PATH:map00900] (7)  (1 block missing)

        M00364 C10-C20 isoprenoid biosynthesis, bacteria [PATH:map00900] (1)  (1 block missing)

    Nucleotide and amino acid metabolism
      Purine metabolism
        M00048 Inosine monophosphate biosynthesis, PRPP + glutamine => IMP [PATH:map00230] (11)  

        M00049 Adenine ribonucleotide biosynthesis, IMP => ADP,ATP [PATH:map00230] (4)  

        M00050 Guanine ribonucleotide biosynthesis IMP => GDP,GTP [PATH:map00230] (7)  

      Pyrimidine metabolism
        M00051 Uridine monophosphate biosynthesis, glutamine (+ PRPP) => UMP [PATH:map00240] (10)  (1 block missing)

        M00052 Pyrimidine ribonucleotide biosynthesis, UMP => UDP/UTP,CDP/CTP [PATH:map00240] (3)  

        M00053 Pyrimidine deoxyribonuleotide biosynthesis, CDP/CTP => dCDP/dCTP,dTDP/dTTP [PATH:map00240] (9)  

      Serine and threonine metabolism
        M00020 Serine biosynthesis, glycerate-3P => serine [PATH:map01200 map01230 map00260] (3)  

        M00018 Threonine biosynthesis, aspartate => homoserine => threonine [PATH:map01230 map00260] (7)  

        M00555 Betaine biosynthesis, choline => betaine [PATH:map00260] (1) 

      Cysteine and methionine metabolism
        M00021 Cysteine biosynthesis, serine => cysteine [PATH:map01200 map01230 map00270] (3)  

        M00017 Methionine biosynthesis, apartate => homoserine => methionine [PATH:map01230 map00270] (14)  

        M00034 Methionine salvage pathway [PATH:map00270] (7)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00035 Methionine degradation [PATH:map00270] (4)  (1 block missing)

        M00368 Ethylene biosynthesis, methionine => ethylene [PATH:map00270] (1)  (2 blocks missing)

      Branched-chain amino acid metabolism
        M00019 Valine/isoleucine biosynthesis, pyruvate => valine / 2-oxobutanoate => isoleucine [PATH:map01210 map01230 map00290] (6)  

        M00535 Isoleucine biosynthesis, pyruvate => 2-oxobutanoate [PATH:map01210 map01230 map00290] (3)  (1 block missing)

        M00570 Isoleucine biosynthesis, threonine => 2-oxobutanoate => isoleucine [PATH:map01230 map00290] (7)  

        M00432 Leucine biosynthesis, 2-oxoisovalerate => 2-oxoisocaproate [PATH:map01210 map01230 map00290] (6)  

        M00036 Leucine degradation, leucine => acetoacetate + acetyl-CoA [PATH:map00280] (13)  (1 block missing)

      Lysine metabolism
        M00016 Lysine biosynthesis, succinyl-DAP pathway, aspartate => lysine [PATH:map01230 map00300] (11)  

        M00526 Lysine biosynthesis, DAP dehydrogenase pathway, aspartate => lysine [PATH:map01230 map00300] (7)   (1 block missing)

        M00527 Lysine biosynthesis, DAP aminotransferase pathway, aspartate => lysine [PATH:map01230 map00300] (8)  (1 block missing)

      Arginine and proline metabolism
        M00015 Proline biosynthesis, glutamate => proline [PATH:map01230 map00330] (3)  

        M00028 Ornithine biosynthesis, glutamate => ornithine [PATH:map01210 map01230 map00220] (7)  

        M00029 Urea cycle [PATH:map01230 map00220] (3)  (2 blocks missing)

      Histidine metabolism
        M00026 Histidine biosynthesis, PRPP => histidine [PATH:map01230 map00340] (13)   (1 block missing)

        M00045 Histidine degradation, histidine => N-formiminoglutamate => glutamate [PATH:map00340] (5)  

      Aromatic amino acid metabolism
        M00022 Shikimate pathway, phosphoenolpyruvate + erythrose-4P => chorismate [PATH:map01230 map00400] (8)  

        M00023 Tryptophan biosynthesis, chorismate => tryptophan [PATH:map01230 map00400] (10)  

        M00024 Phenylalanine biosynthesis, chorismate => phenylalanine [PATH:map01230 map00400] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00025 Tyrosine biosynthesis, chorismate => tyrosine [PATH:map01230 map00400] (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00044 Tyrosine degradation, tyrosine => homogentisate [PATH:map00350] (3)  

        M00533 Homoprotocatechuate degradation, homoprotocatechuate => 2-oxohept-3-enedioate [PATH:map01220 map00350] (5)  

      Other amino acid metabolism
        M00033 Ectoine biosynthesis, aspartate => ectoine [PATH:map01210 map01230 map00260] (6)  
        M00027 GABA (gamma-Aminobutyrate) shunt [PATH:map00250] (6)  (1 block missing)

      Cofactor and vitamin biosynthesis
        M00127 Thiamine biosynthesis, AIR => thiamine-P/thiamine-2P [PATH:map00730] (4)  (1 block missing)

        M00125 Riboflavin biosynthesis, GTP => riboflavin/FMN/FAD [PATH:map00740] (7)  
        M00124 Pyridoxal biosynthesis, erythrose-4P => pyridoxal-5P [PATH:map00750] (5)  (1 block missing)

        M00115 NAD biosynthesis, aspartate => NAD [PATH:map00760] (5)  
        M00622 Nicotinate degradation, nicotinate => fumarate [PATH:map00760] (7)  (complete)
        M00119 Pantothenate biosynthesis, valine/L-aspartate => pantothenate [PATH:map00770] (7)  
        M00120 Coenzyme A biosynthesis, pantothenate => CoA [PATH:map00770] (4)  
        M00572 Pimeloyl-ACP biosynthesis, BioC-BioH pathway, malonyl-ACP => pimeloyl-ACP [PATH:map00780] (14)  
        M00123 Biotin biosynthesis, pimeloyl-ACP/CoA => biotin [PATH:map00780] (4)  
        M00573 Biotin biosynthesis, BioI pathway, long-chain-acyl-ACP => pimeloyl-ACP => biotin [PATH:map00780] (4)  (1 block missing)

        M00577 Biotin biosynthesis, BioW pathway, pimelate => pimeloyl-CoA => biotin [PATH:map00780] (4)  (1 block missing)

        M00126 Tetrahydrofolate biosynthesis, GTP => THF [PATH:map00790 map00670] (14)  
        M00121 Heme biosynthesis, glutamate => protoheme/siroheme [PATH:map00860] (13)  (1 block missing)

        M00122 Cobalamin biosynthesis, cobinamide => cobalamin [PATH:map00860] (9)  
        M00117 Ubiquinone biosynthesis, prokaryotes, chorismate => ubiquinone [PATH:map00130] (9)  (1 block missing)

        M00118 Glutathione biosynthesis, glutamate => glutathione [PATH:map00480] (2)  
        M00140 C1-unit interconversion, prokaryotes [PATH:map00670] (3)  (1 block missing)

        M00141 C1-unit interconversion, eukaryotes [PATH:map00670] (2)  (1 block missing)

      Polyamine biosynthesis
        M00133 Polyamine biosynthesis, arginine => agmatine => putrescine => spermidine [PATH:map00330] (3)  (1 block missing)

        M00134 Polyamine biosynthesis, arginine => ornithine => putrescine [PATH:map00330] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00135 GABA biosynthesis, eukaryotes, putrescine => GABA [PATH:map00330] (2)   (1 block missing)

  Structural complex

    Energy metabolism
      ATP synthesis
        M00149 Succinate dehydrogenase, prokaryotes [PATH:map00190] (4)  
        M00151 Cytochrome bc1 complex respiratory unit [PATH:map00190] (3)  
        M00152 Cytochrome bc1 complex [PATH:map00190] (3)  (1 block missing)

        M00154 Cytochrome c oxidase [PATH:map00190] (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00155 Cytochrome c oxidase, prokaryotes [PATH:map00190] (3)  
        M00153 Cytochrome d ubiquinol oxidase [PATH:map00190] (4)  
        M00417 Cytochrome o ubiquinol oxidase [PATH:map00190] (4)  
        M00156 Cytochrome c oxidase, cbb3-type [PATH:map00190] (4)  
        M00157 F-type ATPase, prokaryotes and chloroplasts [PATH:map00190 map00195] (8)  
    Genetic information processing
      DNA polymerase
        M00260 DNA polymerase III complex, bacteria [PATH:map03030 map03430 map03440] [BR:ko03032 ko03400] (8)  
      RNA polymerase
        M00183 RNA polymerase, bacteria [PATH:map03020] [BR:ko03021 ko03400] (4)  
      RNA processing
        M00394 RNA degradosome [PATH:map03018] (4)  
      Ribosome
        M00178 Ribosome, bacteria [PATH:map03010] [BR:ko03011] (56)  
        M00179 Ribosome, archaea [PATH:map03010] [BR:ko03011] (31)  (1 block missing)

    Environmental information processing
      Mineral and organic ion transport system
        M00185 Sulfate transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (8)  
        M00189 Molybdate transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (3)  
        M00438 Nitrate/nitrite transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (4)  
        M00188 NitT/TauT family transport system [BR:ko02000] (7)  
        M00190 Iron(III) transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (3)  
        M00193 Putative spermidine/putrescine transport system [BR:ko02000] (1)  
      Saccharide, polyol, and lipid transport system
        M00212 Ribose transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (1)  
        M00669 gamma-Hexachlorocyclohexane transport system [BR:ko02000] (3) 
        M00210 Phospholipid transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (6)  
        M00670 Mce transport system [BR:ko02000] (3) 
        M00210 Phospholipid transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00221 Putative simple sugar transport system [BR:ko02000] (4) 
      Phosphate and amino acid transport system
        M00222 Phosphate transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (9)  
        M00236 Putative polar amino acid transport system [BR:ko02000] (12)  
        M00237 Branched-chain amino acid transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (47)  
        M00323 Urea transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (10)  
      Peptide and nickel transport system
        M00324 Dipeptide transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (1) 
        M00439 Oligopeptide transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00239 Peptides/nickel transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (12)  
        M00349 Microcin C transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (4)  
        M00739 Cationic peptide transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (4)  
      Metallic cation, iron-siderophore and vitamin B12 transport system
        M00240 Iron complex transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (9)  
        M00242 Zinc transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (3)  
        M00317 Manganese/iron transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (4)  
      ABC-2 type and other transport systems
        M00250 Lipopolysaccharide transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (2)  
        M00320 Lipopolysaccharide export system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (3)  
        M00762 Copper-processing system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (2)  
        M00255 Lipoprotein-releasing system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (2)  
        M00259 Heme transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (3)  
        M00256 Cell division transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (2)  
        M00258 Putative ABC transport system [BR:ko02000] (4)  
        M00254 ABC-2 type transport system [BR:ko02000] (6)  
      Drug efflux transporter/pump
        M00720 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump VexEF-TolC (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00711 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump MdtIJ (2)  
      Phosphotransferase system (PTS)
        M00265 PTS system, glucose-specific II component [PATH:map00010 map00520 map02060] [BR:ko02000] (1)  
        M00266 PTS system, maltose and glucose-specific II component [PATH:map00010 map00500 map00520 map02060] [BR:ko02000] (1) 
        M00806 PTS system, maltose-specific II component [PATH:map00500 map02060] [BR:ko02000] (1)  
        M00272 PTS system, arbutin-, cellobiose-, and salicin-specific II component [PATH:map00010 map02060] [BR:ko02000] (1)  
        M00270 PTS system, trehalose-specific II component [PATH:map00500 map02060] [BR:ko02000] (1)  
        M00303 PTS system, N-acetylmuramic acid-specific II component [PATH:map02060] [BR:ko02000] (1) 
        M00268 PTS system, arbutin-like II component [PATH:map02060] [BR:ko02000] (1)  
      Bacterial secretion system
        M00325 alpha-Hemolysin/cyclolysin transport system [PATH:map02010 map03070] [BR:ko02044] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00326 RTX toxin transport system [BR:ko02044] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00328 Hemophore/metalloprotease transport system [BR:ko02044] (4)  
        M00330 Adhesin protein transport system [BR:ko02044] (3)  
        M00571 AlgE-type Mannuronan C-5-Epimerase transport system [BR:ko02044] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00339 RaxAB-RaxC type I secretion system [PATH:map04626] [BR:ko02044] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00331 Type II general secretion system [PATH:map03070] [BR:ko02044] (13)  (1 block missing)

        M00333 Type IV secretion system [PATH:map03070] [BR:ko02044] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00334 Type VI secretion system [PATH:map03070] [BR:ko02044] (14)  
        M00335 Sec (secretion) system [PATH:map03070] [BR:ko02044] (12)  
        M00336 Twin-arginine translocation (Tat) system [PATH:map03070] [BR:ko02044] (3)  
        M00429 Competence-related DNA transformation transporter [BR:ko02044] (2)  (1 block missing)
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      Other amino acid metabolism
        M00033 Ectoine biosynthesis, aspartate => ectoine [PATH:map01210 map01230 map00260] (6)  
        M00027 GABA (gamma-Aminobutyrate) shunt [PATH:map00250] (6)  (1 block missing)

      Cofactor and vitamin biosynthesis
        M00127 Thiamine biosynthesis, AIR => thiamine-P/thiamine-2P [PATH:map00730] (4)  (1 block missing)

        M00125 Riboflavin biosynthesis, GTP => riboflavin/FMN/FAD [PATH:map00740] (7)  
        M00124 Pyridoxal biosynthesis, erythrose-4P => pyridoxal-5P [PATH:map00750] (5)  (1 block missing)

        M00115 NAD biosynthesis, aspartate => NAD [PATH:map00760] (5)  
        M00622 Nicotinate degradation, nicotinate => fumarate [PATH:map00760] (7)  (complete)
        M00119 Pantothenate biosynthesis, valine/L-aspartate => pantothenate [PATH:map00770] (7)  
        M00120 Coenzyme A biosynthesis, pantothenate => CoA [PATH:map00770] (4)  
        M00572 Pimeloyl-ACP biosynthesis, BioC-BioH pathway, malonyl-ACP => pimeloyl-ACP [PATH:map00780] (14)  
        M00123 Biotin biosynthesis, pimeloyl-ACP/CoA => biotin [PATH:map00780] (4)  
        M00573 Biotin biosynthesis, BioI pathway, long-chain-acyl-ACP => pimeloyl-ACP => biotin [PATH:map00780] (4)  (1 block missing)

        M00577 Biotin biosynthesis, BioW pathway, pimelate => pimeloyl-CoA => biotin [PATH:map00780] (4)  (1 block missing)

        M00126 Tetrahydrofolate biosynthesis, GTP => THF [PATH:map00790 map00670] (14)  
        M00121 Heme biosynthesis, glutamate => protoheme/siroheme [PATH:map00860] (13)  (1 block missing)

        M00122 Cobalamin biosynthesis, cobinamide => cobalamin [PATH:map00860] (9)  
        M00117 Ubiquinone biosynthesis, prokaryotes, chorismate => ubiquinone [PATH:map00130] (9)  (1 block missing)

        M00118 Glutathione biosynthesis, glutamate => glutathione [PATH:map00480] (2)  
        M00140 C1-unit interconversion, prokaryotes [PATH:map00670] (3)  (1 block missing)

        M00141 C1-unit interconversion, eukaryotes [PATH:map00670] (2)  (1 block missing)

      Polyamine biosynthesis
        M00133 Polyamine biosynthesis, arginine => agmatine => putrescine => spermidine [PATH:map00330] (3)  (1 block missing)

        M00134 Polyamine biosynthesis, arginine => ornithine => putrescine [PATH:map00330] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00135 GABA biosynthesis, eukaryotes, putrescine => GABA [PATH:map00330] (2)   (1 block missing)

  Structural complex

    Energy metabolism
      ATP synthesis
        M00149 Succinate dehydrogenase, prokaryotes [PATH:map00190] (4)  
        M00151 Cytochrome bc1 complex respiratory unit [PATH:map00190] (3)  
        M00152 Cytochrome bc1 complex [PATH:map00190] (3)  (1 block missing)

        M00154 Cytochrome c oxidase [PATH:map00190] (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00155 Cytochrome c oxidase, prokaryotes [PATH:map00190] (3)  
        M00153 Cytochrome d ubiquinol oxidase [PATH:map00190] (4)  
        M00417 Cytochrome o ubiquinol oxidase [PATH:map00190] (4)  
        M00156 Cytochrome c oxidase, cbb3-type [PATH:map00190] (4)  
        M00157 F-type ATPase, prokaryotes and chloroplasts [PATH:map00190 map00195] (8)  
    Genetic information processing
      DNA polymerase
        M00260 DNA polymerase III complex, bacteria [PATH:map03030 map03430 map03440] [BR:ko03032 ko03400] (8)  
      RNA polymerase
        M00183 RNA polymerase, bacteria [PATH:map03020] [BR:ko03021 ko03400] (4)  
      RNA processing
        M00394 RNA degradosome [PATH:map03018] (4)  
      Ribosome
        M00178 Ribosome, bacteria [PATH:map03010] [BR:ko03011] (56)  
        M00179 Ribosome, archaea [PATH:map03010] [BR:ko03011] (31)  (1 block missing)

    Environmental information processing
      Mineral and organic ion transport system
        M00185 Sulfate transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (8)  
        M00189 Molybdate transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (3)  
        M00438 Nitrate/nitrite transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (4)  
        M00188 NitT/TauT family transport system [BR:ko02000] (7)  
        M00190 Iron(III) transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (3)  
        M00193 Putative spermidine/putrescine transport system [BR:ko02000] (1)  
      Saccharide, polyol, and lipid transport system
        M00212 Ribose transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (1)  
        M00669 gamma-Hexachlorocyclohexane transport system [BR:ko02000] (3) 
        M00210 Phospholipid transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (6)  
        M00670 Mce transport system [BR:ko02000] (3) 
        M00210 Phospholipid transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00221 Putative simple sugar transport system [BR:ko02000] (4) 
      Phosphate and amino acid transport system
        M00222 Phosphate transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (9)  
        M00236 Putative polar amino acid transport system [BR:ko02000] (12)  
        M00237 Branched-chain amino acid transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (47)  
        M00323 Urea transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (10)  
      Peptide and nickel transport system
        M00324 Dipeptide transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (1) 
        M00439 Oligopeptide transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00239 Peptides/nickel transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (12)  
        M00349 Microcin C transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (4)  
        M00739 Cationic peptide transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (4)  
      Metallic cation, iron-siderophore and vitamin B12 transport system
        M00240 Iron complex transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (9)  
        M00242 Zinc transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (3)  
        M00317 Manganese/iron transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (4)  
      ABC-2 type and other transport systems
        M00250 Lipopolysaccharide transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (2)  
        M00320 Lipopolysaccharide export system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (3)  
        M00762 Copper-processing system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (2)  
        M00255 Lipoprotein-releasing system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (2)  
        M00259 Heme transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (3)  
        M00256 Cell division transport system [PATH:map02010] [BR:ko02000] (2)  
        M00258 Putative ABC transport system [BR:ko02000] (4)  
        M00254 ABC-2 type transport system [BR:ko02000] (6)  
      Drug efflux transporter/pump
        M00720 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump VexEF-TolC (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00711 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump MdtIJ (2)  
      Phosphotransferase system (PTS)
        M00265 PTS system, glucose-specific II component [PATH:map00010 map00520 map02060] [BR:ko02000] (1)  
        M00266 PTS system, maltose and glucose-specific II component [PATH:map00010 map00500 map00520 map02060] [BR:ko02000] (1) 
        M00806 PTS system, maltose-specific II component [PATH:map00500 map02060] [BR:ko02000] (1)  
        M00272 PTS system, arbutin-, cellobiose-, and salicin-specific II component [PATH:map00010 map02060] [BR:ko02000] (1)  
        M00270 PTS system, trehalose-specific II component [PATH:map00500 map02060] [BR:ko02000] (1)  
        M00303 PTS system, N-acetylmuramic acid-specific II component [PATH:map02060] [BR:ko02000] (1) 
        M00268 PTS system, arbutin-like II component [PATH:map02060] [BR:ko02000] (1)  
      Bacterial secretion system
        M00325 alpha-Hemolysin/cyclolysin transport system [PATH:map02010 map03070] [BR:ko02044] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00326 RTX toxin transport system [BR:ko02044] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00328 Hemophore/metalloprotease transport system [BR:ko02044] (4)  
        M00330 Adhesin protein transport system [BR:ko02044] (3)  
        M00571 AlgE-type Mannuronan C-5-Epimerase transport system [BR:ko02044] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00339 RaxAB-RaxC type I secretion system [PATH:map04626] [BR:ko02044] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00331 Type II general secretion system [PATH:map03070] [BR:ko02044] (13)  (1 block missing)

        M00333 Type IV secretion system [PATH:map03070] [BR:ko02044] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00334 Type VI secretion system [PATH:map03070] [BR:ko02044] (14)  
        M00335 Sec (secretion) system [PATH:map03070] [BR:ko02044] (12)  
        M00336 Twin-arginine translocation (Tat) system [PATH:map03070] [BR:ko02044] (3)  
        M00429 Competence-related DNA transformation transporter [BR:ko02044] (2)  (1 block missing)

  Functional set

    Metabolism
      Aminoacyl tRNA
        M00360 Aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis, prokaryotes [PATH:map00970] (22)  
        M00359 Aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis, eukaryotes [PATH:map00970] (20)  (2 blocks missing)

      Nucleotide sugar
        M00362 Nucleotide sugar biosynthesis, prokaryotes [PATH:map00520] (6)  (2 blocks missing)

    Environmental information processing
      Two-component regulatory system
        M00434 PhoR-PhoB (phosphate starvation response) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00444 PhoQ-PhoP (magnesium transport) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00445 EnvZ-OmpR (osmotic stress response) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00446 RstB-RstA two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00449 CreC-CreB (phosphate regulation) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00450 BaeS-BaeR (envelope stress response) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00453 QseC-QseB (quorum sensing) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00454 KdpD-KdpE (potassium transport) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00456 ArcB-ArcA (anoxic redox control) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00475 BarA-UvrY (central carbon metabolism) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00479 DesK-DesR (membrane lipid fluidity regulation) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00493 AlgZ-AlgR (alginate production) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00497 GlnL-GlnG (nitrogen regulation) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00502 GlrK-GlrR (amino sugar metabolism) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00501 PilS-PilR (type 4 fimbriae synthesis) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00504 DctB-DctD (C4-dicarboxylate transport) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022]
        M00506 CheA-CheYBV (chemotaxis) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020 map02030] [BR:ko02022 ko02030 ko02035] (4)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00515 FlrB-FlrC (polar flagellar synthesis) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020 map05111] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00507 ChpA-ChpB/PilGH (chemosensory) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022 ko02035] (6)  
        M00523 RegB-RegA (redox response) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (4)  
        M00655 AdeS-AdeR two-component regulatory system [PATH:map01501] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00770 PfeS-PfeR (enterobactin-dependent iron acquisition) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00820 SagS-HptB-HsbR (swarming activity and biofilm formation) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020 map02025] [BR:ko02022] (1)  (2 blocks missing)

      Drug efflux transporter/pump
        M00709 Macrolide resistance, MacAB-TolC transporter (3)  (1 block missing)

        M00715 Lincosamide resistance, efflux pump LmrB (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00713 Fluoroquinolone resistance, efflux pump LfrA (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00645 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump SmeABC [PATH:map02020] (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00646 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump AcrAD-TolC [PATH:map02020] (6)  (1 block missing)

        M00647 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump AcrAB-TolC/SmeDEF (9)  
        M00648 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump MdtABC [PATH:map02020] (5)  
        M00699 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump AmeABC (6)   (2 blocks missing)

        M00701 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump EmrAB (3)  (1 block missing)

        M00767 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump OqxAB (2)   (2 blocks missing)

        M00768 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump GesABC (1)  (2 blocks missing)

      Drug resistance
        M00628 beta-Lactam resistance, AmpC system [PATH:map01501] (4)  
        M00742 Aminoglycoside resistance, protease FtsH (6)  
        M00743 Aminoglycoside resistance, protease HtpX (3)  
        M00729 Fluoroquinolone resistance, gyrase-protecting protein Qnr (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00721 Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, arnBCADTEF operon [PATH:map01503] (2)   (1 block missing)

        M00722 Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, phosphoethanolamine transferase PmrC [PATH:map01503] (1)  
        M00723 Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, phosphoethanolamine transferase EptB [PATH:map01503] (2)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00724 Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, palmitoyl transferase PagP [PATH:map01503] (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00727 Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase AmiA and AmiC [PATH:map01503] (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00728 Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, envelope protein folding and degrading factors DegP and DsbA [PATH:map01503] (2)  (2 blocks missing)

  Signature module

    Gene set
      Metabolic capacity
        M00615 Nitrate assimilation (2)  (1 block missing)

      Drug resistance
        M00627 beta-Lactam resistance, Bla system [PATH:map01501] (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00651 Vancomycin resistance, D-Ala-D-Lac type [PATH:map01502 map02020] (1)  
        M00744 Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, protease PgtE (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00718 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump MexAB-OprM (7)  (1 block missing)

        M00641 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump MexEF-OprN (2) 
        M00642 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump MexJK-OprM (3)  (1 block missing)

        M00643 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump MexXY-OprM (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00649 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump AdeABC [PATH:map01501] (4)  
        M00696 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump AcrEF-TolC (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00697 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump MdtEF-TolC (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00698 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump BpeEF-OprC (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00714 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump QacA (2)  (1 block missing)
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  Functional set

    Metabolism
      Aminoacyl tRNA
        M00360 Aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis, prokaryotes [PATH:map00970] (22)  
        M00359 Aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis, eukaryotes [PATH:map00970] (20)  (2 blocks missing)

      Nucleotide sugar
        M00362 Nucleotide sugar biosynthesis, prokaryotes [PATH:map00520] (6)  (2 blocks missing)

    Environmental information processing
      Two-component regulatory system
        M00434 PhoR-PhoB (phosphate starvation response) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00444 PhoQ-PhoP (magnesium transport) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00445 EnvZ-OmpR (osmotic stress response) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00446 RstB-RstA two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00449 CreC-CreB (phosphate regulation) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00450 BaeS-BaeR (envelope stress response) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00453 QseC-QseB (quorum sensing) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00454 KdpD-KdpE (potassium transport) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00456 ArcB-ArcA (anoxic redox control) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00475 BarA-UvrY (central carbon metabolism) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00479 DesK-DesR (membrane lipid fluidity regulation) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00493 AlgZ-AlgR (alginate production) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00497 GlnL-GlnG (nitrogen regulation) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00502 GlrK-GlrR (amino sugar metabolism) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00501 PilS-PilR (type 4 fimbriae synthesis) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00504 DctB-DctD (C4-dicarboxylate transport) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022]
        M00506 CheA-CheYBV (chemotaxis) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020 map02030] [BR:ko02022 ko02030 ko02035] (4)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00515 FlrB-FlrC (polar flagellar synthesis) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020 map05111] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00507 ChpA-ChpB/PilGH (chemosensory) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022 ko02035] (6)  
        M00523 RegB-RegA (redox response) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (4)  
        M00655 AdeS-AdeR two-component regulatory system [PATH:map01501] [BR:ko02022] (2)  
        M00770 PfeS-PfeR (enterobactin-dependent iron acquisition) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020] [BR:ko02022] (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00820 SagS-HptB-HsbR (swarming activity and biofilm formation) two-component regulatory system [PATH:map02020 map02025] [BR:ko02022] (1)  (2 blocks missing)

      Drug efflux transporter/pump
        M00709 Macrolide resistance, MacAB-TolC transporter (3)  (1 block missing)

        M00715 Lincosamide resistance, efflux pump LmrB (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00713 Fluoroquinolone resistance, efflux pump LfrA (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00645 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump SmeABC [PATH:map02020] (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00646 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump AcrAD-TolC [PATH:map02020] (6)  (1 block missing)

        M00647 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump AcrAB-TolC/SmeDEF (9)  
        M00648 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump MdtABC [PATH:map02020] (5)  
        M00699 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump AmeABC (6)   (2 blocks missing)

        M00701 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump EmrAB (3)  (1 block missing)

        M00767 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump OqxAB (2)   (2 blocks missing)

        M00768 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump GesABC (1)  (2 blocks missing)

      Drug resistance
        M00628 beta-Lactam resistance, AmpC system [PATH:map01501] (4)  
        M00742 Aminoglycoside resistance, protease FtsH (6)  
        M00743 Aminoglycoside resistance, protease HtpX (3)  
        M00729 Fluoroquinolone resistance, gyrase-protecting protein Qnr (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00721 Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, arnBCADTEF operon [PATH:map01503] (2)   (1 block missing)

        M00722 Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, phosphoethanolamine transferase PmrC [PATH:map01503] (1)  
        M00723 Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, phosphoethanolamine transferase EptB [PATH:map01503] (2)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00724 Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, palmitoyl transferase PagP [PATH:map01503] (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00727 Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase AmiA and AmiC [PATH:map01503] (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00728 Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, envelope protein folding and degrading factors DegP and DsbA [PATH:map01503] (2)  (2 blocks missing)

  Signature module

    Gene set
      Metabolic capacity
        M00615 Nitrate assimilation (2)  (1 block missing)

      Drug resistance
        M00627 beta-Lactam resistance, Bla system [PATH:map01501] (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00651 Vancomycin resistance, D-Ala-D-Lac type [PATH:map01502 map02020] (1)  
        M00744 Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, protease PgtE (2)  (1 block missing)

        M00718 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump MexAB-OprM (7)  (1 block missing)

        M00641 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump MexEF-OprN (2) 
        M00642 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump MexJK-OprM (3)  (1 block missing)

        M00643 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump MexXY-OprM (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00649 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump AdeABC [PATH:map01501] (4)  
        M00696 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump AcrEF-TolC (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00697 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump MdtEF-TolC (1)  (2 blocks missing)

        M00698 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump BpeEF-OprC (1)  (1 block missing)

        M00714 Multidrug resistance, efflux pump QacA (2)  (1 block missing)

Number 
GI

GI start GI end 
Total GI 

Extension 
bp

Genes 
per GI

Alcanicorax 
locus

Gene 
start

Gene end Gene 
length bp

Product

ALC24_1492 152321 153719 1398
Chromosomal replication initiator protein 

DnaA

ALC24_1493 153757 154858 1101 DNA polymerase III subunit beta

ALC24_1494 154910 156014 1104 DNA replication and repair protein RecF

ALC24_1495 156023 158438 2415 DNA gyrase subunit B

ALC24_1496 158537 158903 366
global DNA-binding transcriptional dual 

regulator H-NS

ALC24_1497 158970 159732 762
1-acyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphate 

acyltransferase

ALC24_1498 159728 160280 552
D-glycero-beta-D-manno-heptose-1,7-

bisphosphate 7-phosphatase

ALC24_1499 160366 160630 264
leucine/isoleucine/valine transporter ATP-

binding subunit

ALC24_4013 354968 355148 180 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4014 355461 356325 864 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4015 356867 357620 753 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4016 357645 357852 207
Prophage CP4-57 regulatory protein 

(AlpA)

ALC24_4017 357939 358386 447 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4018 358451 359114 663 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4019 359539 361537 1998 Chitinase A precursor

ALC24_4020 361855 362191 336 transcriptional repressor DicA

ALC24_4021 362144 363089 945 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4022 363265 364585 1320 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4023 364620 365622 1002
YqaJ-like viral recombinase domain 

protein

ALC24_4024 365719 366151 432 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4025 366229 367201 972 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4026 367333 367831 498 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4027 367897 368266 369 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4028 368729 369290 561 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4029 369327 370623 1296 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4030 370619 371600 981 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4031 371707 375241 3534 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4032 376810 377605 795 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4033 377604 378024 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4034 378020 378599 579 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4035 379923 380115 192 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4036 380238 380901 663 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4037 380982 381783 801 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4038 381806 382448 642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4039 382571 383123 552 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4040 383187 384063 876 TIR domain protein

ALC24_4041 384737 385028 291 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3208 386341 387208 867 Putative prophage CPS-53 integrase

ALC24_3209 387407 388271 864 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3210 388574 389291 717 Ribonuclease PH

ALC24_4014 355461 356325 864 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4015 356867 357620 753 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4016 357645 357852 207
Prophage CP4-57 regulatory protein 

(AlpA)

ALC24_4017 357939 358386 447 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4018 358451 359114 663 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4029 369327 370623 1296 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4030 370619 371600 981 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4031 371707 375241 3534 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4032 376810 377605 795 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4033 377604 378024 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4034 378020 378599 579 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4037 380982 381783 801 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4038 381806 382448 642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4039 382571 383123 552 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4040 383187 384063 876 TIR domain protein

ALC24_4041 384737 385028 291 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3208 386341 387208 867 Putative prophage CPS-53 integrase

ALC24_3228 405403 406324 921
Bacterial type II secretion system protein 

F domain protein

ALC24_3229 406246 406426 180 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3230 406766 407189 423
Bacterial type II secretion system protein 

F domain protein

ALC24_3231 407214 407916 702 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3232 407920 408205 285 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3233 408206 409976 1770 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3234 410019 411102 1083 PAP2 superfamily protein

ALC24_2110 957938 958373 435 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2111 959202 959481 279 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2112 959536 959992 456
Glutathione-dependent formaldehyde-

activating enzyme

ALC24_2113 960116 960590 474 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2114 960932 961175 243 Antitoxin RelJ

ALC24_2115 961171 961435 264 Plasmid encoded toxin Txe

ALC24_2117 962217 962523 306 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2118 962624 963320 696
High-affinity branched-chain amino acid 

transport ATP-binding protein LivF

ALC24_2119 963353 964184 831 Ribose import ATP-binding protein RbsA

ALC24_2209 1060423 1062475 2052 Bifunctional protein PaaZ

ALC24_2210 1062626 1063142 516 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2211 1063161 1063722 561 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2212 1063854 1064133 279 Toxic protein SymE

ALC24_0671 1479705 1481277 1572 GMP synthase [glutamine-hydrolyzing]

ALC24_0672 1481650 1482565 915 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0673 1482698 1483385 687 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0674 1483386 1484934 1548 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0675 1485057 1486185 1128 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0676 1486233 1486413 180 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0677 1486519 1487161 642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0678 1487382 1488375 993 Fic/DOC family protein

ALC24_0679 1488514 1488733 219 SpoVT / AbrB like domain protein

ALC24_0680 1488729 1489110 381 PIN domain protein

ALC24_0681 1489183 1490206 1023 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0682 1490638 1491058 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0683 1491169 1491424 255 Antitoxin ParD4

ALC24_0684 1491423 1491720 297 Toxin ParE1

ALC24_0685 1491728 1492373 645 HTH-type transcriptional regulator BetI

ALC24_0686 1493079 1494273 1194 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0687 1494562 1496629 2067 AIPR protein

ALC24_0688 1496629 1497604 975 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0689 1497593 1500254 2661 Z1 domain protein

ALC24_0690 1500250 1501726 1476 DNA mismatch repair protein MutL

ALC24_0691 1502358 1503342 984 Modification methylase AplI

ALC24_0692 1503722 1503953 231
anaerobic benzoate catabolism 

transcriptional regulator

ALC24_0693 1504017 1505160 1143 L-lactate dehydrogenase [cytochrome]

ALC24_0672 1481650 1482565 915 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0673 1482698 1483385 687 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0674 1483386 1484934 1548 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0684 1491423 1491720 297 Toxin ParE1

ALC24_0685 1491728 1492373 645 HTH-type transcriptional regulator BetI

ALC24_0686 1493079 1494273 1194 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0687 1494562 1496629 2067 AIPR protein

ALC24_0688 1496629 1497604 975 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0689 1497593 1500254 2661 Z1 domain protein

ALC24_0690 1500250 1501726 1476 DNA mismatch repair protein MutL

ALC24_0691 1502358 1503342 984 Modification methylase AplI

ALC24_0692 1503722 1503953 231
anaerobic benzoate catabolism 

transcriptional regulator

ALC24_0693 1504017 1505160 1143 L-lactate dehydrogenase [cytochrome]

ALC24_0694 1505178 1506441 1263 Serine/threonine-protein kinase HipA

ALC24_0695 1506430 1506796 366 Helix-turn-helix 

ALC24_0696 1506951 1508583 1632 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3075 1990080 1990527 447
Organic hydroperoxide resistance 

transcriptional regulator

ALC24_3074 1990739 1991168 429
Organic hydroperoxide resistance 

protein OhrB

ALC24_3073 1991347 1992193 846 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3072 1992424 1993276 852 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3071 1993202 1993598 396 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3070 1993597 1993861 264 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3069 1993971 1994748 777
HTH-type transcriptional repressor of 

iron proteins A

ALC24_3068 1994990 1995728 738 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3067 1995681 1996137 456 Transposase IS200 like protein

ALC24_3694 2018885 2020196 1311 Polysaccharide biosynthesis protein

ALC24_3693 2020192 2021353 1161 Polysaccharide pyruvyl transferase

ALC24_3692 2021358 2022483 1125

GalNAc-alpha-(1-<4)-GalNAc-alpha-(1-

<3)-diNAcBac-PP-undecaprenol alpha-

1,4-N-acetyl-D-

ALC24_3691 2022487 2023894 1407 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3690 2023920 2024469 549 Serine acetyltransferase

ALC24_3689 2024465 2025377 912 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3688 2025479 2026730 1251 Phenylacetate-coenzyme A ligase

ALC24_3687 2026777 2028910 2133 Alcohol dehydrogenase

ALC24_3686 2028906 2030760 1854 Heparinase II/III-like protein

ALC24_3670 2043605 2044136 531
Tripartite ATP-independent periplasmic 

transporters, DctQ component

ALC24_3669 2044138 2045275 1137
Monocarboxylate 2-oxoacid-binding 

periplasmic protein precursor

ALC24_3668 2045557 2046607 1050 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3667 2046428 2046848 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3666 2046874 2048044 1170 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase

ALC24_3651 2066508 2067144 636
Teichoic acids export ATP-binding 

protein TagH

ALC24_3650 2067158 2068250 1092 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3649 2068246 2070007 1761 Galactofuranosyl transferase GlfT2

ALC24_3638 2087219 2088974 1755
tRNA(Glu)-specific nuclease WapA 

precursor

ALC24_3637 2089013 2089121 108 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4121 2092187 2093876 1689
tRNA(Glu)-specific nuclease WapA 

precursor

ALC24_4122 2094394 2094745 351 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4123 2094820 2095222 402 hypothetical protein

ALC24_1110 2480197 2482906 2709 hypothetical protein

ALC24_1111 2482909 2483968 1059 hypothetical protein

ALC24_1112 2484014 2484716 702 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3985 2838799 2842261 3462 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3984 2843257 2843953 696 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3983 2844710 2844980 270 Ribbon-helix-helix protein, copG family

ALC24_3982 2844979 2845255 276 Plasmid stabilisation system protein

ALC24_3984 2843257 2843953 696 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3983 2844710 2844980 270 Ribbon-helix-helix protein, copG family

ALC24_3982 2844979 2845255 276 Plasmid stabilisation system protein

ALC24_3981 2845465 2846473 1008 flagellar assembly protein H

ALC24_3980 2846589 2847300 711 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3979 2847497 2848385 888 Type II secretion system protein N

ALC24_3978 2848418 2849150 732 Transposase IS200 like protein

ALC24_3977 2849710 2850091 381 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3976 2850254 2850638 384 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3975 2850799 2851210 411 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3974 2851503 2852106 603 ECF RNA polymerase sigma-E factor

ALC24_3973 2852099 2852333 234 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3972 2852360 2852777 417 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3971 2852886 2853345 459 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3970 2853429 2853999 570
Carboxymuconolactone decarboxylase 

family protein

ALC24_3969 2854101 2854368 267
Phosphate import ATP-binding protein 

PstB

ALC24_3968 2854430 2854628 198
Phosphate import ATP-binding protein 

PstB 3

ALC24_3967 2854627 2855455 828
Phosphate transport system permease 

protein PstA

ALC24_3966 2855441 2856302 861
Phosphate transport system permease 

protein PstC

ALC24_3965 2856270 2857083 813
Phosphate-binding protein PstS 1 

precursor

ALC24_3964 2857499 2858492 993
Bacterial extracellular solute-binding 

protein, family 7

ALC24_3963 2858646 2859822 1176
Bacterial extracellular solute-binding 

protein, family 7

ALC24_3962 2860362 2860575 213 Coenzyme PQQ synthesis protein A

ALC24_3925 2903144 2903426 282 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3636 2905323 2908965 3642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3635 2909223 2909772 549 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3634 2910373 2911414 1041 flagellar assembly protein H

ALC24_3633 2911839 2912940 1101 flagellar assembly protein H

ALC24_3632 2913403 2914093 690 hypothetical protein

21 2905324 2909772 4448 1 ALC24_3635 2909223 2909772 549 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3550 3006845 3007115 270 50S ribosomal protein L31 type B

ALC24_3549 3007502 3008498 996 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3548 3008511 3009711 1200 Cytochrome c551 peroxidase precursor

ALC24_3547 3009707 3010958 1251 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3545 3011092 3012502 1410 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3545 3012501 3013734 1233 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3544 3013987 3014425 438 Cytochrome c-555 precursor

ALC24_2454 3358650 3359385 735 Phage protein Gp37/Gp68

ALC24_2453 3359381 3360257 876 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2452 3360538 3363898 3360 Type III restriction enzyme, res subunit

ALC24_2451 3363897 3364206 309 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2450 3364192 3367516 3324 DNA methylase

ALC24_2449 3367662 3370542 2880
RNA polymerase-associated protein 

RapA

ALC24_2448 3371397 3372294 897 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2447 3372619 3374056 1437 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2446 3374042 3374711 669 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2445 3374751 3378402 3651 Chromosome partition protein Smc

ALC24_2444 3378430 3379549 1119 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2443 3379653 3380025 372 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2427 3398047 3398350 303 Transposase 

ALC24_4162 3399565 3400222 657 Transposase IS66 family protein

ALC24_4163 3400499 3405767 5268 Microbial collagenase precursor

ALC24_4164 3405865 3407617 1752 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4165 3407841 3408666 825 Transcriptional regulatory protein DegU

ALC24_4166 3408848 3411047 2199
Redox sensor histidine kinase response 

regulator DevS

ALC24_4167 3411415 3412066 651 Integrase core domain protein

ALC24_4165 3407841 3408666 825 Transcriptional regulatory protein DegU

ALC24_4166 3408848 3411047 2199
Redox sensor histidine kinase response 

regulator DevS

ALC24_3792 3444968 3445604 636 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3793 3445810 3446110 300 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3794 3446106 3446394 288 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3795 3446608 3447469 861 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3796 3447577 3448618 1041 Viral (Superfamily 1) RNA helicase

ALC24_3797 3448602 3450174 1572 DNA replication and repair protein RecF

ALC24_3798 3450506 3450737 231 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3799 3450897 3451086 189 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3800 3451098 3451404 306 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3801 3451519 3451765 246 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3802 3451887 3452097 210 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3803 3452093 3452291 198 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2871 3906028 3907297 1269 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2870 3907296 3910248 2952 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2780 4026308 4028030 1722 Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase

ALC24_2779 4028035 4029250 1215 Receptor family ligand binding region

ALC24_2778 4029305 4030064 759
Lipopolysaccharide export system ATP-

binding protein LptB

ALC24_2777 4030056 4030761 705
High-affinity branched-chain amino acid 

transport ATP-binding protein LivF

ALC24_2776 4030762 4031644 882
High-affinity branched-chain amino acid 

transport system permease protein LivH

ALC24_2775 4031654 4032608 954
leucine/isoleucine/valine transporter 

permease subunit

ALC24_2774 4032639 4033320 681
HTH-type transcriptional repressor 

KstR2

ALC24_2773 4033660 4033927 267 Transposase 

ALC24_2772 4034473 4034770 297 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0141 4586992 4587286 294 Helix-turn-helix 

ALC24_0140 4587385 4589290 1905 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0139 4589286 4590957 1671 ATP-dependent DNA helicase PcrA

ALC24_0138 4590925 4591060 135 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0136 4591958 4592273 315 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0009 4738672 4739005 333 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit G

ALC24_0008 4739022 4739292 270 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit F

ALC24_0007 4739285 4739774 489 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit E

ALC24_0006 4739770 4741261 1491 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit D

ALC24_0005 4741260 4741632 372 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit C1

ALC24_0004 4741631 4744430 2799 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit A

ALC24_0003 4744820 4745066 246 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0002 4745112 4746471 1359 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0001 4746467 4747868 1401 GTPase Der

ALC24_4225 4750542 4751136 594 IS2 Transposase TnpB

ALC24_4226 4751372 4751585 213 IS2 repressor TnpA

ALC24_4237 4774843 4775029 186 EamA-like transporter family protein

ALC24_4236 4776164 4776509 345 Der GTPase-activating protein YihI

ALC24_4239 4799080 4799176 96 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4231 4804603 4805551 948 Transposase 

ALC24_4235 4815515 4815683 168 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4229 4833160 4833451 291 IS66 Orf2 like protein

ALC24_4230 4833471 4834161 690 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4238 4841486 4841621 135 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4237 4774843 4775029 186 EamA-like transporter family protein

ALC24_4236 4776164 4776509 345 Der GTPase-activating protein YihI

ALC24_4239 4799080 4799176 96 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4224 0 16S ribosomal RNA

ALC24_4238 4841486 4841621 135 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4234 4854734 4854956 222 Sensor histidine kinase RcsC0
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16 2086200 2095222 9022

17 2479333 2484716 5383
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27 3905163 3910248 5085
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32 4833472 4854956 21484

29 4586381 4592273 5892
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Number 
GI

GI start GI end 
Total GI 
Extension 

bp

Genes 
per GI

Alcanicorax 
locus

Gene 
start

Gene end Gene 
length bp

Product

ALC24_1492 152321 153719 1398
Chromosomal replication initiator protein 

DnaA

ALC24_1493 153757 154858 1101 DNA polymerase III subunit beta

ALC24_1494 154910 156014 1104 DNA replication and repair protein RecF

ALC24_1495 156023 158438 2415 DNA gyrase subunit B

ALC24_1496 158537 158903 366
global DNA-binding transcriptional dual 

regulator H-NS

ALC24_1497 158970 159732 762
1-acyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphate 

acyltransferase

ALC24_1498 159728 160280 552
D-glycero-beta-D-manno-heptose-1,7-

bisphosphate 7-phosphatase

ALC24_1499 160366 160630 264
leucine/isoleucine/valine transporter ATP-

binding subunit

ALC24_4013 354968 355148 180 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4014 355461 356325 864 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4015 356867 357620 753 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4016 357645 357852 207
Prophage CP4-57 regulatory protein 

(AlpA)

ALC24_4017 357939 358386 447 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4018 358451 359114 663 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4019 359539 361537 1998 Chitinase A precursor

ALC24_4020 361855 362191 336 transcriptional repressor DicA

ALC24_4021 362144 363089 945 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4022 363265 364585 1320 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4023 364620 365622 1002
YqaJ-like viral recombinase domain 

protein

ALC24_4024 365719 366151 432 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4025 366229 367201 972 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4026 367333 367831 498 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4027 367897 368266 369 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4028 368729 369290 561 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4029 369327 370623 1296 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4030 370619 371600 981 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4031 371707 375241 3534 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4032 376810 377605 795 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4033 377604 378024 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4034 378020 378599 579 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4035 379923 380115 192 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4036 380238 380901 663 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4037 380982 381783 801 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4038 381806 382448 642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4039 382571 383123 552 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4040 383187 384063 876 TIR domain protein

ALC24_4041 384737 385028 291 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3208 386341 387208 867 Putative prophage CPS-53 integrase

ALC24_3209 387407 388271 864 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3210 388574 389291 717 Ribonuclease PH

ALC24_4014 355461 356325 864 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4015 356867 357620 753 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4016 357645 357852 207
Prophage CP4-57 regulatory protein 

(AlpA)

ALC24_4017 357939 358386 447 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4018 358451 359114 663 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4029 369327 370623 1296 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4030 370619 371600 981 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4031 371707 375241 3534 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4032 376810 377605 795 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4033 377604 378024 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4034 378020 378599 579 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4037 380982 381783 801 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4038 381806 382448 642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4039 382571 383123 552 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4040 383187 384063 876 TIR domain protein

ALC24_4041 384737 385028 291 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3208 386341 387208 867 Putative prophage CPS-53 integrase

ALC24_3228 405403 406324 921
Bacterial type II secretion system protein 

F domain protein

ALC24_3229 406246 406426 180 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3230 406766 407189 423
Bacterial type II secretion system protein 

F domain protein

ALC24_3231 407214 407916 702 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3232 407920 408205 285 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3233 408206 409976 1770 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3234 410019 411102 1083 PAP2 superfamily protein

ALC24_2110 957938 958373 435 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2111 959202 959481 279 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2112 959536 959992 456
Glutathione-dependent formaldehyde-

activating enzyme

ALC24_2113 960116 960590 474 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2114 960932 961175 243 Antitoxin RelJ

ALC24_2115 961171 961435 264 Plasmid encoded toxin Txe

ALC24_2117 962217 962523 306 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2118 962624 963320 696
High-affinity branched-chain amino acid 

transport ATP-binding protein LivF

ALC24_2119 963353 964184 831 Ribose import ATP-binding protein RbsA

ALC24_2209 1060423 1062475 2052 Bifunctional protein PaaZ

ALC24_2210 1062626 1063142 516 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2211 1063161 1063722 561 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2212 1063854 1064133 279 Toxic protein SymE

ALC24_0671 1479705 1481277 1572 GMP synthase [glutamine-hydrolyzing]

ALC24_0672 1481650 1482565 915 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0673 1482698 1483385 687 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0674 1483386 1484934 1548 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0675 1485057 1486185 1128 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0676 1486233 1486413 180 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0677 1486519 1487161 642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0678 1487382 1488375 993 Fic/DOC family protein

ALC24_0679 1488514 1488733 219 SpoVT / AbrB like domain protein

ALC24_0680 1488729 1489110 381 PIN domain protein

ALC24_0681 1489183 1490206 1023 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0682 1490638 1491058 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0683 1491169 1491424 255 Antitoxin ParD4

ALC24_0684 1491423 1491720 297 Toxin ParE1

ALC24_0685 1491728 1492373 645 HTH-type transcriptional regulator BetI

ALC24_0686 1493079 1494273 1194 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0687 1494562 1496629 2067 AIPR protein

ALC24_0688 1496629 1497604 975 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0689 1497593 1500254 2661 Z1 domain protein

ALC24_0690 1500250 1501726 1476 DNA mismatch repair protein MutL

ALC24_0691 1502358 1503342 984 Modification methylase AplI

ALC24_0692 1503722 1503953 231
anaerobic benzoate catabolism 

transcriptional regulator

ALC24_0693 1504017 1505160 1143 L-lactate dehydrogenase [cytochrome]

ALC24_0672 1481650 1482565 915 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0673 1482698 1483385 687 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0674 1483386 1484934 1548 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0684 1491423 1491720 297 Toxin ParE1

ALC24_0685 1491728 1492373 645 HTH-type transcriptional regulator BetI

ALC24_0686 1493079 1494273 1194 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0687 1494562 1496629 2067 AIPR protein

ALC24_0688 1496629 1497604 975 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0689 1497593 1500254 2661 Z1 domain protein

ALC24_0690 1500250 1501726 1476 DNA mismatch repair protein MutL

ALC24_0691 1502358 1503342 984 Modification methylase AplI

ALC24_0692 1503722 1503953 231
anaerobic benzoate catabolism 

transcriptional regulator

ALC24_0693 1504017 1505160 1143 L-lactate dehydrogenase [cytochrome]

ALC24_0694 1505178 1506441 1263 Serine/threonine-protein kinase HipA

ALC24_0695 1506430 1506796 366 Helix-turn-helix 

ALC24_0696 1506951 1508583 1632 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3075 1990080 1990527 447
Organic hydroperoxide resistance 

transcriptional regulator

ALC24_3074 1990739 1991168 429
Organic hydroperoxide resistance 

protein OhrB

ALC24_3073 1991347 1992193 846 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3072 1992424 1993276 852 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3071 1993202 1993598 396 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3070 1993597 1993861 264 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3069 1993971 1994748 777
HTH-type transcriptional repressor of 

iron proteins A

ALC24_3068 1994990 1995728 738 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3067 1995681 1996137 456 Transposase IS200 like protein

ALC24_3694 2018885 2020196 1311 Polysaccharide biosynthesis protein

ALC24_3693 2020192 2021353 1161 Polysaccharide pyruvyl transferase

ALC24_3692 2021358 2022483 1125

GalNAc-alpha-(1-<4)-GalNAc-alpha-(1-

<3)-diNAcBac-PP-undecaprenol alpha-

1,4-N-acetyl-D-

ALC24_3691 2022487 2023894 1407 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3690 2023920 2024469 549 Serine acetyltransferase

ALC24_3689 2024465 2025377 912 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3688 2025479 2026730 1251 Phenylacetate-coenzyme A ligase

ALC24_3687 2026777 2028910 2133 Alcohol dehydrogenase

ALC24_3686 2028906 2030760 1854 Heparinase II/III-like protein

ALC24_3670 2043605 2044136 531
Tripartite ATP-independent periplasmic 

transporters, DctQ component

ALC24_3669 2044138 2045275 1137
Monocarboxylate 2-oxoacid-binding 

periplasmic protein precursor

ALC24_3668 2045557 2046607 1050 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3667 2046428 2046848 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3666 2046874 2048044 1170 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase

ALC24_3651 2066508 2067144 636
Teichoic acids export ATP-binding 

protein TagH

ALC24_3650 2067158 2068250 1092 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3649 2068246 2070007 1761 Galactofuranosyl transferase GlfT2

ALC24_3638 2087219 2088974 1755
tRNA(Glu)-specific nuclease WapA 

precursor

ALC24_3637 2089013 2089121 108 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4121 2092187 2093876 1689
tRNA(Glu)-specific nuclease WapA 

precursor

ALC24_4122 2094394 2094745 351 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4123 2094820 2095222 402 hypothetical protein

ALC24_1110 2480197 2482906 2709 hypothetical protein

ALC24_1111 2482909 2483968 1059 hypothetical protein

ALC24_1112 2484014 2484716 702 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3985 2838799 2842261 3462 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3984 2843257 2843953 696 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3983 2844710 2844980 270 Ribbon-helix-helix protein, copG family

ALC24_3982 2844979 2845255 276 Plasmid stabilisation system protein

ALC24_3984 2843257 2843953 696 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3983 2844710 2844980 270 Ribbon-helix-helix protein, copG family

ALC24_3982 2844979 2845255 276 Plasmid stabilisation system protein

ALC24_3981 2845465 2846473 1008 flagellar assembly protein H

ALC24_3980 2846589 2847300 711 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3979 2847497 2848385 888 Type II secretion system protein N

ALC24_3978 2848418 2849150 732 Transposase IS200 like protein

ALC24_3977 2849710 2850091 381 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3976 2850254 2850638 384 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3975 2850799 2851210 411 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3974 2851503 2852106 603 ECF RNA polymerase sigma-E factor

ALC24_3973 2852099 2852333 234 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3972 2852360 2852777 417 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3971 2852886 2853345 459 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3970 2853429 2853999 570
Carboxymuconolactone decarboxylase 

family protein

ALC24_3969 2854101 2854368 267
Phosphate import ATP-binding protein 

PstB

ALC24_3968 2854430 2854628 198
Phosphate import ATP-binding protein 

PstB 3

ALC24_3967 2854627 2855455 828
Phosphate transport system permease 

protein PstA

ALC24_3966 2855441 2856302 861
Phosphate transport system permease 

protein PstC

ALC24_3965 2856270 2857083 813
Phosphate-binding protein PstS 1 

precursor

ALC24_3964 2857499 2858492 993
Bacterial extracellular solute-binding 

protein, family 7

ALC24_3963 2858646 2859822 1176
Bacterial extracellular solute-binding 

protein, family 7

ALC24_3962 2860362 2860575 213 Coenzyme PQQ synthesis protein A

ALC24_3925 2903144 2903426 282 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3636 2905323 2908965 3642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3635 2909223 2909772 549 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3634 2910373 2911414 1041 flagellar assembly protein H

ALC24_3633 2911839 2912940 1101 flagellar assembly protein H

ALC24_3632 2913403 2914093 690 hypothetical protein

21 2905324 2909772 4448 1 ALC24_3635 2909223 2909772 549 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3550 3006845 3007115 270 50S ribosomal protein L31 type B

ALC24_3549 3007502 3008498 996 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3548 3008511 3009711 1200 Cytochrome c551 peroxidase precursor

ALC24_3547 3009707 3010958 1251 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3545 3011092 3012502 1410 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3545 3012501 3013734 1233 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3544 3013987 3014425 438 Cytochrome c-555 precursor

ALC24_2454 3358650 3359385 735 Phage protein Gp37/Gp68

ALC24_2453 3359381 3360257 876 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2452 3360538 3363898 3360 Type III restriction enzyme, res subunit

ALC24_2451 3363897 3364206 309 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2450 3364192 3367516 3324 DNA methylase

ALC24_2449 3367662 3370542 2880
RNA polymerase-associated protein 

RapA

ALC24_2448 3371397 3372294 897 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2447 3372619 3374056 1437 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2446 3374042 3374711 669 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2445 3374751 3378402 3651 Chromosome partition protein Smc

ALC24_2444 3378430 3379549 1119 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2443 3379653 3380025 372 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2427 3398047 3398350 303 Transposase 

ALC24_4162 3399565 3400222 657 Transposase IS66 family protein

ALC24_4163 3400499 3405767 5268 Microbial collagenase precursor

ALC24_4164 3405865 3407617 1752 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4165 3407841 3408666 825 Transcriptional regulatory protein DegU

ALC24_4166 3408848 3411047 2199
Redox sensor histidine kinase response 

regulator DevS

ALC24_4167 3411415 3412066 651 Integrase core domain protein

ALC24_4165 3407841 3408666 825 Transcriptional regulatory protein DegU

ALC24_4166 3408848 3411047 2199
Redox sensor histidine kinase response 

regulator DevS

ALC24_3792 3444968 3445604 636 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3793 3445810 3446110 300 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3794 3446106 3446394 288 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3795 3446608 3447469 861 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3796 3447577 3448618 1041 Viral (Superfamily 1) RNA helicase

ALC24_3797 3448602 3450174 1572 DNA replication and repair protein RecF

ALC24_3798 3450506 3450737 231 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3799 3450897 3451086 189 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3800 3451098 3451404 306 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3801 3451519 3451765 246 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3802 3451887 3452097 210 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3803 3452093 3452291 198 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2871 3906028 3907297 1269 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2870 3907296 3910248 2952 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2780 4026308 4028030 1722 Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase

ALC24_2779 4028035 4029250 1215 Receptor family ligand binding region

ALC24_2778 4029305 4030064 759
Lipopolysaccharide export system ATP-

binding protein LptB

ALC24_2777 4030056 4030761 705
High-affinity branched-chain amino acid 

transport ATP-binding protein LivF

ALC24_2776 4030762 4031644 882
High-affinity branched-chain amino acid 

transport system permease protein LivH

ALC24_2775 4031654 4032608 954
leucine/isoleucine/valine transporter 

permease subunit

ALC24_2774 4032639 4033320 681
HTH-type transcriptional repressor 

KstR2

ALC24_2773 4033660 4033927 267 Transposase 

ALC24_2772 4034473 4034770 297 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0141 4586992 4587286 294 Helix-turn-helix 

ALC24_0140 4587385 4589290 1905 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0139 4589286 4590957 1671 ATP-dependent DNA helicase PcrA

ALC24_0138 4590925 4591060 135 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0136 4591958 4592273 315 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0009 4738672 4739005 333 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit G

ALC24_0008 4739022 4739292 270 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit F

ALC24_0007 4739285 4739774 489 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit E

ALC24_0006 4739770 4741261 1491 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit D

ALC24_0005 4741260 4741632 372 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit C1

ALC24_0004 4741631 4744430 2799 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit A

ALC24_0003 4744820 4745066 246 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0002 4745112 4746471 1359 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0001 4746467 4747868 1401 GTPase Der

ALC24_4225 4750542 4751136 594 IS2 Transposase TnpB

ALC24_4226 4751372 4751585 213 IS2 repressor TnpA

ALC24_4237 4774843 4775029 186 EamA-like transporter family protein

ALC24_4236 4776164 4776509 345 Der GTPase-activating protein YihI

ALC24_4239 4799080 4799176 96 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4231 4804603 4805551 948 Transposase 

ALC24_4235 4815515 4815683 168 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4229 4833160 4833451 291 IS66 Orf2 like protein

ALC24_4230 4833471 4834161 690 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4238 4841486 4841621 135 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4237 4774843 4775029 186 EamA-like transporter family protein

ALC24_4236 4776164 4776509 345 Der GTPase-activating protein YihI

ALC24_4239 4799080 4799176 96 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4224 0 16S ribosomal RNA

ALC24_4238 4841486 4841621 135 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4234 4854734 4854956 222 Sensor histidine kinase RcsC0
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368730 378599 98694

956896 964184 72887

380239 387208 69695

404245 411102 68576

1 151735 160630 8895

353564 389291 357272

354969 359114 41453

10 1479706 1484934 5228

11 1491170 1508583 17413

8 1059221 1064133 4912

9 1478067 1505160 27093
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18 2834310 2845255 10945

19 2838800 2860575 21775

16 2086200 2095222 9022

17 2479333 2484716 5383
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20 2901153 2914093 12940
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27 3905163 3910248 5085

28 4024664 4034770 10106

25 3405866 3411047 5181

26 3443636 3452291 8655

31 4751373 4799176 47803

32 4833472 4854956 21484

29 4586381 4592273 5892

30 4737171 4841621 104450
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Number 
GI
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Alcanicorax 
locus

Gene 
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Gene end Gene 
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Product

ALC24_1492 152321 153719 1398
Chromosomal replication initiator protein 

DnaA

ALC24_1493 153757 154858 1101 DNA polymerase III subunit beta

ALC24_1494 154910 156014 1104 DNA replication and repair protein RecF

ALC24_1495 156023 158438 2415 DNA gyrase subunit B

ALC24_1496 158537 158903 366
global DNA-binding transcriptional dual 

regulator H-NS

ALC24_1497 158970 159732 762
1-acyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphate 

acyltransferase

ALC24_1498 159728 160280 552
D-glycero-beta-D-manno-heptose-1,7-

bisphosphate 7-phosphatase

ALC24_1499 160366 160630 264
leucine/isoleucine/valine transporter ATP-

binding subunit

ALC24_4013 354968 355148 180 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4014 355461 356325 864 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4015 356867 357620 753 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4016 357645 357852 207
Prophage CP4-57 regulatory protein 

(AlpA)

ALC24_4017 357939 358386 447 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4018 358451 359114 663 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4019 359539 361537 1998 Chitinase A precursor

ALC24_4020 361855 362191 336 transcriptional repressor DicA

ALC24_4021 362144 363089 945 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4022 363265 364585 1320 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4023 364620 365622 1002
YqaJ-like viral recombinase domain 

protein

ALC24_4024 365719 366151 432 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4025 366229 367201 972 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4026 367333 367831 498 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4027 367897 368266 369 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4028 368729 369290 561 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4029 369327 370623 1296 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4030 370619 371600 981 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4031 371707 375241 3534 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4032 376810 377605 795 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4033 377604 378024 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4034 378020 378599 579 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4035 379923 380115 192 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4036 380238 380901 663 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4037 380982 381783 801 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4038 381806 382448 642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4039 382571 383123 552 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4040 383187 384063 876 TIR domain protein

ALC24_4041 384737 385028 291 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3208 386341 387208 867 Putative prophage CPS-53 integrase

ALC24_3209 387407 388271 864 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3210 388574 389291 717 Ribonuclease PH

ALC24_4014 355461 356325 864 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4015 356867 357620 753 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4016 357645 357852 207
Prophage CP4-57 regulatory protein 

(AlpA)

ALC24_4017 357939 358386 447 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4018 358451 359114 663 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4029 369327 370623 1296 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4030 370619 371600 981 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4031 371707 375241 3534 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4032 376810 377605 795 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4033 377604 378024 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4034 378020 378599 579 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4037 380982 381783 801 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4038 381806 382448 642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4039 382571 383123 552 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4040 383187 384063 876 TIR domain protein

ALC24_4041 384737 385028 291 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3208 386341 387208 867 Putative prophage CPS-53 integrase

ALC24_3228 405403 406324 921
Bacterial type II secretion system protein 

F domain protein

ALC24_3229 406246 406426 180 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3230 406766 407189 423
Bacterial type II secretion system protein 

F domain protein

ALC24_3231 407214 407916 702 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3232 407920 408205 285 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3233 408206 409976 1770 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3234 410019 411102 1083 PAP2 superfamily protein

ALC24_2110 957938 958373 435 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2111 959202 959481 279 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2112 959536 959992 456
Glutathione-dependent formaldehyde-

activating enzyme

ALC24_2113 960116 960590 474 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2114 960932 961175 243 Antitoxin RelJ

ALC24_2115 961171 961435 264 Plasmid encoded toxin Txe

ALC24_2117 962217 962523 306 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2118 962624 963320 696
High-affinity branched-chain amino acid 

transport ATP-binding protein LivF

ALC24_2119 963353 964184 831 Ribose import ATP-binding protein RbsA

ALC24_2209 1060423 1062475 2052 Bifunctional protein PaaZ

ALC24_2210 1062626 1063142 516 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2211 1063161 1063722 561 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2212 1063854 1064133 279 Toxic protein SymE

ALC24_0671 1479705 1481277 1572 GMP synthase [glutamine-hydrolyzing]

ALC24_0672 1481650 1482565 915 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0673 1482698 1483385 687 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0674 1483386 1484934 1548 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0675 1485057 1486185 1128 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0676 1486233 1486413 180 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0677 1486519 1487161 642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0678 1487382 1488375 993 Fic/DOC family protein

ALC24_0679 1488514 1488733 219 SpoVT / AbrB like domain protein

ALC24_0680 1488729 1489110 381 PIN domain protein

ALC24_0681 1489183 1490206 1023 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0682 1490638 1491058 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0683 1491169 1491424 255 Antitoxin ParD4

ALC24_0684 1491423 1491720 297 Toxin ParE1

ALC24_0685 1491728 1492373 645 HTH-type transcriptional regulator BetI

ALC24_0686 1493079 1494273 1194 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0687 1494562 1496629 2067 AIPR protein

ALC24_0688 1496629 1497604 975 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0689 1497593 1500254 2661 Z1 domain protein

ALC24_0690 1500250 1501726 1476 DNA mismatch repair protein MutL

ALC24_0691 1502358 1503342 984 Modification methylase AplI

ALC24_0692 1503722 1503953 231
anaerobic benzoate catabolism 

transcriptional regulator

ALC24_0693 1504017 1505160 1143 L-lactate dehydrogenase [cytochrome]

ALC24_0672 1481650 1482565 915 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0673 1482698 1483385 687 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0674 1483386 1484934 1548 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0684 1491423 1491720 297 Toxin ParE1

ALC24_0685 1491728 1492373 645 HTH-type transcriptional regulator BetI

ALC24_0686 1493079 1494273 1194 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0687 1494562 1496629 2067 AIPR protein

ALC24_0688 1496629 1497604 975 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0689 1497593 1500254 2661 Z1 domain protein

ALC24_0690 1500250 1501726 1476 DNA mismatch repair protein MutL

ALC24_0691 1502358 1503342 984 Modification methylase AplI

ALC24_0692 1503722 1503953 231
anaerobic benzoate catabolism 

transcriptional regulator

ALC24_0693 1504017 1505160 1143 L-lactate dehydrogenase [cytochrome]

ALC24_0694 1505178 1506441 1263 Serine/threonine-protein kinase HipA

ALC24_0695 1506430 1506796 366 Helix-turn-helix 

ALC24_0696 1506951 1508583 1632 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3075 1990080 1990527 447
Organic hydroperoxide resistance 

transcriptional regulator

ALC24_3074 1990739 1991168 429
Organic hydroperoxide resistance 

protein OhrB

ALC24_3073 1991347 1992193 846 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3072 1992424 1993276 852 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3071 1993202 1993598 396 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3070 1993597 1993861 264 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3069 1993971 1994748 777
HTH-type transcriptional repressor of 

iron proteins A

ALC24_3068 1994990 1995728 738 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3067 1995681 1996137 456 Transposase IS200 like protein

ALC24_3694 2018885 2020196 1311 Polysaccharide biosynthesis protein

ALC24_3693 2020192 2021353 1161 Polysaccharide pyruvyl transferase

ALC24_3692 2021358 2022483 1125

GalNAc-alpha-(1-<4)-GalNAc-alpha-(1-

<3)-diNAcBac-PP-undecaprenol alpha-

1,4-N-acetyl-D-

ALC24_3691 2022487 2023894 1407 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3690 2023920 2024469 549 Serine acetyltransferase

ALC24_3689 2024465 2025377 912 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3688 2025479 2026730 1251 Phenylacetate-coenzyme A ligase

ALC24_3687 2026777 2028910 2133 Alcohol dehydrogenase

ALC24_3686 2028906 2030760 1854 Heparinase II/III-like protein

ALC24_3670 2043605 2044136 531
Tripartite ATP-independent periplasmic 

transporters, DctQ component

ALC24_3669 2044138 2045275 1137
Monocarboxylate 2-oxoacid-binding 

periplasmic protein precursor

ALC24_3668 2045557 2046607 1050 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3667 2046428 2046848 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3666 2046874 2048044 1170 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase

ALC24_3651 2066508 2067144 636
Teichoic acids export ATP-binding 

protein TagH

ALC24_3650 2067158 2068250 1092 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3649 2068246 2070007 1761 Galactofuranosyl transferase GlfT2

ALC24_3638 2087219 2088974 1755
tRNA(Glu)-specific nuclease WapA 

precursor

ALC24_3637 2089013 2089121 108 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4121 2092187 2093876 1689
tRNA(Glu)-specific nuclease WapA 

precursor

ALC24_4122 2094394 2094745 351 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4123 2094820 2095222 402 hypothetical protein

ALC24_1110 2480197 2482906 2709 hypothetical protein

ALC24_1111 2482909 2483968 1059 hypothetical protein

ALC24_1112 2484014 2484716 702 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3985 2838799 2842261 3462 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3984 2843257 2843953 696 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3983 2844710 2844980 270 Ribbon-helix-helix protein, copG family

ALC24_3982 2844979 2845255 276 Plasmid stabilisation system protein

ALC24_3984 2843257 2843953 696 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3983 2844710 2844980 270 Ribbon-helix-helix protein, copG family

ALC24_3982 2844979 2845255 276 Plasmid stabilisation system protein

ALC24_3981 2845465 2846473 1008 flagellar assembly protein H

ALC24_3980 2846589 2847300 711 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3979 2847497 2848385 888 Type II secretion system protein N

ALC24_3978 2848418 2849150 732 Transposase IS200 like protein

ALC24_3977 2849710 2850091 381 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3976 2850254 2850638 384 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3975 2850799 2851210 411 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3974 2851503 2852106 603 ECF RNA polymerase sigma-E factor

ALC24_3973 2852099 2852333 234 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3972 2852360 2852777 417 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3971 2852886 2853345 459 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3970 2853429 2853999 570
Carboxymuconolactone decarboxylase 

family protein

ALC24_3969 2854101 2854368 267
Phosphate import ATP-binding protein 

PstB

ALC24_3968 2854430 2854628 198
Phosphate import ATP-binding protein 

PstB 3

ALC24_3967 2854627 2855455 828
Phosphate transport system permease 

protein PstA

ALC24_3966 2855441 2856302 861
Phosphate transport system permease 

protein PstC

ALC24_3965 2856270 2857083 813
Phosphate-binding protein PstS 1 

precursor

ALC24_3964 2857499 2858492 993
Bacterial extracellular solute-binding 

protein, family 7

ALC24_3963 2858646 2859822 1176
Bacterial extracellular solute-binding 

protein, family 7

ALC24_3962 2860362 2860575 213 Coenzyme PQQ synthesis protein A

ALC24_3925 2903144 2903426 282 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3636 2905323 2908965 3642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3635 2909223 2909772 549 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3634 2910373 2911414 1041 flagellar assembly protein H

ALC24_3633 2911839 2912940 1101 flagellar assembly protein H

ALC24_3632 2913403 2914093 690 hypothetical protein

21 2905324 2909772 4448 1 ALC24_3635 2909223 2909772 549 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3550 3006845 3007115 270 50S ribosomal protein L31 type B

ALC24_3549 3007502 3008498 996 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3548 3008511 3009711 1200 Cytochrome c551 peroxidase precursor

ALC24_3547 3009707 3010958 1251 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3545 3011092 3012502 1410 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3545 3012501 3013734 1233 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3544 3013987 3014425 438 Cytochrome c-555 precursor

ALC24_2454 3358650 3359385 735 Phage protein Gp37/Gp68

ALC24_2453 3359381 3360257 876 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2452 3360538 3363898 3360 Type III restriction enzyme, res subunit

ALC24_2451 3363897 3364206 309 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2450 3364192 3367516 3324 DNA methylase

ALC24_2449 3367662 3370542 2880
RNA polymerase-associated protein 

RapA

ALC24_2448 3371397 3372294 897 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2447 3372619 3374056 1437 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2446 3374042 3374711 669 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2445 3374751 3378402 3651 Chromosome partition protein Smc

ALC24_2444 3378430 3379549 1119 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2443 3379653 3380025 372 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2427 3398047 3398350 303 Transposase 

ALC24_4162 3399565 3400222 657 Transposase IS66 family protein

ALC24_4163 3400499 3405767 5268 Microbial collagenase precursor

ALC24_4164 3405865 3407617 1752 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4165 3407841 3408666 825 Transcriptional regulatory protein DegU

ALC24_4166 3408848 3411047 2199
Redox sensor histidine kinase response 

regulator DevS

ALC24_4167 3411415 3412066 651 Integrase core domain protein

ALC24_4165 3407841 3408666 825 Transcriptional regulatory protein DegU

ALC24_4166 3408848 3411047 2199
Redox sensor histidine kinase response 

regulator DevS

ALC24_3792 3444968 3445604 636 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3793 3445810 3446110 300 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3794 3446106 3446394 288 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3795 3446608 3447469 861 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3796 3447577 3448618 1041 Viral (Superfamily 1) RNA helicase

ALC24_3797 3448602 3450174 1572 DNA replication and repair protein RecF

ALC24_3798 3450506 3450737 231 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3799 3450897 3451086 189 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3800 3451098 3451404 306 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3801 3451519 3451765 246 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3802 3451887 3452097 210 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3803 3452093 3452291 198 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2871 3906028 3907297 1269 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2870 3907296 3910248 2952 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2780 4026308 4028030 1722 Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase

ALC24_2779 4028035 4029250 1215 Receptor family ligand binding region

ALC24_2778 4029305 4030064 759
Lipopolysaccharide export system ATP-

binding protein LptB

ALC24_2777 4030056 4030761 705
High-affinity branched-chain amino acid 

transport ATP-binding protein LivF

ALC24_2776 4030762 4031644 882
High-affinity branched-chain amino acid 

transport system permease protein LivH

ALC24_2775 4031654 4032608 954
leucine/isoleucine/valine transporter 

permease subunit

ALC24_2774 4032639 4033320 681
HTH-type transcriptional repressor 

KstR2

ALC24_2773 4033660 4033927 267 Transposase 

ALC24_2772 4034473 4034770 297 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0141 4586992 4587286 294 Helix-turn-helix 

ALC24_0140 4587385 4589290 1905 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0139 4589286 4590957 1671 ATP-dependent DNA helicase PcrA

ALC24_0138 4590925 4591060 135 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0136 4591958 4592273 315 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0009 4738672 4739005 333 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit G

ALC24_0008 4739022 4739292 270 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit F

ALC24_0007 4739285 4739774 489 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit E

ALC24_0006 4739770 4741261 1491 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit D

ALC24_0005 4741260 4741632 372 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit C1

ALC24_0004 4741631 4744430 2799 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit A

ALC24_0003 4744820 4745066 246 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0002 4745112 4746471 1359 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0001 4746467 4747868 1401 GTPase Der

ALC24_4225 4750542 4751136 594 IS2 Transposase TnpB

ALC24_4226 4751372 4751585 213 IS2 repressor TnpA

ALC24_4237 4774843 4775029 186 EamA-like transporter family protein

ALC24_4236 4776164 4776509 345 Der GTPase-activating protein YihI

ALC24_4239 4799080 4799176 96 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4231 4804603 4805551 948 Transposase 

ALC24_4235 4815515 4815683 168 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4229 4833160 4833451 291 IS66 Orf2 like protein

ALC24_4230 4833471 4834161 690 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4238 4841486 4841621 135 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4237 4774843 4775029 186 EamA-like transporter family protein

ALC24_4236 4776164 4776509 345 Der GTPase-activating protein YihI

ALC24_4239 4799080 4799176 96 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4224 0 16S ribosomal RNA

ALC24_4238 4841486 4841621 135 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4234 4854734 4854956 222 Sensor histidine kinase RcsC0
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ALC24_1492 152321 153719 1398
Chromosomal replication initiator protein 

DnaA

ALC24_1493 153757 154858 1101 DNA polymerase III subunit beta

ALC24_1494 154910 156014 1104 DNA replication and repair protein RecF

ALC24_1495 156023 158438 2415 DNA gyrase subunit B

ALC24_1496 158537 158903 366
global DNA-binding transcriptional dual 

regulator H-NS

ALC24_1497 158970 159732 762
1-acyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphate 

acyltransferase

ALC24_1498 159728 160280 552
D-glycero-beta-D-manno-heptose-1,7-

bisphosphate 7-phosphatase

ALC24_1499 160366 160630 264
leucine/isoleucine/valine transporter ATP-

binding subunit

ALC24_4013 354968 355148 180 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4014 355461 356325 864 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4015 356867 357620 753 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4016 357645 357852 207
Prophage CP4-57 regulatory protein 

(AlpA)

ALC24_4017 357939 358386 447 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4018 358451 359114 663 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4019 359539 361537 1998 Chitinase A precursor

ALC24_4020 361855 362191 336 transcriptional repressor DicA

ALC24_4021 362144 363089 945 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4022 363265 364585 1320 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4023 364620 365622 1002
YqaJ-like viral recombinase domain 

protein

ALC24_4024 365719 366151 432 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4025 366229 367201 972 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4026 367333 367831 498 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4027 367897 368266 369 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4028 368729 369290 561 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4029 369327 370623 1296 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4030 370619 371600 981 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4031 371707 375241 3534 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4032 376810 377605 795 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4033 377604 378024 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4034 378020 378599 579 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4035 379923 380115 192 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4036 380238 380901 663 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4037 380982 381783 801 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4038 381806 382448 642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4039 382571 383123 552 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4040 383187 384063 876 TIR domain protein

ALC24_4041 384737 385028 291 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3208 386341 387208 867 Putative prophage CPS-53 integrase

ALC24_3209 387407 388271 864 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3210 388574 389291 717 Ribonuclease PH

ALC24_4014 355461 356325 864 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4015 356867 357620 753 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4016 357645 357852 207
Prophage CP4-57 regulatory protein 

(AlpA)

ALC24_4017 357939 358386 447 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4018 358451 359114 663 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4029 369327 370623 1296 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4030 370619 371600 981 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4031 371707 375241 3534 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4032 376810 377605 795 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4033 377604 378024 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4034 378020 378599 579 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4037 380982 381783 801 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4038 381806 382448 642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4039 382571 383123 552 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4040 383187 384063 876 TIR domain protein

ALC24_4041 384737 385028 291 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3208 386341 387208 867 Putative prophage CPS-53 integrase

ALC24_3228 405403 406324 921
Bacterial type II secretion system protein 

F domain protein

ALC24_3229 406246 406426 180 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3230 406766 407189 423
Bacterial type II secretion system protein 

F domain protein

ALC24_3231 407214 407916 702 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3232 407920 408205 285 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3233 408206 409976 1770 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3234 410019 411102 1083 PAP2 superfamily protein

ALC24_2110 957938 958373 435 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2111 959202 959481 279 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2112 959536 959992 456
Glutathione-dependent formaldehyde-

activating enzyme

ALC24_2113 960116 960590 474 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2114 960932 961175 243 Antitoxin RelJ

ALC24_2115 961171 961435 264 Plasmid encoded toxin Txe

ALC24_2117 962217 962523 306 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2118 962624 963320 696
High-affinity branched-chain amino acid 

transport ATP-binding protein LivF

ALC24_2119 963353 964184 831 Ribose import ATP-binding protein RbsA

ALC24_2209 1060423 1062475 2052 Bifunctional protein PaaZ

ALC24_2210 1062626 1063142 516 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2211 1063161 1063722 561 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2212 1063854 1064133 279 Toxic protein SymE

ALC24_0671 1479705 1481277 1572 GMP synthase [glutamine-hydrolyzing]

ALC24_0672 1481650 1482565 915 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0673 1482698 1483385 687 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0674 1483386 1484934 1548 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0675 1485057 1486185 1128 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0676 1486233 1486413 180 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0677 1486519 1487161 642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0678 1487382 1488375 993 Fic/DOC family protein

ALC24_0679 1488514 1488733 219 SpoVT / AbrB like domain protein

ALC24_0680 1488729 1489110 381 PIN domain protein

ALC24_0681 1489183 1490206 1023 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0682 1490638 1491058 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0683 1491169 1491424 255 Antitoxin ParD4

ALC24_0684 1491423 1491720 297 Toxin ParE1

ALC24_0685 1491728 1492373 645 HTH-type transcriptional regulator BetI

ALC24_0686 1493079 1494273 1194 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0687 1494562 1496629 2067 AIPR protein

ALC24_0688 1496629 1497604 975 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0689 1497593 1500254 2661 Z1 domain protein

ALC24_0690 1500250 1501726 1476 DNA mismatch repair protein MutL

ALC24_0691 1502358 1503342 984 Modification methylase AplI

ALC24_0692 1503722 1503953 231
anaerobic benzoate catabolism 

transcriptional regulator

ALC24_0693 1504017 1505160 1143 L-lactate dehydrogenase [cytochrome]

ALC24_0672 1481650 1482565 915 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0673 1482698 1483385 687 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0674 1483386 1484934 1548 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0684 1491423 1491720 297 Toxin ParE1

ALC24_0685 1491728 1492373 645 HTH-type transcriptional regulator BetI

ALC24_0686 1493079 1494273 1194 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0687 1494562 1496629 2067 AIPR protein

ALC24_0688 1496629 1497604 975 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0689 1497593 1500254 2661 Z1 domain protein

ALC24_0690 1500250 1501726 1476 DNA mismatch repair protein MutL

ALC24_0691 1502358 1503342 984 Modification methylase AplI

ALC24_0692 1503722 1503953 231
anaerobic benzoate catabolism 

transcriptional regulator

ALC24_0693 1504017 1505160 1143 L-lactate dehydrogenase [cytochrome]

ALC24_0694 1505178 1506441 1263 Serine/threonine-protein kinase HipA

ALC24_0695 1506430 1506796 366 Helix-turn-helix 

ALC24_0696 1506951 1508583 1632 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3075 1990080 1990527 447
Organic hydroperoxide resistance 

transcriptional regulator

ALC24_3074 1990739 1991168 429
Organic hydroperoxide resistance 

protein OhrB

ALC24_3073 1991347 1992193 846 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3072 1992424 1993276 852 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3071 1993202 1993598 396 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3070 1993597 1993861 264 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3069 1993971 1994748 777
HTH-type transcriptional repressor of 

iron proteins A

ALC24_3068 1994990 1995728 738 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3067 1995681 1996137 456 Transposase IS200 like protein

ALC24_3694 2018885 2020196 1311 Polysaccharide biosynthesis protein

ALC24_3693 2020192 2021353 1161 Polysaccharide pyruvyl transferase

ALC24_3692 2021358 2022483 1125

GalNAc-alpha-(1-<4)-GalNAc-alpha-(1-

<3)-diNAcBac-PP-undecaprenol alpha-

1,4-N-acetyl-D-

ALC24_3691 2022487 2023894 1407 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3690 2023920 2024469 549 Serine acetyltransferase

ALC24_3689 2024465 2025377 912 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3688 2025479 2026730 1251 Phenylacetate-coenzyme A ligase

ALC24_3687 2026777 2028910 2133 Alcohol dehydrogenase

ALC24_3686 2028906 2030760 1854 Heparinase II/III-like protein

ALC24_3670 2043605 2044136 531
Tripartite ATP-independent periplasmic 

transporters, DctQ component

ALC24_3669 2044138 2045275 1137
Monocarboxylate 2-oxoacid-binding 

periplasmic protein precursor

ALC24_3668 2045557 2046607 1050 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3667 2046428 2046848 420 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3666 2046874 2048044 1170 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase

ALC24_3651 2066508 2067144 636
Teichoic acids export ATP-binding 

protein TagH

ALC24_3650 2067158 2068250 1092 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3649 2068246 2070007 1761 Galactofuranosyl transferase GlfT2

ALC24_3638 2087219 2088974 1755
tRNA(Glu)-specific nuclease WapA 

precursor

ALC24_3637 2089013 2089121 108 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4121 2092187 2093876 1689
tRNA(Glu)-specific nuclease WapA 

precursor

ALC24_4122 2094394 2094745 351 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4123 2094820 2095222 402 hypothetical protein

ALC24_1110 2480197 2482906 2709 hypothetical protein

ALC24_1111 2482909 2483968 1059 hypothetical protein

ALC24_1112 2484014 2484716 702 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3985 2838799 2842261 3462 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3984 2843257 2843953 696 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3983 2844710 2844980 270 Ribbon-helix-helix protein, copG family

ALC24_3982 2844979 2845255 276 Plasmid stabilisation system protein

ALC24_3984 2843257 2843953 696 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3983 2844710 2844980 270 Ribbon-helix-helix protein, copG family

ALC24_3982 2844979 2845255 276 Plasmid stabilisation system protein

ALC24_3981 2845465 2846473 1008 flagellar assembly protein H

ALC24_3980 2846589 2847300 711 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3979 2847497 2848385 888 Type II secretion system protein N

ALC24_3978 2848418 2849150 732 Transposase IS200 like protein

ALC24_3977 2849710 2850091 381 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3976 2850254 2850638 384 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3975 2850799 2851210 411 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3974 2851503 2852106 603 ECF RNA polymerase sigma-E factor

ALC24_3973 2852099 2852333 234 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3972 2852360 2852777 417 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3971 2852886 2853345 459 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3970 2853429 2853999 570
Carboxymuconolactone decarboxylase 

family protein

ALC24_3969 2854101 2854368 267
Phosphate import ATP-binding protein 

PstB

ALC24_3968 2854430 2854628 198
Phosphate import ATP-binding protein 

PstB 3

ALC24_3967 2854627 2855455 828
Phosphate transport system permease 

protein PstA

ALC24_3966 2855441 2856302 861
Phosphate transport system permease 

protein PstC

ALC24_3965 2856270 2857083 813
Phosphate-binding protein PstS 1 

precursor

ALC24_3964 2857499 2858492 993
Bacterial extracellular solute-binding 

protein, family 7

ALC24_3963 2858646 2859822 1176
Bacterial extracellular solute-binding 

protein, family 7

ALC24_3962 2860362 2860575 213 Coenzyme PQQ synthesis protein A

ALC24_3925 2903144 2903426 282 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3636 2905323 2908965 3642 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3635 2909223 2909772 549 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3634 2910373 2911414 1041 flagellar assembly protein H

ALC24_3633 2911839 2912940 1101 flagellar assembly protein H

ALC24_3632 2913403 2914093 690 hypothetical protein

21 2905324 2909772 4448 1 ALC24_3635 2909223 2909772 549 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3550 3006845 3007115 270 50S ribosomal protein L31 type B

ALC24_3549 3007502 3008498 996 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3548 3008511 3009711 1200 Cytochrome c551 peroxidase precursor

ALC24_3547 3009707 3010958 1251 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3545 3011092 3012502 1410 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3545 3012501 3013734 1233 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3544 3013987 3014425 438 Cytochrome c-555 precursor

ALC24_2454 3358650 3359385 735 Phage protein Gp37/Gp68

ALC24_2453 3359381 3360257 876 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2452 3360538 3363898 3360 Type III restriction enzyme, res subunit

ALC24_2451 3363897 3364206 309 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2450 3364192 3367516 3324 DNA methylase

ALC24_2449 3367662 3370542 2880
RNA polymerase-associated protein 

RapA

ALC24_2448 3371397 3372294 897 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2447 3372619 3374056 1437 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2446 3374042 3374711 669 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2445 3374751 3378402 3651 Chromosome partition protein Smc

ALC24_2444 3378430 3379549 1119 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2443 3379653 3380025 372 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2427 3398047 3398350 303 Transposase 

ALC24_4162 3399565 3400222 657 Transposase IS66 family protein

ALC24_4163 3400499 3405767 5268 Microbial collagenase precursor

ALC24_4164 3405865 3407617 1752 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4165 3407841 3408666 825 Transcriptional regulatory protein DegU

ALC24_4166 3408848 3411047 2199
Redox sensor histidine kinase response 

regulator DevS

ALC24_4167 3411415 3412066 651 Integrase core domain protein

ALC24_4165 3407841 3408666 825 Transcriptional regulatory protein DegU

ALC24_4166 3408848 3411047 2199
Redox sensor histidine kinase response 

regulator DevS

ALC24_3792 3444968 3445604 636 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3793 3445810 3446110 300 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3794 3446106 3446394 288 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3795 3446608 3447469 861 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3796 3447577 3448618 1041 Viral (Superfamily 1) RNA helicase

ALC24_3797 3448602 3450174 1572 DNA replication and repair protein RecF

ALC24_3798 3450506 3450737 231 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3799 3450897 3451086 189 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3800 3451098 3451404 306 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3801 3451519 3451765 246 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3802 3451887 3452097 210 hypothetical protein

ALC24_3803 3452093 3452291 198 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2871 3906028 3907297 1269 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2870 3907296 3910248 2952 hypothetical protein

ALC24_2780 4026308 4028030 1722 Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase

ALC24_2779 4028035 4029250 1215 Receptor family ligand binding region

ALC24_2778 4029305 4030064 759
Lipopolysaccharide export system ATP-

binding protein LptB

ALC24_2777 4030056 4030761 705
High-affinity branched-chain amino acid 

transport ATP-binding protein LivF

ALC24_2776 4030762 4031644 882
High-affinity branched-chain amino acid 

transport system permease protein LivH

ALC24_2775 4031654 4032608 954
leucine/isoleucine/valine transporter 

permease subunit

ALC24_2774 4032639 4033320 681
HTH-type transcriptional repressor 

KstR2

ALC24_2773 4033660 4033927 267 Transposase 

ALC24_2772 4034473 4034770 297 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0141 4586992 4587286 294 Helix-turn-helix 

ALC24_0140 4587385 4589290 1905 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0139 4589286 4590957 1671 ATP-dependent DNA helicase PcrA

ALC24_0138 4590925 4591060 135 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0136 4591958 4592273 315 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0009 4738672 4739005 333 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit G

ALC24_0008 4739022 4739292 270 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit F

ALC24_0007 4739285 4739774 489 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit E

ALC24_0006 4739770 4741261 1491 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit D

ALC24_0005 4741260 4741632 372 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit C1

ALC24_0004 4741631 4744430 2799 Na(+)/H(+) antiporter subunit A

ALC24_0003 4744820 4745066 246 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0002 4745112 4746471 1359 hypothetical protein

ALC24_0001 4746467 4747868 1401 GTPase Der

ALC24_4225 4750542 4751136 594 IS2 Transposase TnpB

ALC24_4226 4751372 4751585 213 IS2 repressor TnpA

ALC24_4237 4774843 4775029 186 EamA-like transporter family protein

ALC24_4236 4776164 4776509 345 Der GTPase-activating protein YihI

ALC24_4239 4799080 4799176 96 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4231 4804603 4805551 948 Transposase 

ALC24_4235 4815515 4815683 168 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4229 4833160 4833451 291 IS66 Orf2 like protein

ALC24_4230 4833471 4834161 690 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4238 4841486 4841621 135 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4237 4774843 4775029 186 EamA-like transporter family protein

ALC24_4236 4776164 4776509 345 Der GTPase-activating protein YihI

ALC24_4239 4799080 4799176 96 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4224 0 16S ribosomal RNA

ALC24_4238 4841486 4841621 135 hypothetical protein

ALC24_4234 4854734 4854956 222 Sensor histidine kinase RcsC0
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Appendix Figures 

 

 
Appendix Fig. 1. Calibration curve using LC-MS chromatograms, extracted form 
Compass Data Analysis software (Bruker, Version 4.2) showing intensity level related 
to different concentration of the standard (BHET). (A) stacked raw chromatogram of 
BHET. (B) Extracted ion chromatogram of BHET. 
 
 

 
Appendix Fig. 2. Clear zone test. Mineral medium (MM) using polyesters as only 
source of carbon showing clear zone halos progression through the incubation time 
expressed as days. (A) MM cultures with PHB as carbon source. (B) MM cultures 
with PESu as carbon source. (C) MM cultures with PHBV as carbon source. (D) MM 
cultures with PCL as carbon source. 
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Appendix Fig. 3. Precast gels NuPAGEÔ (10% Bis-Tris Protein Gels, 1.0 mm, 10-
well, InvitrogenÔ). Top black rectangle on expected protein band for the esterase 
ALC24_4107 from exoproteomis samples of Alcanivorax sp.24. 
 

 
Appendix Fig. 4. Weathering of LDPE by thermooxidation for a period of 6 month. 
(A) Thermooxidation of LDPE film. (B) Thermooxidation of LDPE pellets. All 
controls were kept at room temperature. 
 

 
Appendix Fig. 5. Alcanivorax sp. 24 cultures using LDPE weathered and non-
weathered as source of carbon. Controls using sod. succinate and no carbon addition 
(MM) are also shown. 
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Appendix Fig. 6. Time course growth of Alcanivorax sp. 24 using LDPE pellets 
weathered and non-weathered as the source of carbon. Filled symbols correspond to 
treatment with the bacterial inocula. Open symbols are control treatments (no inocula). 
 

 

 

Appendix Fig. 7. Time course growth of Alcanivorax sp. using samples of weathered 
and non-weathered PE. (A) LDPE-film washed filtered suspension of MM (discarding 
film). (B) LDPE-pellet washed filtered non-filtered suspension of MM (discarding 
pellet). Filled symbols correspond to treatments with the bacterial inocula. Open 
symbols are control treatments (no inocula). 
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Appendix Fig. 8. PCA exoproteomic data Alcanivorax sp. 24 plot using different 
sources of carbon. 
 

 

 

 

 

Appendix Fig. 9. Precast gels NuPAGEÔ (10% Bis-Tris Protein Gels, 1.0 mm, 10-
well, InvitrogenÔ). Samples from cellular proteome of Alcanivorax sp. 24 
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Appendix Protocols 

 

Appendix Protocol 1. 

 

Protocol of samples preparation for Proteomic analysis with Mass Spectrometry 

By Joseph Christie-Oleza. 

During all the process wear gloves and lab coat, trying to avoid any human protein in 

your sample. 

The process of the 1st day has a limitation of 18 samples per day, because of Trypsin 

and dry bath shaker.  

1st Day: 

1. Unfreeze and cut the gel sample in 16 or more pieces with a tip. 

2. Wash the gel pieces by adding 500ul of 50mM ammonium bicarbonate with 

50% ethanol and incubate at 55oC for 20min with shaking (in a dry water bath, 

with shaking if not shake them manually every 5min or less). After pipette off 

the solution taking care not to remove gel pieces and disposes to waste.  

3. Repeat step 2 one more time or more until you get white gel pieces. 

4. During waiting prepare the 10mM DTT (find in the fridge 4 oC), by adding 

15.4mg in 10ml of 50mM ammonium bicarbonate (or prepare less, calculate 

how much you need according to the number of your samples, see step 6). You 

need to prepare this mixture the day that you process your samples. 

5. Dehydrate the gel pieces by adding 180ul of 100%(absolute) ethanol and 

incubate at 55oC for 5min with shaking (in a dry water bath, with shaking if 

not shake them manually). Remove liquid disposes to waste. The gel should 

appear shrunken and white, if the blue colour persists, repeat step 2 and then 

step 5. 

6. Add 150ul of the mixture of DTT (dithiothreitol; step 4) in each sample and 

incubate the samples in 56 oC with shaking (in a dry water bath, with shaking) 

for 30-45 mins (do not exceed this incubation time), like this the cysteine 

sulphur bonds are breaking. Then remove free liquid, dispose to waste (a 

gelatine will have been formed) 

7. During waiting prepare the 55mM iodoacetamide (or chloroacetamide; find in 

the fridge 4 oC) by adding 102 mg in 10ml of 50mM ammonium bicarbonate 
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(or prepare less, calculate how much you need according to the number of your 

samples, see step 9). 

8. Alkylate cysteine residues by addition of 120ul iodoacetamide mixture (step 

7) per sample. Incubate for 20-30 min at room temperature, in the dark (e.g. in 

the cupboard under the bench; this incubation time it is possible to be exceed). 

Then remove free liquid, dispose to waste. 

9. Wash gel pieces by adding 500ul of 50mM ammonium bicarbonate with 50% 

ethanol and incubate at 55oC for 10min with shaking (like step 2). After 

remove free liquid and disposes to waste.  

10. Repeat step 9 one more time. 

11. During waiting prepare the Trypsin. Find the Trypsin 100ng/ul Eppendorfs in 

the 2nd freezer (-20 oC) unfreeze one and add on this Eppendorf 780ul of 50mM 

ammonium bicarbonate to give 2.5 ng/ul concentration, before use (this will 

be used in step 13). If there are not Eppendorfs of 100ng/ul, ask Sue, get 1 vial 

of trypsin (20ug) add 200ul MilliQ water to give 100ng/ul and dispense this 

into 9 Eppendorfs with 20ul, label them as “Trypsin 100ng/ul” and freeze them 

at -20 oC. 

12. Dehydrate the gel pieces by adding 180ul of 100%(absolute) ethanol and 

incubate at 55oC for 5min with shaking (in a dry water bath, with shaking; like 

step 5). Remove free liquid and disposes to waste.  

13.  For tryptic digestion, add 40ul of trypsin Eppendorfs prepared in step 11. 

Allow the gel pieces to rehydrate for 10mins; as the gel rehydrates it may 

expand in size and may no longer be submerged, so add sufficient additional 

50mM ammonium bicarbonate (e.g. 60ul) to cover the gel pieces. Then 

incubate at 37oC Overnight(O/N) with shaking (in a dry water bath, with 

shaking. 

2nd Day: 

14. Take empty colourful Eppendorfs from the first self in the bench with the label 

machine. Label them as the samples that you are processing. 

15. To stop the digestion and extract the peptides from the gel pieces, add 5% 

formic acid in 25% (or 50%) acetonitrile (it is prepared on the bench). The 

added amount should be the same volume as the digestion volume in step 13 

(so 40ul trypsin +if you added 60 ul 50mM ammonium bicarbonate = 100ul). 

Sonicate for 5-10 min. The sonicator machine needs to have sufficient water 
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for the samples to float. Turn on the machine, arrange the time and then sweep 

and start. After the sonication transfer the supernatant to the new labelled 

Eppendorfs of step 14.  

16. Repeat step 15 three or four more times, by adding 100ul of 5% formic acid in 

25% (or 50%) acetonitrile, sonicate, and transfer the supernatant in the same 

new labelled tube as step 15. The total volume by the end of this step will be 

between 300-400ul). The intention of these successive steps is to extract as 

many tryptic peptides as possible from the acrylamine blocks. 

17. Put the colourful eppendorfs in Speed-Vac OverNight (or at least 6 hours) at 

40 oC, for drying the peptide supernatant. In Speed-Vac control temperature 

and time in 24h, preheat and button ‘manually’. Remember to balance the 

samples and take a look after of some hours, to ensure that the eppendorfs are 

open and the drying is in progress. 

18. The next or the same day, store the eppendorfs with the dried extracts at -20 

oC 

19. Ask Sue when the samples are going to be run, for deciding when to start 3rd 

Day. 

3rd Day: 

20. Unfroze the samples and resuspend the pellet in 50ul of 2.5% acetonitrile with 

0.05% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). 

21. Sonicate the samples for 30min to ensure a complete solubilisation of the dried 

peptides. The sonicator machine needs to have sufficient water for the samples 

to float. Turn on the machine, arrange the time and then sweep and start. 

22. Centrifuge samples in a bench centrifuge machine for 5 min at 17.000 g (up 

and down button for g). 

23. Remove the supernatant and transfer to a labelled totally recovery glass vial 

with a pre slit lid suitable for LC-MS/MS; ensure there is no particulate matter 

or bubbles in the vial. Make the labels in the label machine in the bench, ask 

Sue for a serial number for your samples + your store number + the name of 

your samples. Pipette in the very bottom of the vial. 

24. Submit your samples to Sue for mass spectrometry analysis. 
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Appendix Protocol 2. 

 

In Gel Protein Digestion 

By Proteomics Facility. 

 

NOTES: To perform this protocol to completion it will take up to three days 

Notes on why, when to use In Gel digestion methods: for effective removal of 

contaminants from samples, wherever sample pre-fractionation is required, for 

studying protein complexes, for low abundant protein identification. 

 

NOTES on gel handling: 

• Minimize handling of the gel to reduce contamination with keratins. Make sure 

that none of the equipment or tools have been used for immunoblotting or other 

activities that might have left residual protein contamination. 

  

• Wear powder-free gloves at all times. 

  

• Destain the gel with copious washing in water, preferably O/N. Cut the band 

of interest from the gel with a clean razor blade.  As phosphorylation can delay 

migration of proteins on SDS-PAGE cut the area immediately above and below the 

band of interest. 

 

• Dice the gel slice into cubes of 2-4 mm (this ensures that the gel will be covered 

by solutions in the tube without blocking pipette tips). Place in a tube. 

 

Materials 

50% ethanol (HPLC grade) in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate 

100% ethanol 

10 mM Dithiothreitol (DTT) in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (15.4 mg in10 mL) 

55 mM Iodoacetamide (IAA) (or chloroacetamide) in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate 

(102 mg in 10 mL) 

1 vial of trypsin (20 µg); add 200 µL trypsin resuspension buffer to give 100 ng/µL. 

Dispense into 9 x 20 µL tubes and freeze at -20 °C. Add 780 µL of 50 mM ammonium 
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bicarbonate to each tube to give a 2.5 ng/µL concentration and incubate at 30°C for 

15 min, before use. 

5% formic acid in 25% acetonitrile  

2.5% acetonitrile in 0.05% trifluoroacetic acid 

0.22 μm cellulose acetate spin column 

Total recovery glass vials with pre slit lid  

 

Methods 

Estimate the volume required to keep the gel completely submerged. Use this amount 

for derivatization, incubation with protease and peptide extraction, and then use 

double to triple volumes for washing. Example: In a typical digest with approximately 

100 μL of cut gel pieces, use 500 μL volume for washing, 2 x 180 μL for dehydration, 

150 μL for reduction, 120 μL for alkylation, and 120 μL for digestion. 

 

1st day: 

• Wash gel pieces by adding 50% ethanol in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate and 

incubate for 20 min, with shaking and heating at 45 – 55 °C (or until destained). Pipette 

off the solution taking care not to remove gel pieces and dispose to waste. Repeat this 

step twice. 

  

• Dehydrate gel pieces by adding 100% ethanol and incubating 5 min at 55°C 

with shaking; remove liquid, dispose to waste. 

Notes: The gel should appear shrunken and white. If the blue colour persists, incubate 

longer in 50% ethanol in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate. 

• Reduce protein disulphide bonds by adding 10 mM DTT in 50 mM ammonium 

bicarbonate (NB need more than 150 μL generally) and incubate for 30 - 45 min at 56 

ºC with shaking. Remove free liquid, dispose to waste. 

NOTES: Before proceeding with the next step let the samples cool down at room 

temperature. At high temperatures the incubation with IAA will introduce 

modifications on the protein sequence. 

• Alkylate cysteine residues by addition of 55 mM IAA (or chloroacetamide) in 

50 mM ammonium bicarbonate for 20 - 30 min (at room temperature, in the dark e.g. 

in a cupboard or drawer). Remove free liquid, dispose to waste. 
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• Wash gel pieces by adding 50% ethanol in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate and 

incubate for 20 min, with shaking and heating at 45 – 55 °C. Pipette off the solution 

taking care not to remove gel pieces and dispose to waste. Repeat this step twice. 

  

• Dehydrate gel pieces by adding 100% ethanol and incubating 5 min at 55°C 

with shaking; remove liquid, dispose to waste. 

  

• For the tryptic digest, add 40 μL of trypsin at 2.5 ng/μL (for an average band). 

Allow the gel pieces to rehydrate for 10 mins; as the gel rehydrates it may expand in 

size and may no longer be submerged. Add sufficient additional 50 mM ammonium 

bicarbonate to cover the gel pieces. Incubate at 37 ºC O/N with shaking. 

 

2nd day:  

  

• To stop the digestion and extract the peptides from the gel pieces, add 5% 

formic acid in 25% acetonitrile (add the same volume as the digestion volume). 

Sonicate for 5 -10 min (put sufficient water in the sonicator so the samples float and 

use the sweep setting). Transfer the supernatant to new tube. Repeat this step three 

times by adding 5% formic acid in 25% acetonitrile each time to the same tube. 

  

• Dry the peptide supernatant in the Speed-Vac overnight at 40 °C. 

 

3rd day: 

  

• Store dried extracts at -20 ºC. (Here you can pause the protocol) 

OR  

• Resuspend each sample in 55 μL of 2.5% acetonitrile containing 0.05% 

trifluoroacetic acid and sonicate for 30 mins. 

  

Optional: Filter sample using a 0.22 μm cellulose acetate spin column 16,000 g for 5 

mins if particulate matter is still visible.  

• Transfer the eluate to a labelled total recovery glass vial with a pre slit lid for 

mass spectrometry. 


